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Upon commencing at 10:20 a_m _ 

London, Ontario 
November 16 , 1992 

THE CHAIRMAN: I have some preliminaries_ I 

would like to confirm that I have been appointed by the 

Minister of Citizenship by letter dated October 18th, 1992 

to conduct a Board of Inquiry in this complaint _ The 

Complainant is unrepresented_ Susan Eagle , who is listed as 

counsel is not a barrister and solicitor_ She will be 

giving evidence and as such will not be considered a 

representativ e or an agent for the Complainant _ Ms _ Gerry 

Sanson is counsel for the Commission_ The Respondent, Mr_ 

Elieff is here _ He also is unrepresented_ 

Now, to deal with the preliminary matters _ I 

understand from Ms_ Sanson that this day was set aside to 

deal with preliminary matters and to explain the process _ 

Unfortunately that was not my understanding so I had set 

aside the whole day _ I would like to use as much of the day 

as possible and Ms_ Sanson is agreeable and is going to 

accommodate us_ There is, however, one witness who has 

moved to Toronto that Ms_ Sanson wishes to call_ Mr_ Elieff 

is here and is ready to proceed and will be calling one 

witness, his son, who is also present_ 

MS _ SANSON: Can I have that name please? 

Z _ ELIEFF: Zoranco, Z-o-r-a-n-c-o Elieff_ 

THE CHAIRMAN : We also have an Interpreter 

available today Ms_ Chanthy Long , C-h- a - n-t-h-y Long, 

( 
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L-o-n-g. If we could just go off the record for a minute. 

(Discussion held off record) 

THE CHAIRMAN: Ms. Sanson, is there anything 

you would like to say? 

MS. SANSON: Yes, I would like to file the 

Human Rights complaint of Chippheng Hon, I believe it is 

Chippheng with a "g", it is dated 20.12.89. Perhaps we can 

mark that as Exhibit 1. 

THE CHAIRMAN: This is my copy and I have 

marked it up. Do you have another copy? 

MS. SANSON: Unfortunately, yes, I have 

another copy here. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, do you have a copy 

of this complaint? 

MR. ELIEFF: It is garbage, it doesn ' t mean, 

I don't agree with anything. 

THE CHAIRMAN: But you have seen this? 

MR. ELIEFF: I believe so. 

THE CHAIRMAN: If you can get me a copy of 

that after the break then we will file it as Exhibit 1 and I 

will mark on this exhibit the change in spelling. 

EXHIBIT NO.1: Human Rights complaint. 

MS. SANSON: There are a couple of other 

matters dealing with the complaint. The first is the 

a llegation in the complaint appeared to constitute racial 
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discrimination as well. Now the Respondent has been 

notified, by letter dated May 13, 1992 that the Commission 

would be seeking to amend this ground , there are no new 

allegations only the addition of race as a ground. 

THE CHAIRMAN: So that will appear on Exhibit 

1 , the box which is now blank under "race" will now be 

marked. Do you understand this Mr. Elieff, it is being 

added as a ground. If you look at the complaint itself you 

will see in this part entitled "contravention ground" the 

complaint as it existed had ethnic origin and harassment 

marked off here. The Commission is seeking to add "race ( 
which is above there. It is just adding that as a ground. 

None of the other information is going to be changed, none 

of the allegations were changed, it is just there. 

MR. ELIEFF: All this is nonsense and it is 

not true so I don't care, whatever you say. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Let me just ask you do you 

have any objection to adding "race" as a ground? 

MR. ELIEFF: I have objection, it is not 

true, all of this is not true, it is all false, it is all 

lies, that's all. 

THE CHAIRMAN: The reason I am asking that is 

in fairness I don't want you to be surprised by anything 

that comes up. 

MR. ELIEFF: I will not be surprised. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: I don't want you unprepared to 

meet the case. 

MR. ELIEFF: I am prepared. 

THE CHAIRMAN: In that case it is being 

added . 

MS. SANSON: Thank you. There is one other 

matter with respect to the complaint and perhaps Mr. Elieff 

can assist in this regard . It is my understanding that the 

apartment building, the Cheyenne apartment building , 

specifically 105 are owned by Mr. Elieff's holding company 

which is entitled Elieff Investments Limited. 

THE CHAIRMAN: So you are adding that to the 

particulars under paragraph I? 

MS . SANSON: No , against Elijah Elieff, it 

would include the company that owns the apartment building . 

THE CHAIRMAN: So you seek to add that as a 

party? 

MS. SANSON: I am adding it as the proper 

Corporate name of the owner. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Just to clarify this again. 

You are not adding it as a party, you are not adding it as a 

corporate name of the Respondent, or you are just adding it 

in the particulars in paragraph I? 

MS. SANSON: I am adding it as the corporate 

name of the Respondent, 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Can you give me the name in 

full? 

MS_ SANSON: Perhaps Mr _ Elieff can assist in 

that regard , it is entitled Elieff Investments Ltd __ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that correct Mr _ Elieff? 

MR_ ELIEFF : Yes, that is the company that 

owns the buildings _ 

THE CHAIRMAN : Elieff Investments with an "s" 

limited or Itd _? 

MR _ ELIEFF : Ltd __ 

THE CHAIRMAN : And the address Mr _ Elieff? ( 
MR _ ELIEFF: The same address _ 

THE CHAIRMAN: The same address , that is 6 

Elaine Crescent _ 

MR_ ELIEFF: They hav e it here , right _ 

THE CHAIRMAN: It reads 6 Elaine Court _ 

MR_ ELIEFF : No, it is crescent_ 

l 
I 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr _ Elieff, do you have any 

objection to the corporate name being added here? 

MR_ ELIEFF: I just again call this complete 

lies so doesn-t matter_ 

I 
THE CHAIRMAN: We will hav e to determine that 

at the end of the hearing _ 

MR _ ELIEFF: I don - t know if it is right or 

wrong for them to do this kind of stuff _ 
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THE CHAIRMAN: That is the corporate name? 

MR. ELIEFF: That is. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Then I am going to permit that 

MS. SANSON: Thank you. Those are the 

preliminary matters that the Commission asks and we would 

request an adjournment of one hour in order to prepare. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Now I haven't heard from Ms. 

Hon. Can you tell me if Ms. Hon understands what we have 

been talking about right now? 

MS. HON: I don't understand myself the 

English, however with the Interpreter I understand more. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can you just confirm that she 

understands that we have made changes to the complaint? 

MS. LONG: I have been doing that all along. 

THE CHAIRMAN: And that we are seeking to 

a djourn for an hour s o that Ms. Sanson can prepare her case, 

along with Ms. Hon and we will return at 11:30 and proceed 

with the hearing. 

MR. ELIEFF: They should have been ready just 

l ike I am ready. Why wou ld I waste one hour waiting for 

them? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Well there was a bit of a 

misunderstanding. There is nothing we can do about it. 

They must be given a chance to prepare, that is the purpose 
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of the registration. 

MS. SANSON: If I might perhaps assist in 

that regard . I specifically asked the Registrar's office to 

have this in-person hearing day as a preliminary hearing. 

The reason I asked them to do that was because you don't 

have counsel and I thought it would be of assistance to you 

to have the opportunity to ask any questions of the Board as 

to the process, or to ask the Commission . I requested this 

day specifically. Now, had I known that you were prepared 

to go ahead with your evidence today we could have done 

that, I could have been prepared to go ahead . 

MR . ELIEFF : You should have . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr . Elieff this tends to be a 

problem when one of the parties is not represented, 

particularly the Respondent, like a person in your position. 

Because the Board tries to be absolutely fair to the 

Respondent when the Respondent does not have counsel. So 

with that in mind the thought was that this day be set aside 

for you to ask any preliminary questions, we did not know 

that you were willing to proceed. 

Z. ELIEFF: Why would Chippheng Hon be 

against Elieff Investments when she is claiming my dad is 

the one, the racist, why include everybody? 

THE CHAIRMAN: We will come to that in a 

minute when the hearing is in progress . The statute makes 

( 

( 

\ 
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it clear that a corporate person, a corporation has a 

parsanality and it is recognized in law and the statute says 

that a corporate person can also be liable for an 

infringement indirectly. So that is the reason it is not in 

there . 

MR. ELIEFF: And after one hour what is going 

to happen then? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Then we will come back and see 

how we can proceed and to make best use of the day. The 

Complainant and the Commission may be ready to proceed, they 

will begin and call witnesses, and as each witness is called 

you will have a chance to cross- examine the witness. Then 

when that case, when the Commission and the Complainant have 

finished their case then you will be able to bring your 

evidence and your witnesses will be cross-examined. 

MR. ELIEFF: Do you think we will be able to 

finish this today? 

THE CHAIRMAN: We wil l do the best we can. 

There i s one witness the Commission would like to cal l who 

is currently in Toronto. 

MR . ELIEFF: What is it in regard to? 

THE CHAIRMAN: I don ' t know , it is just that 

the Commission wishes to call that witness. 

MS. SANSON: Perhaps I can be of assistance. 

It is a newspaper reporter Mr. Van Moorsel and the substance 
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of his evidence will be to confirm comments that Mr . Elieff 

made . 

MR. ELIEFF: What if I happen to have a 

witness back in Macedonia , can you arrange for me to call 

him over? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Well you can ask for it and I 

will hear you out on that when we return. Maybe we can deal 

with that now . Is there a witness you would like to call? 

MR . ELIEFF : I only asked the question . 

THE CHAIRMAN : I am prepared to entertain 

every request to have an adjournment in order for you to 

call a witness and I am prepared to hear you out on that if 

there is a specific witness you would like to call. 

MR . ELIEFF: Let ' s take an hour off now , 

whatever. 

THE CHAIRMAN: We will take a break and 

return at 11:30. This inquiry is adjourned for one hour 

and we will return at 11:30. 

10:40 a.m. hearing adjourned 

11:35 a.m. hearing resumed 

THE CHAIRMAN : What I am going to ask you if 

yOU have any o pening statements you wish to make if you 

could do that first, Ms. Sanson , if you want to , and then 

we will have Mr . Elieff make any opening statements 

beforehand and then we can start with your witness . 

( 

( 

( 
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MS. SANSON: Thank you. Good morning. The 

Commission-s opening statement will be brief. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Does Ms. Hon want to make any 

preliminary remarks? 

MS. SANSON: Would you like to make some 

preliminary remarks? Would you like to listen to what the 

Commission says first and then make some remarks? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Just as an introduction before 

we start we usually allow the parties just to say something 

in the form of an introduction, if they wish . 

MS _ HON: No , that - s fine . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead Ms. Sanson. 

MS . SANSON: Ms. Hon alleges that her right 

to equal treatment with respect to accommodation and freedom 

from harassment has been infringed by Elijah Elieff. The 

Commission will call evidence to demonstrate Mr. Elieff made 

comments of a racial nature and conduct which amounts to 

unequal treatment under the Human Rights Code. 

The Commission will also demonstrate that 
/ f\O . .btJ 

through Mr. Elieff-s comments and conduct, both towards Ms _ &If;, 
,i' L'" 

Hon as a Cambodian and more general comments of a public -~ee'~ 

--------nature about Vietnamese and Cambodians , such that Ms. Hon - s 

living conditions in her accommodation are poisoned by 

discrimination. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you mean that her 
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relationship with other tenants has been poisoned because of 

the public comments? 

MS. SANSON: Yes. Not only her relationship 

I 
\ 

with tenants but her accommodation and her values and worth, ,}j 
her dignity, because of the notoriety of the comments. -~e~J~ 

r~~ I ' 
The Commission will call evidence and you 

will hear evidence first of all from the Complainant and 

also from a newspaper reporter that confirms the comments. 

The Commission will also call evidence to demonstrate that 

Mr . Elieff ' s actions were intentional and that Ms. Hon 

continues to suffer the same poor living conditions which 

are justified by Mr . Elieff by stereotypical assumptions 

that Cambodians ancestry like to live like pigs and that 

they like cockroaches. Because the treatment continues and 

because Mr. Elieff has done nothing to repair the dignity of 

Ms. Hon her rights continue to be violated. 

The Commission will be seeking a high award 

of damages for Ms. Hon to allow her to improve her living 

conditions as she is unable to move and to repair her 

dignity and her self respect. Subject to any questions the 

Board may have those are the Commission's opening remarks. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Ms. Sanson, I wa s reading over 

the complaint and I was not entirely sure what sections of 

the Code you believe have been contravened. ( 

MS . SANSON: Both the non-discrimination 
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provision and the harassment prov ision . 

i. THE CHAIRMAN: So that is Section 212.2 with 

respect to accommodation. 

MS. SANSON: That is correct, and Section 8. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Section 8 7 

MS. SANSON: Is the general 

THE CHAIRMAN: Infringement section. 

MS. SANSON: Yes: 
l? 

" No person shall infringe or do directly or 

i ndirectly anything that infringes a 

right .. .. . " 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you Ms. Sanson. Mr. 

Elieff have you any preliminary comments you would like to 

make7 

MR. ELIEFF: What I would like t o say is I 

did all my best for this tenant. Generally she came to me 

and she said "Mr. Elieff, I need one bedroom apartment just 

for two of us. I don·t care who goes to where." 

I showed her Apartment 17 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am not necessarily asking 

you for your evidence now but just general comments. 

MR. ELIEFF: Generally I did everything that 

ahe aaked me to do for her. She wanted one bedroom, she 

wanted two bedrooms, she got evsrything she aaked me for in 

the past and even until this past few days. As I went to 
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collect November rent she was short $26.00, I said good, 

make it next month. I keep all the times , and it has been 

surprising, I wonder who give her this idea for all this 

nonsense which I will prove it is all lies and nonsense. So 

outside way, whatever is accusing here is outside way to me 

and I will prove it with all my papers and everything. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Earlier on you wanted to make 

some comments and I interrupted you, but I want you to feel 

free to make those comments now. If you have anything to 

say now. 

MR . ELIEFF: All of this is to me nonsense 

because I am an immigrant who came from Macedonia and 

because of immigrant that came before they came I always 

have told them as I rent them out to these people, I said 

when I bought the buildings I told them when I bought the 

buildings was almost all Canadians , none of them was 

coloured or immigrants. The superintendent was Canadian . 

He told me Elijah I see from your accent that you are not 

Canadian and you are now the owner of these buildings. I 

can tell you this I am superintendent for so many years and 

we are all Canadians, if you revise the rent in the 

apartment for Negro or any coloured immigrants most of us 

will just disappear. That is discrimination. I was shocked 

with this and it took me a little time to get rid of this 

superintendent and all his friends left the place and start 

( 

( 

( 
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renting them out right away. I had one vacant apartment I 

rented out to a Vietnamese family and that blew up my 

superintendent. He said I told you Elijah, that is the 

comment which is that is discrimination to me. When they 

left I kept giving more Vietnamese, more Cambodians and I 

almost filled them up with them . All of them I told them 

the sams story, what is discrimination, that is what I had 

with superintendent, this kind of superintendent but I am on 

your side , I want to help you in renting these apartments, 

what I have is what I give, I don-t push nobody to rent it 

out. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I will give you a greater 

opportunity to give your evidence later on. 

MR. ELIEFF: That is my comments. I am the 

best landlord in this town renting to anyone 

indiscriminately without checking their past records, who 

they are, where they come from, any history, none 

whatsoever. If a person comes to me I rent it out, that is 

a landlord who is not discriminating, right? Certainly 

cockroaches and stuff like this we will know they can call 

and take care of. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You will have a chance to 

cross-examine. 

MR. ELIEFF: It is all baloney, it is all 

bUllshit. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, do you have any 

questions about the process, how we are going to go about 

it. Do you understand what we are going to be doing? 

MR. ELIEFF: I want to talk papers to you to 

see what I am trying to prove that is all possible here. 

Here is a landlord being accused because there is immigrant 

and rent them out. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you Mr. Elieff. Ms. 

Sanson are you prepared and ready to go ahead with your 

case? 

MS. SANSON: We are certainly prepared to 

call our first witness Ms. Hon. I also understand that Greg 

Van Moorsel we were able to reach him by telephone, I am not 

sure whether we can patch him in by conference call, his 

evidence. If we could do that by way of conference call. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Could I suggest that somebody 

inquire about facilities for a conference call from Toronto, 

80 we would need four receivers. 

MS. SANSON: Well if it is on speaker that 

won ' t be necessary. 

THE CHAIRMAN: That would be great, then we 

can get the evidence in today. 

MS . SANSON: I am also wondering if we do 

proceed with Mr. Van Moorsel ' s evidence he is at home and he 

was going into the office, whether we might proceed with 

( 

( 
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that first, otherwise we may have to wait until later in the 

afternoon. I am just not sure about his availability and 

perhaps we should find that out first. 

THE CHAIRMAN: What we could is commence with 

Ms. Hon-s evidsnce and then if he is available we could have 

her stand down. 

MS. SANSON: Perhaps if she could proceed 

first. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. There are several 

witnesses here. Does anyone want an Order excluding 

witnesses? 

MS. SANSON: The Commission will only be 

calling three witnesses, Ms . Hon, the evidence of Mr . Van 

Moorsel, also the evidence of Susan Eagle. We won-t be 

calling evidence from Ms. Chan, she is not familiar about 

the complaint. Her information about the complaint is from 

the community, she has no independent knowledge. 

(Discussion held off record) 

THE CHAIRMAN: I will make an Order excluding 

all the other witnesses including Susan Eagle. Zoranco I 

will have to ask you to wait in another room. All witnesses 

until they give their evidence will have to wait in another 

room. I have made an Order excluding witness, and Ms. Eagle 

and Zoranco Elieff will not be present until they have given 

their evidence. 
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MS. SANSON: As my first witness I would like 

to call Chippheng Han to give her evidence. 

CHANTHY LONG, AFFIRMED (INTERPRETER 

CHIPPHENG HON, AFFIRMED. 

EXAMINATION BY MS. SANSON: 

Q. Ms. Hon, would you please state your 

full name for the Reporter? 

A. My full name is Chippheng and my last 

name is Hon. 

Q. Would you please tell the Board where 

you were born? 

A. I was born in Cambodia . 

Q. When did you come to Canada? 

A. I came in July 1980. 

Q. And when did you come to London? 

A. I came to London May 1st, 1989. 

Q. Can you please tell the Board how you 

came to meet Mr. Elijah Elieff? 

A. First time I come to London a friend 

give me phone number for Mr. Elieff because I want to rent 

an apartment. 

Q. And did you meet Mr. Elieff? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Could you explain what happened? 

A. First time I met Mr. Elieff he in his 

( 

1 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

C , 

( 
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store, shop, he open submarine store so I meet him in his 

store. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am sorry, what kind of store 

is? 

THE WITNESS: Submarine shop. 

MS . SANSON: Q. Why did you meet him there? 

A. Because he want me to meet him in his 

store. 

Q. Why did he want you to meet him at the 

store? 

A. Because he said he didn't have time to 

meet me at the apartment that I go see him in his store. 

Q. Can you explain for the Board why you 

have made this Human Rights complaint? 

A. First time 105 Cheyenne Apartment 17 , 

when I opened the door to the room I saw very mess in the 

room. So I talked to ..... 

Q. What did you see in the room? 

A. Cockroaches a nd whole l o t of mess in the 

room. So when I saw Mr. Elieff please come clean and spray 

cockroaches for me . He said because I am from Cambodia I 

like cockroach. I said no, I don't like it. He said if I 

don't like it I move out, 

Q. How did that make you feel? 

A. I feel bad, I am not happy. 

I 

\ 
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Q. Do you like cockroaches? 

A. No. 

Hon, ex 
(Sanson) 

Q. Did Mr. Elieff spray for cockroaches? 
A. No. 
Q Then what happened? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can I just ask for a bit of 

clarification here. Can you just go back to what you said 

Mr. Elieff said to you when you asked him to clean and 

spray , when you first went to Mr. Elieff and you said there 

is a mesa there would you please clean and spray; what did 

he say to you? 

THE WITNESS: He said because my custom like 1\ 

cockroaches . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Could you explain, in 

Cambodian, to the Interpreter and she will translate for me. 

THE WITNESS: The first time I see apartment 

it was empty and there was c ockroaches . I asked Mr. Elieff 

if he could come and clean the apartment and spray the 

cockroaches for me. He turned to me and said if you want to 

\\ stay you can stay, if you don't want to stay you can leave 

because your custom like the cockroaches. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead. 

MS . SANSON: Q. What happene d next? 

A. I t old him, I say I don ' t like the 

COckroaches bec ause I have one baby. 

Q. How old is y our baby? 
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(Sanson) 

Now two year, almost two now. At that 

time I don 't have c hoice because I don ' t have friends so I 

have to stay. So I stay in 17 I am not surs six months or 

five months and I would like to change to two bedrooms. At 

that time I saw Mr. Elieff do something in the room . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Do something? 

THE WITNESS: I don-t know, try to repair 

sink or something. 

THE CHAIRMAN: In your apartment? 

THE WITNESS: No, not in the apartment, not 

in the room. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: I asked him t o change for me to 

two bedroom and he said he don - t know yet, then he say I am 

a bad girl or a good girl. 

MS . SANSON: Q. Why do you think he asked 

you those questions? 

A. J ust prejudiced against me, that-s all I 

can think of. 

Q. What happened after that? 

A. After that I asked him why you say like 

this bad girl, good girl. 

Q. What did Mr . Elieff say? 

A. He didn-t say anything he just quiet. 

Q. How did you feel after the comment? 
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A. After I asked them, I feel I cannot 

speak like it make me feel so bad so I close the door bang 

then I go in my room . So I cry with my daughter and say I 

don"t know what he wants t o say anything like this. I cry 

in my roo m you know with my girL My girl asked me : "Why 

you upset I' ~ I say: "I go to change to two-bedroom, the 

landlord say like this I am good girl, I am bad girl " . So I 

just covered my girl, you know, I feel so bad I don ' t know 

what he wants. I feel so sad, I feel hopeless what he say 

to me, he was prejudiced against me. 

Q. How did you feel about living at the 

Cheyenne Apartments? 

A. Liv ing conditions there are very poor, I 

don"t like it all, however, because it is very close for my 

daughter to go to school that is why I cannot move. 

Q. Would you tell us about the living 

conditions please? 

A. In apartment is not so clean, everything 

broke; no heat. 

Q. Is there heat now? 

A. No , no heat . Three days later I see Mr. 

Elieff go into 105 Cheyenne so I c ome t here and I say please 

can you open the heat for me. 

THE CHAIRMAN: When wa s this, three days 

after? 
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THE WITNESS: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead. 

Hon, ex 
(Sanson) 

THE WITNESS: He said okay, he open heat for 

me but no, no heat. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Can you tell me about the 

conditions today? 

A. Sometimes at home too cool, no heat now 

so I open stove, oven, sometimes the top one open, open too, 

sometimes one open until we go to sleep I just try to open 

the oven. 

Q. Are there still cockroaches in the 

building? 

A. Yes, yes . 

Q. Have you asked Mr. Elieff to spray 

again? 

A. I ask him but he never come and spray. 

THE CHAIRMAN: After the first time you asked 

him, yoU have asked him again? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, a long, long time I asked 

him, I have been phone too 

Department. 

THE CHAIRMAN: 

I made a call to the Health 

Can I get you to say in 

Cambodian to the Interpreter, to go back and just to repeat 

what Mr. Elieff said to you when you asked him the first 

time to clean the apartment . Just repeat that to the 
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Interpreter in Cambodian and have her translate it. 

THE WITNESS: The first time I move in I see 

the apartment was very messy, the stove was not working and 

t here was " cockroaches. So I asked him to come and spray the 

cockroaches for me and he said if you want to stay you can 

stay, if you don-t want to stay you can move because your 

people like the cockroaches. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I meant later on when she 

asked him the second time. 

THE INTERPRETER: The second time? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, when she asked to move 

into a two-bedroom. 

THE WITNESS: When I asked him to transfer to 

a two-bedroom apartment he said okay, let me see what I can 

do. "Are you a good girl or a bad girl". I turned around 

to ask him: "What do you mean by that " , but there was no 

reply from him. So I go home and my girl asked me why you 

upset, why are you crying mom. I told her that I go and ask 

Mr. El ieff for a two-bedroom apartment and the landlord say 

to me: "Are you a good girl or a bad girl", and I don - t 

know what he means by that, I was very angry and very sad. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead . 

MS. SANSON: Q. Did you get a two-bedroom 

apartment? 

A. I have, yes, it take quite a long time 

( 

( 

j 
I 
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because there was no other people come to rent this other 

apartment. 

THE CHAIRMAN: A long time? How long? 

THE WITNESS: About three months. 

MS. SANSON: Q. How did you get the 

apartment, what steps did you take? 

A. What I asked for was apartment No. 15, 

what he did was give me No . 18, there was nobody living 

there for a long time . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Why was nobody living there 

for a long time, do you know? 

THE WITNESS: Because there was a lot of 

cockroaches in there. _ riM u.4Uj .'i?cve17~:' 

MS. SANSON: Q. Do you still live in 

Apartment 18? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Why have you not moved? 

A. Because I have no car and it is close 

for my daughter to go to school there and also close t o the 

bus stop. 

Q. How much does your rent cost? 

A. Now they go up $453.00 . 

r 

I 
1 

Q. You heard Mr. Elieff say that this month 

yOU didn-t have the money to pay him . 

A. He is lying. The last apartment he is 
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supposed to give me at least 90 days , but he didn "t he give 

me only about three weeks, almost, not quite, how I got 

money to pay him. I pay him $425.00 . 

Q. Yes. 

A. Yes. So I promised him November I pay 

him full . 

Q. Yes . 

A. Yes . 

Q. Perhaps you could tell the Board what 

Mr. Elieff said to you? 

A. When he gave me the information about 

the rent was going to go up . 

THE CHAIRMAN: When was that? 

MR. ELIEFF: I don "t want to waste time , I 

have objection here, we are not here to argue about that, I 

am here for original application that is what I thought. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to get the whole 

context of this. I feel it is relevant. It may not have an 

overbearing importance later on but I think it is relevant . 

MR . ELIEFF: It is not. 

THE CHAIRMAN: And I am going t o allow the 

question . 

MR. ELIEFF: I am here to answer this 

( 

( 

accusation . ( 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff you raised it 
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earlier that you had given her a break on the November rate_ 

MR_ ELIEFF: How much time possible from then 

to now, two years ago, are we going to take all this what 

happened for two years? 

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it is relevant because 

you raised it in your opening statement and the question 

that we are trying to 

MR_ ELIEFF: That was the opening statement, 

not to make the judgment here about it now_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: The Board is interested in the 

existing condition as well and the existing relationship_ 

So I am going to allow the question. Okay, go ahead . 

THE WITNESS: From my understanding I thought 

he was supposed to give me 90 days notice of rent increase 

bu t he l et me know only three weeks before and I was short 

of money t herefore I could not pay him in full but I 

promi sed him that in November I will pay him in full what I 

owe him. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Did you pay the rent that 

was norma l ly owed before the increase? 

A. Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: What was the rent before the 

increase? 

THE WITNESS : $405.00. 

THE CHAIRMAN: So the rent was $405.00 and 
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then he gave notice three weeks before it is going to go up 

to ..... 

MR. ELIEFF: It is not $405.00, it is 

$425.00 . 

THE WITNESS: $425 . 00, go up to $453.00. 

MS. SANSON : Q. Could you please tell the 

Board why did you think you were being treated this way for 

your apartment? 

A. Maybe because he was prejudiced against .. ---
me, because, I don't know the language, I am not Canadian, I 

( 

come from other country. ( 

MR. ELIEFF: So did I. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Specifically, why do you 

t hink that Mr. Elieff didn ' t spray for roaches? 

A. I don ' t really understand it myself, but 

I asked him, all he would say was because your people like I I 

it . I don't understand it either. 

Q. Why do you think he asked you are you a 

good girl or a bad girl? 

A. Before I didn't think about it but later 

on I thought about it that he think that I am a girl that is 

going to fool around a lot , maybe he thinks I am like that, 

maYbe that is why he make that statement to ms. 

have any education and do not know a lot about the law and 

he will take advantage of me, 

( 
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How did that make you feel? 

It make me feel very sad inside. 

Hon, ex 
(Sanson) 

I feel 

very sad right now. 

Q. Were you treated this way in Cambodia? 

A. No. 

Q. Are you happy to be in London now? 

A. I like the City of London, I like. I 

like to live in London. The only thing I don't like is that 

happened and I don't like the comment he made that we like 

the cockroach, we are like little pigs, that is what I don't 

like . 

Q. When did he make the comment about "they 

are like little pigs"? 

A. That is long time ago, I don't remember 

exactly, I think it is aroun(!~9. J 

Q. Yes. 

A. I remember it was in the summertime. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Who was the comment made to? 

THE WITNESS: The comment was made directly 

to me when he say you people like cockroaches . 

THE CHAIRMAN: And the second comment "They 

l ive like little pigs", who was that comment made to? 

THE WITNESS: The comment was made to other 

tenant as well as mysel f. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am sorry? 
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THE WITNESS: To other tenant in the building 

as well as myself and I a lso heard it too. On that day that 

he say that, because we have stayed as a group and the 

newspaper, becauee there was a group of people that gathered 

to discuss what he had said to them also and myself also, 

that is why there was a statement in there that said that 

other people, and from the newspaper and he say it directly 

t o myself. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am a little confused. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Let us back up. 

THE CHAIRMAN: How was the newspaper involved 

in this? 

MS. SANSON: Q. After you came to the 

Commission and made your complaints, there were some things 

that happened, some actions that were taken against Mr. 

Elieff. Would you describe or tell the Board what those 

things were that happened? 

A. Well we went to the Commission, there 

was a lot of us, more than one that went to make complaint 

all together. 

THE CHAIRMAN: More than one tenant? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, and I myself was there 

alao. W I e comp ained what he has said, "You people like 

cockroaches and you people live like little pigs", and all 

those things and we agreed to put t he statement all together 

- \ 

( 

I 
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a group from the newspaper report. 

Hon~ ex 
(Sanson) 

THE CHAIRMAN: The newspaper report, this is 

newspaper report before you went to the 

THE WITNESS: After the newspaper report we 

THE CHAIRMAN: To the Commission? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Are you going to be asking her 

questions about the report to the newspaper and how the 

prsss became involved. I am most interested in knowing who 

these other tenants were and whether they were also 

Cambodian; if it is relevant. 

MS. SANSON: I am not sure, perhaps that 

evidence may best be led through either Susan Eagle or 

through the newspaper article. Perhaps we can have the 

witness excluded. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. We are going to call an 

adjournment for a few minutes while the witness leaves the 

room and we can discuss this. 

12:40 p.m. witness excused from Hearing Room. 

MS. SANSON: There was some group action 

t aken in regard to the living conditions in the apartment 

bUilding and that action was quite apart from the Human 

Rights complaint. Now, with respect to Ms. Han I am not 
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sure that Ms. Hon is clear about what action was public 

action in regard to the complaints to the city, or the 

Housing authorities with respect to repairs. There was some 

action that went on and pe rhaps that evidence is best led 

through Mr. Elieff himself, through Susan Eagle who was 

involved in the community and through the newspaper 

reporter . I am not sure and I have not had the opportunity, 

because I am not aware of who those individuals were that 

would have come to the Commission on a preliminary basis 

that were here with this complaint. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Can I ask if the complaint, 

what happened, the complaint was made to the Health 

Department and normally one would think that steps should 

have been taken. 

MS. SANSON : There was some work orders 

ordered and again I think that is the subject of Mr. 

Elieff's evidence. There were some orders, repairs ordered 

in that regard. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Fine. 

MS. SANSON : I am just not too, I think the 

witness may quite properly be confused about what is the 

Qistinction between the community action versus what I have 

asked her epsc ifica lly to speak about, you know, what other 

have happened to her in the Human Rights context. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I appreciate you making that 

( 

( 
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d i stinc t i on, t hat I will find out f rom her. 

Han, ex 
(Sanson) 

118 . SANSON : I wou l d think, my understand i n g, 

we will h ave to hear the evidence and the comments that were 

r e p or t ed to the press were after specific hearings, other 

hearin g s that were going on. 

12: 55 p .m. witness returned to witness table. 

THE CHAIRMAN : We have the witness and the 

translator back . 

I1S. SANSON: Q. Chipph eng I j u st want to 

e xpl a in wh at h appened. I asked the Board for you to go out 

o f the room because I wanted to talk about what might or 

might n ot be the areas of your evidence. I did not wan t 

the Board to think or feel that I would be giving your 

evide nce, or giving you ideas about evidence. So rather 

t han t h a t h appen I asked for you to go out of the room while 

I made my s ubmissions. 

Now, you ta l ked about some other tenants 

hearing comments, "They are l i ttle pigs they think they a r e 

still livin g i n the jungle " . Now how did the other tenants 

come t o k now 

THE CHAIRMAN: J ust to interrupt here, I do 

have s ome concerns t hat t he questions do not move j nto t he 

~: _..;ar=-=e-=a~o=-f='''';'!.=:!::E.~~,-~ec<iuse none of the other tenants are going 

t o be c alled as wi tnesses, so I would like you to rephrase 

the que s t ion . 
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MS. SANSON: Q. What I would ask you to tell 

the Board about, to the best of your recollection, how you 

remember the comment? What was the situation? How did it 

happen that you heard the comment, "They are like l ittle 

p igs". Can you describe that situation? 

A. He also made the statement directly to 

me and I also heard about it in the newspaper. 

THE CHAIRMAN: What statement? 

THE WITNESS: The statement you are like 

little pigs living in the jungle . You people eat stink 

fish . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Stink fish? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, I don - t know to explain 

that though, the fish is rotten already, he made the comment 

you people eat stink fish. 

THE CHAIRMAN: And these comments were made 

directly to her? --._. -
THE WITNESS: Yes, directly to me and also to 

the other tenants too. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Do you remember any of the 

tenants that were with you? 

A. _ I don - t remember' them all, I remember-

or two. 

Q. Can you say who? 

A. One I recognize is Mr. Lee, the other 

( 

( 

( 
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I don't remember their name. 

Q. Do you know how many apartments are in 

about how many? 

MR. ELIEFF: 20. 

THE WITNESS: I say about 20. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Can you tell the Board how 

you heard through the newspaper that Mr. 

was making these comments: "They are like little 

A. I was very angry, I could not put it to 

but I feel that he is prejudiced not only to me but to 

my people, also the Cambodian people, I was angry that I 

THE CHAIRMAN: Are there other Cambodian 

tenants? 

THE WITNESS: There are some living there but 

have moved out. 

MS. SANSON: Q. At the time of the complaint 

in 1989 were there other Cambodian tenants in the apartment? 
\" 

A. Yes. In the building I came from five 

or six families are Cambodians. 
------------------------------

THE CHAIRMAN: I am sorry Ms. Sanson. 

MS. SANSON: Q. If you could afford, if you 

the money to move, would you? 1-
A. Yes, if I have enough money I would 

- - ----
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move, but now I don - t have enough money. 

MS. SANSON: Subject to the Board-s questions 

those are all the questions that I have. I 
THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you Ms. Sanson. How 

many children did you have living with you in 1989? 

THE WITNESS: Two. 

THE CHAIRMAN: And their ages? 

THE WITNESS: I don-t remember exactly, one 

born 1975 and the other one was born 1986. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Your- daughter would be about 

147 ( 
THE WITNESS: 14 I think. 

THE CHAIRMAN: And another daughter? 

THE WITNESS: Would be about two years old. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Now is two years? 

THE WITNESS: 

THE CHAIRMAN: So at the time of the 

in 1989? 

THE WITNESS: Oh, four years old. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Four years old right now? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: At the time of the complaint 

1989, she would then have been about a year old? , 
THE WITNESS: Yes, about a year old. ( 

THE CHAIRMAN: I don - t have any more 
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queetions. Mr. Elieff, would you like to ask questions of 

the witness? Go ahead. 

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. ELIEFF: 

Q. I don't recall you coming to my sub shop 

for any meetings. I know I have show you the apartment and 

I did show you No. 17. Didn ' t I show you, because YOU asked 

me to show you apartment? 

A. At that time I went to Apartment 17 but 

you didn ' t show me. 

Q. I did show it to you, didn't I show you? 

A. No. 

Q. I never showed you? 

A. Never. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can I just get one thing 

clear? The first apartment she lived in was 17 and she 

wanted to move to 18. 

MR. ELIEFF: That is what she is saying, she 

said I never showed her the apartment. She said I never 

it to her. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am not sure that was the 

MR. ELIEFF: She said I didn't show it. 

Q. So I didn ' t show you the apartment? 

A. N° 

Q. Then how do you know it needs to be 
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cleaned and there is cockroaches if I didn-t show it to you? 

A. He gave me the key and I went 'p tG-look 

at the apartment myself but he did not show it to me. 
- ----- ----------

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead Mr. Elieff. 

MR . . ELIEFF: Q. Not true , big lie . Did I or 

a nybody force you to take the apartment? 

A. Nobody force me to rent that apartment 

but I have put down first month rent and last month rent ~ 

already. If I wasn - t paid back the money would you be 

will ing to give me back the money at that time? 
. -~~~------------~---------"-

Q. Not true. Not true. I show her the 

apa rtment, she saw the apartment, she liked it and she 

r e nted it out without being forced. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr. Elieff could you try, I 

know you want t o make your comments and you will hav e a 

chance to gl've you r eVl'dence. Just for now ask J'ust ask , 

questions of the witness . 

MR. ELI EFF : Q. Did I check anything with 

wh o yoU are, where you came from to give you carte 

fo r me renting the apartment out to you, or j u st 

out to you nice? 

A. From my understanding according to the 

I don't think you have the right to ask any questions of 

I do n ' t come and live i n your building 

f r e e I pay the rent. 

( 

( 
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Q. She doesn't understand the question. 

give her carte blanche as a landlord to screen her, or 

to her nice? 

A. Yes you did rent it, you didn ' t ask me 

and 

Q. Yes, I did rent it to you nice. 

A. Yes, you did rent to me without asking 

questions but you did not fix anything that I asked. 

Q. That is all the question. I don't want 

answers. If something was wrong with apartment why 

you make complaint to someone else besides me? 

A, I thought you were the landlord, that's 

I reported it to you, who would I report it to? 

Q. If I didn ' t do something that I was 

.Bl:IP1?Osed to do you should have complained to someone else 

she didn't, not to me, it is a lie, it is not true. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, I will ask you 

to ask questions. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. If there WaS Borne kind of 

apartment don ' t you know that besides telling 

also talk to my pest control people? Did you 

oheck with them? Did you tell them that you h ave bugs? 

once a month spraying all over the h ouse a nd 

tell them their proble m and they will do it 
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A. If I was to answer you would say I am a 

liar, becauee it is true, the Health Department they knew 

about the complaint too. 

Q. So you think you if don't understand 

about the rules here, as I didn ' t understand when I carne to 

this country, it is all my fault? You didn ' t know the rules 

t h at you could ask the pest control to do this for you? 

A. I am not ta l king because I don't know 
'--------_ ... _- . 

the law. If I was to ask the pest control to corne and spray 

my apartment were you willing to pay for it or do I have to 

pay for it? 
.-

Q. She should have checked, it is free, I 
~-------------------

pay. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I just want to try and focus 

the questions a bit better. This inquiry is really not to 

determine what the Complainant knew about the system and she 

mayor may not have known which department to contact. That 

1s not in issue here. 

MR. ELIEFF: Everything is issue to me. 

Q. So, i f you have so much problem with me 

l andlord in the apartment I rented to you originally, 

bother asking for two bedrooms? It doesn ' t 

me. 

A. The first one is because it is closer to 

it is easier for me to travel. The second one 

( 

( 

( 
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becau se it is close to the school for my children to go . 

The t hi r d one I would not just walk out of there without 
-._-- ---------

s ettle if anything if I am right or wrong, I want to know. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Could you repeat that last 

one? 

THE WITNESS: The last one? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 

THE WITNESS: I don · t want to walk out 

be cause I want to see what is my right, if I am right or \\ 
whether I am wrong. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. How many times as far as you 

know did the building that you stay in there has been 

professionally sprayed in the last three or four years, 

p rofess i ona lly, how many times that you know of against 

cockroaches specifically, which cost me $4,000.00? 

A. If we had not made complaint to the 

Health De partment, e t cetera, you probably would never come 

What I understand, what I remember is yOU have 

come to spr ay twice. 

Q. Not me, professional and not twice, 

THE CHAIRMAN: You can give that evidence Mr. 

ff. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. After three times 
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professional spraying you said there are still cockroaches; 

why? Why do you think is still cockroaches there? 

A. How would I know that? 

THE CHAIRMAN: I don't think you should 

pursue that line of questioning any further, because she 1S 

not here to give evidence on why the building is infested 

with cockroaches. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. If I was bad landlord why 

would I keep three months empty apartment No. 18 so you can 

have it, moving from No. 17, if it was all true what you 

said about apartment 17? 

A. Could you say that again? 

Q. After staying in No. 17, which she said 

was bad, cockroaches and everything else, why would I keep 

. No. 18 that she is in now for three months and she said just 

keep it vacant, losing three months rent just to give it 

her if that was so, why did I do that if I was bad 

why would I do it, it doesn't make sense, does it? 

A. I notice that before you gave it to me 

was another lady that came inside the building and ~ 
she saw -- when she entered the building and saw the 

iLiving condition that is why she didn ' t rent and then you 

to me. 

Q. If I had said directly to you you are 

pigs, yoU are stinky fish and all this blah, blah why 

( 

j 

( 
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didn't you put it in here that I said it to you? Why do you 

say here I say it in public, not to you personally? If it 

is not here the way you are saying it now that is a lie to 

me. 

A_ Reason it is stated not directed to me I 

h ave to say before there was a group of us who went up to 

the Commission to complain about that. So therefore I '--'=---
c annot take the credit all by myself because other people 

who make the same, also heard the same. 

~ Q. So I never said the words directly, you 

are a pig, bad fish? Yes, or no? 

A. Yes, you did say. 

Q. It is not here . Why? 

THE CHAIRMAN: I think she already answered 

question, sir. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. When you asked me to take 

of No,. 18 and being two-bedroom apartment 

were so nice to each other since then until that 

time and we are still, even until yesterday, nice to each 

now this thing here today. Didn-t I said because you 

nice ay whatever you want to pay any 

is vacant that is why I gave it to her. I 

force you or did anything bad to her. I said 

you are a nice lady you can have any apartment, no 

lady, bad girl or what you mean I ask you. 
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MR. ELIEFF: Q. Didn't I say to you because 

you are a nice lady you can have any apartment you want? 

A. No, you did not say that to me. What 

you say. What you say was I think about it, are you a bad 

girl or a good girl. 

Q. So it is against your word and my word? 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is for me to determine . 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. If I said nice girl, this is 

a free county, I can say to anyone you are a nice girl or a 

nice man, isn't it? Is this not a free country so I can say 

that to anyone? It is a question , it is a free country, in 

this country I can say to anyone you are a nice man, you are 

a nice girl . 

MS. SANSON: The witness' evidence is that 

yoU didn't say it. 

it is okay . 

So now you are saying if you did say it 

MR. ELIEFF : Nothing wrong with that. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Just try and rephrase the 

question so it is relevant to the issues that are raised in 

the complaint. Go ahead. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. You said because you have no 

that is why you are still stuck with that 

l.a'CC:olnmodlation and you expect me to buy that? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Sir, what is the question? 

( 

( 

( 
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MR. ELIEFF: Q. Do you expect me to buy that 

say because you got no money that is why you are 

in there and won - t move out? She said she won-t move 

she has got no money to move out. 

THE CHAIRMAN : You were asking her whether 

to move out, is that the question? 

MR . ELIEFF: Q. No. I just ask her is it 

she got no money to move out or is it because there 

no cheaper apartments for her to afford to move out? 

A. It is not because the apartment is cheap 

I couldn-t afford it. It is not based on that, 

it is based on I have stated already because it is 

to the bus for me to travel and I don - t have a car 

close to the school for children to go to 

Q. That wasn-t the question that she was 

by this lady. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, that was a 

Was asked before and the witness did give her 

point answer if I remember correctly. 

MR . ELIEFF: That is all I think I have to 

this woman. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Any questions in reply? 

MS. SANSON: Just a few questions for 

~L~r'1fication . 
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Q. You heard Mr. Elieff that he has said 

the pest control came in three times between 1989 and 
--' 

A. Yes I heard but only came twice, not 

times. 

Q. Did you see when the pest control came? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Did the pest control come after you told 

• Elieff you didn - t like roaches? 

A. After I made complaint to him ab.9llt five 

they come , 

Q. Five months later? 

A . Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Five months after the 

to . .. ? 

THE WITNESS: To Mr. Elieff. 

MS. SANSON : Q. Did Mr. Elieff ever tell you 
- ---- ----- -----

you could contact pest control? 

A. No. 

Q. Did Mr. Elieff ever tell you he would 

the roach problem? 

A. No, he didn - t say anything, but when If 
the water off in my apartment I called the ~ 

apartment, please come. 

( 

( 

( 
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Q. When was that? 

A. 1989 when I was living in apartment 17 I 

pitch the water from the other room for my 

because the toilet water was up also so I had to 

the other building to get the water. 

MR. ELIEFF: What does that have to do with 

ool~r()a(~hels? 

MS. SANSON: Q. Now you said you got the 

from Mr. Elieff, he didn-t show you the apartment. 

did you get the key? Was that before or after you gave 

the rent money? 

A. I paid the first and last months rent 

he gave me key. 

MS. SANSON: Thank you. Those are all my 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 

(Witness excused) 

THE CHAIRMAN: I see it is twenty after one 

hoping to contact the reporter before 1 :30. 

MS. SANSON: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Are you happy to do that now 

we break for lunch, we will try and contact the 

raporter and again you have a chance to ask questions and so 

MR. ELIEFF: What about the reporter? 
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THE CHAIRMAN: I don't know what the evidence 

will be. Ms. Sanson has requested that she call the ..... 

.~ MR. ELIEFF: Who requested? 

THE CHAIRMAN: It is Ms. Sanson ' s right to 

witnesses that she wishes to give testimony or evidence 

complaint. Perhaps you could explain this to Mr. 

MS. SANSON: I have provided my friend with a 

of a newspaper a rticle written by Mr. Greg Van Moorsel. 

hear evidence from Mr. Van Moorsel that confirms 

the comments, the kinds of comments that the 

\·C:cm~lainant speaks of were made also to him and that simi lar 

to him and were the subject of a number 

newspaper articles that were written by Mr. Van Moorsel . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, were you aware of 

newspaper articles when they were written? 

MR. ELIEFF: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: So you are familiar with this? 

MR. ELIEFF: Yes . 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is the reason why the 

rter is going to be ... 

MR. ELIEFF: So they can sell again lots of 

THE CHAIRMAN : The reporter will give his own 

of the comments that he heard or did not hear and 

( 

( 

( 
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will be able to cross- examine him on that. 

MS. SANSON : I also expect that Mr. Van 

will give a description of the conditions at the 

Apartments, spec ific ally 105. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Now let us try and get the 

MS. SANSON: If I could just ask for a brief 

THE CHAIRMAN : Back on the record . We are 

arranging a telephone conference call with a 

former newepaper reporter in the City of London, his name is 

CALL COMMENCES : 

MS . SANSON: Hello, Greg Van Moorsel? 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: Yes, this is he. 

MS. SANSON: This is Gerry Sanson contacting 

Board of Inquiry that is going on wi t h the 

vs. Elijah Elieff, a Human Rights complaint. 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: Yes . 

MS . SANSON: I am the lawyer for the On t ario 

Commission and the Board of Inquh'y halO julOt 

he is back, and I have n o t had the oppo rtunity 
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speak with you but I understand that ~usan Eagle was~ 

~~~:;~w~i~t~h~y~~o~U and asked if it would be okay for us to 

.~~.n+.~~t you by way of conference call. 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: That"s right. 

MS. SANSON: To go through some of the 

you have written. 

MR_ VAN MOORSEL: Yes. 

MS _ SANSON: The Board of Inquiry is back 

The Board"s name, the Chairperson is John . 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Van Moorsel. 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: This is Ajit John here, I am 

the Board. 

MR_ VAN MOORSEL: Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can you hear me? 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff is the Respondent, 

here as well_ 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: Okay. 

MS. SANSON: And Chippheng Hon is here. 

THE CHAIRMAN: The Complainant Ms_ Hon is 

as well and a Cambodian translator is hers. 

Now Mr_ Van Moorsel I need you to affirm that 

eVidence yOU give will be true in every respect to the 

( 

( 
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best of your knowledge, information and belief. Do you so 

affirm Mr. Van Moorsel? 

MR. VAN MOORSEL: Yes I do. 

GREG VAN MOORSEL, AFFIRMED. 

MS. SANSON: The name of the Interpreter is 

Chanthy Long. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

EXAMINATION BY MS. SANSON: 

Q. Mr. Van Moorsel, I have in front of me, 

file with the Board right now, a number of 

nswspapsr articles which have your name below them. I am 
just going to file them with the Board and then I will take 

them. 

A. Okay . 

Q. I am doing that right now. 

A. Okay. 

Q. Perhaps we can go through a bit of 

Could you please state your occupation for the 
of Inquiry? 

A. I am a reporter with the London Free 

I Cover Queen's Park in Toronto. I think for your 

I was then one of the London Free Press reporters 

London City Hall. 

Q. In your capacity as a newspaper reporter 

the London Free Press did you have opportunity to cover 
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news regarding Mr. Elijah Elieff? 

A. Yes, I did. 

Van Moorsel, ex 
(Sanson) 

Q. Could you describe for the Board the 

background giving rise to your reporting? 

A. Yes. There was an Order, as I recall , 

and bear in mind this is three years ago so my memory is a 

little sketchy. There was an Order as I recall from London 

City Hall that said words to the effect that Mr. Elieff 

would have to make some improvements to one of his tenement 

buildings, or else there would be a heavy fine. I believe 

we picked up the Order in what we call the "pick up" which 

~eans we find out about it sort of after the fact and then 

try to make it fresher, in which case that involved phoning 

Mr. Elieff to see how he reacted to the Order and what his 

immediate plans were . I think he said, I don"t have these 

stories in front of me so I can "t remember exactly, but my 

recollection is he wasn"t going to obey the Order and it was 

because he reckons his tenants were to blame for the 

that the Order was issued for and not him. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Van Moorsel do you 

what these improvements or what the work order 

THE WITNESS: It was from the City Building 

!-V11S"De"'tors Department as I recall . It had to do with 

like common areas , you know, lounges, 

( 

( 
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(Sanson) 

stairwells, that sort of thing . It might also have 

• I can't remember that s pecifically, it might also 

included someth ing re lated to health, bugs or some t h i n g 

Again there were a number of these kinds of 

happened even befo r e . I got the man on the 

Some of this is becoming a big blurred but there was 

ific Or der that we were writing about that day, if I 

front of me to refresh my memory I would 

specifically what it was. I recall in any event h e did 

the prospect of a heavy fine if he didn-t do whatever 

Order required. It was in that connection that I 

h im to see what his reaction and plans were . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Before I go into the 

artic l e, your recollection you seem to be doing 

f i ne with out it. I would ask if there are any specif i c 

t hat you recall Mr. El i eff having said to you . 

the cou rse of your i nterv i ew with him? 

A. Well, certainly there was one, wh i ch I 

i s t h e one you are most interested in, which in 

es that followed . When he 

to me that it wasn-t him that was to blame for the 

buildings that necessitated the fix up 

but his tenants. I questioned him about that, what 

mean and he said and I am not quoting this directly 
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because I don-t recall exactly, but it was words to the 

effect of, as near as I can recall, as close to the best 

He likened his tenants basically toc;~~m~ in a jungle, 

~in a jungle <f:b;liev~ere his words. That I think is 

what you are driving at. Is it? 

n Okay. By referring to his tenants as 

pigs in a jungl e, was there any specific group of tenants 

that he was referring to in making that comment? 

A. Yes. He was referring to a group, a 

large group of people at the time of Cambodian refugees. I 

don-t know if they were refugees, recent Asian immigrants in 

any event to London who were living there at the time. 

Q. How did you know that? 

A. Because I asked him . 

THE CHAIRMAN: You asked him about it? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. When you are a newspaper 

r e porter and somebody makes a comment to you and they use a 

sor t of informal they, she, or he, it is standard practice 

to f a ll back and say who do you mean, who is they? People 

use it in connection with meetings, attending 

meetings, you know, it may not be implicit from their 

remarks. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 

THE WITNESS: And I recall asking him well, 

is they? And h e answered by saying it was these Asians, 

~ 

( 

( 
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these Cambodians. Then I think he repeated the remark again 

and said, you know, they are like little pigs, or- something 

like that. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I haven · t r-ead the articles 

Mr. Van Moorsel, did you then repeat that statement in the 

newspaper articles? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, I quoted him verbatim. 

THE CHA IRMAN: Thank you. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Is it your practice Mr. Van 

Moorsel to put the quotes, when you quote somebody jn 

verbatim do you put it in quotation marks? 

A. Yes, quotations in a newspaper denote a 

ion noth 

Q. So I it then that any quotes, 

anything that we find in these ar-ticles that refer to Mr-. 

that these are direct statements that he made to 

A. Yes. Certainly where they are quoted as 

they are. As you know newspaper reporters frequently , 

par aphrase the meani of what was s aid, not in 

don " t 

Q, So the stuff in quotation marks then is 

quotes? 

A. Sure . 
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(Sanson) 

Q. I briefly would like to take you through 

a number of articles. They say by Greg Van Moor-sel, I take 

it that you are the author of these articles? 

A. Yes. 

Q. There is one dated the 8th of November, 

headed: "Won " t Pay $6,000.00 Fine For Not 

ing Repairs London Landlord Says" . Then it is followed 

"Owner blames conditions of his buildings on the 

Asian immigrants. Saying they are like 

ittle pigs"? 

A. Yes. 

Q. That is the heading of it. 

A. Yes. Bear in mind the reporters don "t 

the headings. 

Q. So that is not your heading but the 

the statement . . . ? 

A. The body. 

Q. of the statement would be yours? 

A. Yes . 

MS. SANSON: Perhaps at this time we could 

~aen,t;fy this as Exhibit 2, or would you like to label them 

one exhibit? 

THE CHAIRMAN: I have labelled all these 

together as Exhibit 2 . 

Newspaper clippings. 

( 

( 
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MS. SANSON: Q. 

Van Moorsel, ex 
(Sanson) 

I know it is difficult 

without having this article in your hands 

A. That's okay, I remember. 

Q. , .. for identification purposes. 

A. It is a short little article, probably a 

two column article? 

Q. Yes. 

A. I have a mental picture of the thing. 

Q. The next one is Thursday, November 9th, 

1989. 

A. Aha, 

Q. And the heading is: "Moral Outrage At 

Landlord's Remarks". 

A. Yes, I recall that, that would have been 

probably, it has a picture with it as well about a 

demonstration outside a ... ? 

Q. That is on the page following. 

A. . .. outside a sub shop with a picture of 

a gentleman sitting in the stair''i'ell. 

Q. Yes, that is it. 

A. I recall it. 

Q. Then there is a further, there is a 

person named Kasey Sotho 

A. Would you spell that please? 

Q. K-a-s- e - y S-o-t-h. 
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A. Yes . 

Van Moorsel, ex 
(Sanson) 

Q. There is her pic ture and a statement in 

"What he is wrong, my people are not pigs " ? 

A. Yes, that-s okay, that is what we call a 

Q. Would that have been an interview that 

you did with Kasey Soth? 

A. Yes. What happens with those kinds of 

stories . What happens, you phone people and rather than 

putting those remarks or whatever inside the story they are 

essentially taken out and they call them in the paper, as 

they call it in the paper it is a popout , it is displayed in 

either bolder or larger type, often with the person "s 

picture. I would have talked to her unless there is more 

than one bi-line on the story. 

Q. Yes, there is just her name beneath the 

article . 

A. Yes. 

Q. And pictures of a number of persons and 

there is a statement behind it. There is another, 

I think it is on the following page a person 

protesting . 

A. Yes , I recall that as well. 

Q. The next article is "Tenants Fight 

( 

( 

( 
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A. Yes. 

Van Moorsel, ex 
(Sanson) 

Q. Is there anything, and there is also a 

photograph there which states: "London"s Race Relation 

Committee to help Asian renters if they have a Human Rights 

complaint". 

A. Yes I recall that, is that a fellow 

named Lam Fan, a translator of some sort? 

Q. That is in the one before, yes. 

A. Well, there is a series of them that I 

rem8mber~ these kind of take on a life for themselves 

because these are what we cal ] follow l1p storieS, oP B-story 

~enerates another and another and another. 

Q. There is a photograph in this one of a 

a newspaper and also holding a picket sign? 

A. I recall this, this is outside the 

shop on Richmond Street. 

Q. I would note for the Board the name of 

person is Lee and I believe that was the person referred 

in the evidence of Chippheng Han. 

Then the last one is an article, I am just 

,~Ook:ing here to see, I don"t see the date on it. I am going 

look at the original November 9th, 1989, and it is, the 

''''d.o,~ng is "Tenant " s Kids Vandals Blamed For The Mess" ? 

A. Yes, I remember that. 

Q. "Free Press reporter and photographer 
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at the Cheyenne Apartments"? 

Van Hoorsel, ex 
(Sanson) 

A_ I remember that, yes, well, vivid l y. 

Q. Could you explain what your recollec t ion 

t hat? 

A. Yes. That involved me phoning Hr. 

would either be that day or the day before. He 

then invite me over to the building which I have been 

have a look around and basically to him 

s pecifically hear the inside of the story. So I 

up a photographer and we went over _ In those days 

___ I guess we were doing ... we were into 

t ing information in new ways in the newspaper so I ----
a great way to do t h is wou ld be to just sort of 

it as though we were going on a walking tour, which 

bui l ding, the common grounds, with Hr. Elieff 

out various t h ings a n d a nswering various questions 

as we went along. So it bec ame kind of a, 

a running commentary of wh at t h ings were amiss or 

in t h e bu i ld ing, or on t h e groun ds and what he h ad to 

tha t . Yes, I recall that qu i te vivid l y_ 

Q. Would you describe your recollection of 

vvuu~tion of the apartment bu i lding? 

A. It was not the kind of place I would 

l ive in, only because there were some things that I, 

~ W<"',~n~ , a nd I am a tenant even now, noticed I would not 
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have approved of. I recall that as we got there he was 

lil'l;I;aking up sidewalks to fill potholes in his par-king lot, 

which struck me as sort of unusual and possibly even kind of 

a safety hazard for little kids and things. Once inside I 

guess I remember seeing lifted tiles where evidently there 

been water, et cetera rushing over·. Plate glass was 

in places and replaced with other things. There was 

a ppeared to be no venting and very little light in the 

or the lower level hallway. I asked him some 

about that and he made some, well, some sort of 

.1spa.ra.Eing remarks. As well we went into a laundromat by 

building and I noticed, again being a renter you notice 

things, the hoses leading into the washers were not 

wBcn.ed, they were cut in fact. I think he told me that 

that, or kids in the building or 

like that. I asked about the dryer- and the 

• more specifically I was trying to get an indication 

long it had been since they had been in working 

He told me that one, I can·t remember which one he 

=~i~n:.:g~::a~b~o~u:.t~~t:.:h~e,:-~X!':.!:.~oC!r~w~a~s:£h~e!2r:2. in any even t one had 

recently been operating. When I poked my 

have a l ook around, when I opened the door 

cobwebs in t he things which sort of told me they 

irJbeen wor-king for a while? What else? He t ook u s all 

bUilding, and he was very h elpful and pointed out 
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many things but I don"t recall everything. Those were some 

of my lasting impressions. As well outside there seemed to 

be. again I am thinking of this in a way a parent must think 

of it with a couple of kids. There really didn "t seem to be 

any play area for kids. It seemed like whatever had been 

outside had been sort of cannibalized or taken for some 

other purpose. It was just like hard dirt kind of compound, 

was not very congenial for kids. or for adults for that 

Anyway beyond that I can"t really recall. 

helps. 

Q. Did you see any roaches? 

A. Did I see any .roaches? 

Q. Yes. 

A. I don "t believe so. 

THE CHAIRMAN: That"s fine. 

I hope 

THE WITNESS: I am sure there was some there. 

"t recall seeing them. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Okay . 

A. I certainly don"t recall writing about 

If I wrote them undoubtedly I saw them. 

MS. SANSON: Those are basically the 

have for you Mr. Van Moorsel. Unless there is 

else you would like to add. I think the Board may 

some questions and then Mr. Elieff might have some 
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( Elieff) 

THE WITNESS: Is he representing himself? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes he is, he is here. 

THE WITNESS: If you could just tell me who 

THE CHAIRMAN: My first name is Ajit, that "s 

A-j-i-t, and my last name is John. Mr. Van Moorsel, I just 

want to get the spelling of your last name again. 

THE WITNESS: It is Van like a van you drive, 

and Moorael like a morsel of food except with two " ,. .. os. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you . Mr. Elieff, do you 

ave questions you would like to ask Mr. Van Moorsel? 

CROSS-EXAMINATION BY MR. ELIEFF: 

Q. When I show you the broken washers and 

dryers in the laundry room, sir, didn"t I ask you to take a 

ture and show to the people of this city that I have been 

just for a few boarders to be stolen away? 

A. I think we probably did take pictures . 

didn"t , but the photographer wou ld have. In fact I am 

he did. I don " t think that i s the picture that "11;'S 

in the following day"s newspaper. 

Q. Why didn"t you print the picture, I ask 

to make the picture and show that I have been 

A. Well, I am not the photographer and 

don"t decide which pictures go in the newspaper 
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the next day, t hat is the job of the photo editor back at 

t he newspaper. 

Q. If you didn-t took a picture .. . ? 

A. I didn ' t take pictures anyway, I am a 

writer, not a photographer. 

Q. You are a writer? 

A. There was a photographer with me and as 

I recall he may well have taken some pictures but it is not 

his decision that the pictures, the many pictures he took 

that day would be in the next day's newspaper, it would have 

been the decision of the editor back at the newspaper the 

next day. If I remember that is right. I am sure we ran 

some kind of a picture from that day inside the apartment 

building I just don't recall which one it was. 

Q. Did you tell the people of this city 

that I had been vandalized? 

A. Pardon? 

Q. You saw the mach ines yourself, right? 

A. Yes . 

Q. Did you write someth i ng about it, tell 

the Londoners that I have been vandalized? 

A. I believe whatever 

Q. No you didn't. 

A. . .. if that wasn't the story in the 

paper, I am sure I conveyed whatever your explanation was, 
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(Elieff) 

of the equipment was. I don't recall it exactly. You 

probably have it right in front of you, I am sure it is 

there. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to interrupt at 

this point Mr. Elieff. P lease remember it is not Mr. Van 

Moorsel who is on trial for whatever he did. He has made 

himself available to be asked questions related to the 

allegations 

MR_ ELIEFF: Very interesting, very 

interesting. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Isn-t it discriminating on 

your behalf for this reporting of the London Free Press not 

t o say what I asked you to say that I was vandalized so 

people can see what happened to me. Instead you told these 

people of the city poor are tenants have no place to wash 

and dry their clothes . That is a discrimination thing. 

A. I-m not sure, I will try it. I am sure 

Elieff whatever your explanation was about the washer 

the dryer I am sure I stuck that in the story. On the 

when I interview somebody, or when any reporter 

interviews somebody for that matter I think, I think even 

}fou must know this because you have been interviewed often 

now, just because you want somebody to put something in 

paper it doesn"t mean it is going t o go in the paper. 
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The Reporter decides what is the most interesting thing on 

behalf of the reader and that's what go into the paper. I 

mean, you can't demand that something go in the paper . I 

think I construed your explanation of the equipment whatever 

it was, I just don't recall exactly what it was. I think 

you chalked it up to kids or vandalism or something, or some 

combination, I think if you read that, which you probably 

have in front of you you would see that. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, I wonder if I can 

help you to direct your questions appropriately. The 

principal question for me and this will assist me in --
determining the merits of this complaint, relate to the 

comments that were then reported in the paper, which you , -allegedly made. If you have any questions to ask Mr. Van 

Moorsel about those comments and the type of tenants you had 

and their origin and their race then please ask those 

questions related to those issues. 

THE WITNESS: Okay. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Whatever you say I said 

about my tenants are pigs or whatever you called them is 

completely untrue and unfair and assaultive to me . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that a question or a 

statement? 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Okay. Do you have all these 

sayings that you say I said recorded? 

I I 
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, Cheyenne Ave; but Said the latest penalty ' 5 un· 
like little pigs," he fair because he does everything 
_l2~rh~YJlm.lJ{1nefre -"-11e" can -<\fford to 'maintain decen 

living ,in the jungle," livi'ngstandards:· : ... "" . - . -,_ ... .. .. 

C 
' ' , "Why sllould I pay it? What I 

lTV'S OPTIONS: If Elieff refuses mean is; other people ar~ wreck, 
t6 pay; city officials COl\id try to ing 'my property.': , ' . 
se ize or'. free ze . his business . 'Persons fined \.mder the Provin
assets, cial Offences Acican be arreSted ' 

"We don't do it too often, but and jailed for not paying, but e n
We .\yould certainly do' it in ' this . forcirig ': corpo'rate;}ines -is -more 
case,", cit'y solicitor Bob Blackwell difficult. Available' .oIllion's ' in
said, "It makes a mockery of the- ·dude applying to,the Ontario su· 

teW_if somebody claesn't pay," preme court ' 'to .order property 
)'n Moriqay. ;rustice .•. oLthe liens.. .. or .. seizure-<if~siness 

Peace ,Ron Trachy fined Elieff In· assets,- . , , : , 
vestinents .. .Ltd, ,$3,0,00 all. each 'of " Assistant city, ,:plicitor Patricia 
two counts of 'faili 'rig to, comply' .. Cox 'sard :a ' heiiring, ~ill be held 'a t 
with . 'I 987" Mtlers-tO":bting1he=city ·hall ~ Tuesday,- tO:-detetnlifie 
'buuPings in_line,..with London's whether -anY new work orders 
property standards· ' .. 
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HOUSING 

~Moral outrage' at landlord's remarks; 
Commun ity leaders and tenants of Cheyenne Avenue 
apartment buildings plan a demonstration today. 

committee, said O'Brien. a commin ee 
memrw[ 

He said Elidf hat! alrcad\' Ooured the 
law by vowing not to pay h1s court fines, 
but his published remark " represems the 

8y Greg Van Moorsel 
~ Tile LOl1don Free Press 

ublic nressure'is mounting against a 
London Fandlord who compared Asian 
tenan ts in his Cheyenne Avenue apart
ment !-vildings to "pigs" from a "jungle," 

Ani' :lmmunity lead~rs and tenants 
plan to I',..;ket ou tside Elijah Elieff.'~ Rich· 
mond Subs restau rant on Richmond 
Street' . 'y, then hold a news conference 
::H city JI to denounce his remarks. 

The demonSTration starts at 3 p.m. and 
the news conie rence is at 4:15. . 

worst kmd" of racial prejudice in Canada. 
_ "He convicts himself out of his m9\!lh " 
~ But Elietf, who said he was assaulted by 

three Asian tenants two months ago and 
-------- " nearly killed," stubbomlv defend ed his 
" TIz is is an remark Wednesday as he I e? a r~p?rter 

. and photographer through hIS bUlldmgs. 

old trIck by a He said the property was in good condi. 
. .. laudlord tion when he bough! it about five years 

I . fl ' ' ago, but thankless tenants and outsiders 
W 20 IS oIllzng -the bu ilding doors aren't locked _ have 

I've, j re-
I n./ I" 

1:{;;j}.~,!(t.:Wf/ .:i~~lr.1j: 

"The protest is to express the moral 
outrage about a landlord who can publicly 
:-nake raCIst sta temems," said Rev. Susan 
Eagle, a Uni ted Church minister who 
'.~·orks with the tenants. 

the law. " ruined common areas and 
any i ~rovementS 'Ttv ¥ 

- Ward 3 Ald~~an ' 'I'm not saying they' re pigs, but they're--'"' 
Pat 0 Brien doing only what pigs would do," said 

Elieff, who emigrated from Yugoslavia. 
. He blamed a strong odor in one building 
~. M ~ on tena nts who "just grab any dead fish 

ElicH. fined S6,OOO'in court Monday for 
'101 comple ting: citv·ordered buildi~.!~: 

ublished wedneSdt~j. " They thiQi 1 from the river and cook iL" 
"they're still liVIng to e jungl~'~' I F 
I ?'Tf;..;,," EW REPAIRS: MacDonald said Elieff has O<llrsi !ius sa Id hiS tenants maln!iI.am

badinn and Vietnamese immigrants are 
~ argely to blame for conditions al his [Wo 
20·umt apanmem blocks al 95 and 105 
Cheyenne. _ ______ .. -I 

--""Tfi€y"re-rike liule pigs." he said of the 
Asian renter::. in a London Free Press story 

MMIGRANTS ENRAGED: The comment cul made few building repairs since the 
through London's ethnic commun ity like Asians arrived and is simply taking ou t his 
an icy wind, enraging Asian immigrants coun fine on them, "(El ieff) is just coming 
and their advocates, " It 's unacceptable," down on these people who live there now, 
said Lorna Manin, a spokesman for the but he didn't do anyth ing before" to im
London Urban AJJiance on Race Rela- prove the complex. 
tions. She vowed her group will "indeed 
look into" the remark. 

Seng Seang, 39, a former Elieff tenant, 
said he and other Cambodians still living 
under .E!ieffs roof..were deeply o ffen~e 

- - - ----- by his statemenr? No )..J./ /3.-c 
"I feel very bad." he saia throug a 

translator. "~I feel like it's- discriminatory 
is ~,orollg - aga inst the Cambodian people," 

I ) Ward 3 AJdermen Pat O'Brien and Ber-
my peop e art nie MacDonald, whose ward includes the 
not pitts, " Cheyenne Avenue buildings, will be at the 

, cirv hall conference. to review ~ 
- Kescy 50th dealing WHh ElleN's remark. 

Cheyenne ~nt M 
AY FILE COMPLAINT: Possible re -

" I know the 
Cambodia II peo
ple vel)' well. 
They're upset. I 
thill/.- it's 
awfili. " 

- Lam Vong 
Cross Cultural 

sponses i~clude filing:, a complaint. Wl . . ·th I' I ~ Learner Centre Cheyenne Apartments owner Eli jah Ellett sits in the stairwell 01 his apartments . 
the Ontano Human RightS CommiSSIOn · at 105 Cheyenne Ave. talking about the problems and damage he says have i 
through {he ciry's race relations ad\;t;ory " been caused by tenants and outsiders. I 

<i h.;, 'I \.,.,,-i ~_AlL. 
~~'~'''''''7 
~-J...~ wrth., 
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67 Van Moorael , cr-ex 
(Elieff ) 

A. Could you just repeat that, I am not 
, 

sure I caught that . 

Q. Did you recorded my saying to you about 

tenants being little pigs or whatever? 

A. Did I report that? 

THE CHAIRMAN: No, did you record it. 

THE WITNESS: l Yes, I recorded it. \ 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. I want to hear it if you 

have it recorded. 

A. I am sorry, ,I didn't hear that 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff did you mean did he 

record it? 

MR . EL I EFF: On a tape. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Record it in notes or on a 

tape? 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. On a tape, a tape recording. 

A. I recorded it in shorthand . I believe 

it was also recorded on tape and all of t hat material was 

t urned over to our city editor as soon as we re a lized that 

t h e Ontario Human Rights Commission was involved, because I 

was phoned and asked for that material. Newspapers don't 

jUat aa a matter of course make their material used to 

gather news available to people unless they are legally 

required t.o do ao. So whatever I know as a fact I 

recorded it in shorthand, I may well have recorded it on 



68 Van Moorsel, cr-ex 
(Elieff) 

tape, I just don-t recall right now because newspaper 

reporters often, sometimes for specific purposes don-t 

relate to this story. I do remember turning all the 

material over in a sealed envelope to my then city editor. 

I don-t know. I know for sure I recorded it in shorthand . 

I may well have recorded it on a mini cassette as well. All 

our telephones at the Free Press are equipped with that 

material. 

Q. You said I took you on a tour sO you 

could see all what has been going wrong in the two 

buildings, my company. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Most of it was blamed on my company, 

writings on the walls, scratchings and all the garbage all 

over the place and a ll the damages was blamed on me and my 

company by the London Free Press. Do you think that is 

fair? 

A. Are you saying that ..... ? 

Q. accusations? 

A. Blame you for what? 

THE CHAIRMAN: For the writing on the wall 

a nd garbage ln the halls, was it fair for t he London Free 

Press to blame Mr. Elieff. 

THE WITNESS: I don-t recall that we blamed 

h im, did we? 

I 
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THE CHAIRMAN: 

69 Van Moorsel, cr-ex 
(Elieff) 

I haven-t read the article so 

I can-t comment on it . 

THE WITNESS: I think it unlikelY we would 

have blamed him. Again I certainly I know didn-t say he did 

it himself. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Those are owned by Elieff 

Investments, my company and Richmond Subs downtown was owned 

by another company. Did you have right to . . ... ? 

A. I am not sure, you are talking about 

Richmond House, what is Richmond House? 

THE CHAIRMAN: No he, I believe Mr. Elieff is 

referring to his submarine place Richmond Subs. 

THE WITNESS: Aha. 

THE CHAIRMAN: It is owned by a separate 

corporation and he is another individual, I believe the 

question relates to ..... 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. The two properties are owned 

by two different companies and they are not related 

whatsoever. What kind of right you Free Press have to leave 

people in front of Richmond Subs to complain against Elijah 

El ieff about his apartment buildings. What kind of right do 

you have, I want to know. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, I must interrupt 

because neither the London Free Press nor Mr. Van Moorsel is 

the subject of this complaint. 



70 Van Moorsel, cr-ex 
(Elieff) 

MR. ELIEFF: He is discrimination to me . 

THE CHAIRMAN: I hear your point. 

MR. ELIEFF: They ruined the business there. 

They ruined my other company, they ruined my other business 

which is not the way it is discrimination, discrimination, 

discrimination. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I understand your point. 

MR. ELIEFF: I want him to know too. 

THE CHAIRMAN: If you felt that way about it 

then you should make that complaint to the Ontario Human 

Rights Commission. At the moment we are dealing with this 

complaint . Okay? 

MR. ELIEFF: Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN : If you have any further 

quest ion s for Mr. Van Moorsel related to the complaint made 

by Ms . Hon about this , then please feel free to ask 

qUe st ions, not questions about the London Free Press policy . 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Okay. All I am asking you, 

sir is I show you everything I ask you to tell and you tell 

them opposite way against me, so that is discriminating. 

A. Well I mean I think I was as accurate as 

I could be. If you are suggesting I wasn·t I certainly 

disagree. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you have any further 

questions Mr. Elieff f o r Mr. Van Moorsel ? 
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MR . ELIEFF: 

71 Van Hoorsel, re-ex 
(Sanson) 

I have many questions but I 

don't want to go any more . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Any questions in 

reply? 

MS . SANSON: Just a couple . 

RE-EXAMINATION BY MS. SANSON: 

Q. You have indicated that you made some 

notes and the question I want to ask is what, in terms of 

when you go out to do a story and when it gets reported in 

the newspaper. 

A. Mm-hmm. 

Q. What is the time length for that? 

A. Well, I mean, it is a daily newspaper so 

most of the stories in the paper are produced the day before 

yoU see them in print, or the night before you see them in 

prin t and it is easy enough to follow the sequence with a 

Specific story simply by looking at the attributed days, in 

other words if the story appeared on a Thursday quoting 

somebody speaking on Wednesday, it was produced the day 

before. If the re is n o mention at all of the day, that is 

very often a reference to something produced earlier than 

that and in whic h case the date is not generally that 

important, but 99% o f the time it is done the previous day 

f or publication in the following day's newspaper. So, to be 

very specific if y ou produced a story at 10:00 o ' clock of 



72 Van Moorsel, re-ex 
(Sanson) 

noon one day it technically would be in the paper by the 

time it rolls off the printing press which would be like 

1:00 in the morning, so some 13 hours later_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr_ Van Moorsel, when you are 

writing these stories do you repeatedly refer to your notes 

and the tape recordings before writing them? 

THE WITNESS: Oh yes, how else would one 

control the story_ Yes_ I mean, reporters produce material 

based generally almost exclusively on the notes or 

observations that they make, unless you are writing for some 

kind of column or something in which it might just be a well 

thought out opinion_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 

MS. SANSON : Q_ One further question just 

for the sake of clarity of the record and also on Mr. 

Elieff ' s behalf. I would like some confirmation, this is a 

quote, this in the 8th of November, 1989 article that says: 

"They are like little pigs. He (that is 

referring to Elijah Elieff) said Tuesday that 

they think they are still living in the 

jungle_" 

That is the end of the quote. So the first 

set of quotes says "They are like little piga " . Do you 

confirm that Mr. Elieff said t hat? 

A. Oh yes . 

( 
f 

'. 
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SOMEONEID 
FILL MIKE'S SHOES? 

Cheyenne saga continues 

THE $1.6-million 
civillaW'Suit I... Elijah Elieff I 

launched In 1998 . 
by former 
Cheyenne apart
ments landlord 
(Elijah Elieff's) 
Elieff Investments 
against Rev. Susan 
Eagle, the National 
Bank of Canada 
and the United 
Church of Canada, 
is now before the 
courts. The jury 
selection began on 
Feb. 4 and the trial 
is scheduled to last 
two weeks. 
The dispute· dates back to 1984 when Mr. Elieff 
purchased 95 and 105 Cheyenne Ave. (since 
renamed Oakville Ave.) in..oortheast London, when 
Ms. Eagle was an outreach worker on behalf of 
four United Churches. 
Elieff is claiming damages for $1.2-million from 
Eagle, alleging conspiracy, abuse of process, inter
ference with contractual relations, inducing breach 
of contract and unlawful interference with econom
ic interests. 
Mr. Elieff is seeking damages in the amount of 
$400,000 from the National Bank for the improvi
dent sale of his buildings in 1993. Rev. Eagle et a/. 
deny Mr. Elieff's allegations of impropriety and 
Elieff's allegations have yet to be proven in COUR. 

Mr. Elieff was exonerated of a racism complaint 
before the Ontario human rights board of inquiry in 
1993, where he was represented by Robert Melz of 
the Freedom Party. On appeal to Divisional Court, 
however, Elieff was found guilty of "discriminating 
against Cambodians" despite the fact that most of 
his tenants were Cambodian and Vietnamese. On 
appeal, the Macedonian-born Elieff, who has diffi
culty with English and no legal training, represent
ed himself. 

---~- --~. 

SCENE broke the news of the lawsuit in its Nov. 4, 
'99 cover story, the only local media outlet to cover 
it. The Free Press, to date, has chosen to ignore 
the lawsuit, despite playing an integral role in the 
controversy with its infamous "little pigs" story of 
Nov. 8, 1989, alleging racist comments by Mr. 
Elieff. Rev. Eagle was first elected to city council in 
1997 and is the wife of Freeps reporter Joe Matyas. 

Council's the boss on paper 

DESPITE the perception by many Londoners that 
London's civic administration has wrested con

trol of civic affairs from city council, it may be 
reassuring to know that London's City Manager By
Law clearly states that the city manager is sub
servient to our elected city council. 
For example, Clause 2.1 states that, "The City 
Manager shall: (b) be directly responsible and 
accountable to the Council and shall exercise the 
powers and perform the duties which, from time to 
time, are lawfully assigned to or vested in the posi
tion by the CounciL" 
Clallse 2.2 states that, "Nothing in this by-law 
authorizes or empowers the City Manager to exer
cise or encroach upon the authorities 'Of powers of 
the Mayor as chief executive officer of the 
Municipal Corporation, the Council, or the Board of 
Control or upon the statutory duties of appointed 
officers of the MunicipaI'Corporation." Take note 
Mayor DeCicco! 
Clause 3.11 states that, "The City Manager shall 
recommend to the Board of Control or Council the 
terms of employment, the appointment, suspen
sion or dismissal of the Deputy City Manager and 
of Heads of Departments, consistent with any 
applicable Council policy." 
COMMENT: In view of Clause 3.11, why have the 
details of the "retirement" payout given to former 
Commissioner of Environmental Services and City 
Engineer John Jardine - clearly a benefit flowing 
from a term of employment - remain undisclosed 
to the board of control, city council and the general 
public? 

CONTINUED ON PAGE & 

- -~------------------

RAMFIOlilDAOIO 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3 

DeCicc-o defends 
the indefensible 

~ 

MAYOR DECICCO continues with, "I appreciate some 
Londoners may feel that no additional compensation should 
be paid, thus asking one person to do the two top jobs in the 

$700-million corporation, for an undetermined time, without appropri
ate remuneration." 
Wrong again, Your Worship. Londoners, like most Canadians, are fair
minded and would support "appropriate' compensation." The package 
for Mr. Malpa$$, however, is unprecedented and doesn't pass the 
smell test - even after tie gave back the eight weeks paid vacation. 
City council exercised lousy judgment by approving it, just as it exer
cised poor judgm~nt in not wanting to know the details of Jardine's 
deal, conlrary to the City of London Act and the City Manager's By
Low. 

Six months ago, Jeff Malpass was city clerk, deputy city manager 
and commissioner of environmental services (even though Deputy 
City Engineer David Leckie did the work), while earning less than 
$145,000. 
After SCENE pointed out that having Mr. Malpass "ride two horses at 
the same time" was unwise (DeCicco, Reed and ·Wins/on should each 
pay City $500, Aug. 23), Guy Hallman was appointed city clerk 
(after Deputy City Clerk Cathie Best flew the coop), and Maureen 
Looby was appointed commissioner of environmental services and 
city engineer - bypassing Deputy City Engineer Leckie. 
No wonder senior managers are in the running for an exira $33,000 a 
year; morale at city hall has never been worse, and staff are abandon
ing the Goodship Lollipop in record numbers. This is the legacy of 
former City Manager Linda Reed and her deputy, Jeff Malpass: a 
human resources nightmare. 

Like ';ats' fleeing from a burning. 
ship, several members of 

city council are now saying they 
were misled-by the mayor 

But Mayor DeCicco says the City is saving money by having Boy 
. Wonder do two jobs at a higher rate of pay. It's a specious argument. 

There are other veteran administrators on staff with whom to negoti
ate and the Malpass "deal" will create an upward pressure on all 
saJaries, while plunging staff morale further into the toilet. 
The Chamber of Commerce, labour and taxpayers are oulraged, SO 
ultimately the deal is bad even for Mr. Malpass. Can he realistically 
be considered for the city manager's job? Not likely. 
And the bone of contention is not whether Mr. Malpass is a capable 
manager. He knows the ropes all right. That's why he wrote his own 
ticket and 15 council members swallowed it, hook, line and sinker. 
flats off to the four councillors who opposed Boy Wonder's pay pack
age: Ward 2 Coun. Joni Baechler, Ward 4 Coun. Bill Armstrong, 
Ward 6 Coun. David Winninger and Ward 7 Coun. Ed Corrigan. 
Remember their names when the next civic election rolls around in 
2003. They deserve your full. support at the polls. 
On the other hand, conlrollers Monteith, Polhill, Hume and Swan, 
and councillors Levin, Chahbar, Alder, MacDonald, Tranquilli, 
Caranci, Miller, Williams, Usher and Eagle, have a lot of explain
ing to do. Like 'rats' fleeing from a burning ship, several members of 
city council are now saying they were mi~led by the mayor, and 
wished they'd voted against the Malpa$$ deal. 
The bit about "having no other choice" but to support Malpass's deal, 
however, is absurd. DeCicco et at. should tell that nose-stretcher to 
the four councillors who wisely opposed it when it counted, while 
also suggesting viable alternatives. CD 

The City's "deal" with Jeff Malpa$$ Is the subject of former city 
hall manager Jamey Swift's opinion column on page &, and Butch 
Mclarty's column on page 23_ 
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'~ITYSCINllxClUSIVI OPINION / by Jamey Swift 

It's not just the money, it's the troubling mind-set 

ley 

London's potential as a city can only be achieved with the right leadership, 
and I don't see that leadership at city hall, politically or administratively 

,, [AM COMPELLED to speak out against the unprece
dented salary deal my former boss, Jeff Malpass, cut 
with city council. I call London home and choose to live 

cil's initial offer was rejected based on compensation, not 
work load and impact on family. 

On Feb. 5, on the same radio station, Mr. Malpass said, ' '1 
didn't ask for it anyway," regarding his "goodwill gesture" 
to forego the additional eight weeks paid vacation. Seems 
to be a lot of smoke and mirrors and I for one am not will
ing to "put this matter to bed and move on" as the mayor 
requested. City council got caught, and it has not only 
made itself look ridiculous, it slapped taxpayers and city 
employees in the face. 

claims have destroyed the public's trust. London has many 
things going for it and the potential for greatness. But 
London's potential as a city can only be achieved with the 
right leadership, and I don't see that leadership at city hall, 
politically or administratively. 

t d pay taxes here, and as this issue continues to unfold, I 
rve serious concerns about the leadership at city haU. 

I 1999, Mr. Malpass, then city clerk, approached me to 
turn to city hall from a successful position. at Canada 
ust. During our negotiations he outlined then-City 
anager Linda Reed's plan to make him director of corpo
:e services within the next few months, and then to make 
,m deputy city administrator (the job title before deputy city 
anager). He informed me that Ms. Reed was grooming him 
take over from her when she left in a few years. 

>, to Mayor DeCicco and the members of council who 
lim they were painted into a comer with Ms. Reed's 
ort resignation notice, and had no choice but to appoint 
r. Malpass acting City manager, it seems you were 
laware of the master plan. 

my view, Mr. Malpass had every intention of taking 
'er from Ms. Reed, so 1'm confused by the mixed mes
ges we received about him not wanting the position 
'ouncil. Malpass reached/ast deal, London Free Press, 
n.24). 

In my view, the conflicting 
stories and contradictory 
claims have destroyed the 

public's trust 

Hopefully, city council now understands that the public 
will not accept being held for ransom. Whether Mr. 
Malpass gives up his eight weeks paid vacation or not is 
irrelevant. It's the circumstances that precipitated the 
appointment and the confusing and contradictory messages 
that have been presented through the media that are the 
most troubling aspects of this fiasco. 

Let's hope the selection committee for the new city malt
ager is able to attract a high quality leader as city manager, 
as that will be the first step in moving us confidently into 
the future. 

The next step is to ensure we do not forget this matter at 
election time next year. Great leadership does not ask peo
ple to sweep bad decision-making under the carpet and 
move on; it acknowledges mistakes, learns from its lessons 
and makes corrections to ensure it doesn't happen again. 

Personally, I don't see that happening with the current 
leadership at city hall. CD 

'ead the mayor's column in the Free Press on Jan. 29, 
d also heard the deputy mayor on the Rich and Elaine 
lOW. The radio version did not mention any reluctance to 
cept the offer on an interim basis, but rather that coun-

The crux of the issue is not just the money, it's the mind
set that troubles me. Leaders ,are supposed to provide 
vision and direction, articulate str~tegy. create an environ
ment where people are valued and have input into the 
decision-making process; leaders must build commitment 
and trust. 

In my view, the conflicting stories and contradictory 

Jamey R. Swift is the former manager of licensing and 
elections for the Corporation of the City of London. 

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5 

. London's Italian roots 

WITH assistance from The New PL, the federal 
government and donations from the local 

Italian community, Mario Circelli's Arloa 
Produclions Inc. has produced a one-hour docu
mentary - In Our Own Words - on the late-19th 
century roots of London's Italian community. In 
Our Own Words commemorates the 100th 
anniversarY of the Marconi Club, and documents 
the considerable role Italians haVe played in shap
ing London: 
Mr. Circelli says he worked on the project "for a 
year-and-a-half, during which he hired a camera 
person, had the assistance of a couple of friends 
for research, and documentary filmmaker Chris 
Doty. The approach I took was different in that I 
wanted the people interviewed from the Italian 
community to tell the story, with musical 
vignette's In the background." 
Mr. Circelli says "Bandleader Guy Lombardo's 
mother, Angelina, was the daughter of Carmela 
Paladino - the first Italian fami ly to settle in 
London [in the 1870sJ." Mr. Circelli is the station 
manager of Radio Western 94.7FM and TV 
Western. 
In Our Own Words is part 4 of a five-part series 
promoted as "The Doc. Days of Winter" and will 
appear on The New PL, The New W! In Windsor and 
The New NX in Wing ham on Thurs. Feb. 14 at 8 pm. 

f. On Thurs. Feb. 21 at 8 pm, the documentary, 
Labour Pains - The Birth of Industrial Unionism, 
produced by Michael Ulster's Norllicks Production 
Limited, will be shown on The New PL's 
Southwestern Ontario TV network. 
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Busker Brian Grills busted 
-' VETERAN street busker Brian Grills has been 

charged by Constable David Blackwell for 
playing his trumpet in downtown London. 
Mr. Grills has been issued a provincial offences 
ticket for playing his horn at Richmond and 
Dundas streets on Jan. 28, contrary to By-Law 
51-2-8, which purportedly prohibits anyone from 
conducting "activity which interferes with the use 
of the street." If convicted, Grills faces a $70 fine, 
plus court costs. 
Mr. Grills promises to fight the ticket, saying, "I 
played 0 Canada for the grand opening of the 
police substation downtown several years ago. I 
think he's [Constable BlackwellJ after all the 
buskers, lumping us into the same category as 
panhandlers," 

Just the facts ... 

DAN McDDNALD, the City's 
director of corporate com

munications, recently released 
a "Fact Sheet" to the media, 
regarding negotiations between 
the City and the Dearness 

, Home's 325 unionized employees with CAW Local 
302 (who don't have the right to strike under the 
Labour Relations Act and the Hospital Labour 
Oisputes Arbitration Ac~ . . 
One of the 12 bullets in the Fact Sheet reads: "The 
City of London believes the Dearness collective 
agreement language should continue to be 
designed for a home for the aged and not for an 
automobile factory." 
It's reassuring to know that spin-doctor Dan and 
Acting City Manager Jeff Malpass still have their 
wry sense of humour. 

Malpass's $230,000 deal revised 

A FfER SEVERAL HOURS behind 
closed doors on Feb. 4, city council 
returned to public session and revealed 

that Acting City Manager Jeff Malpass had vol- .. 
untarily offered to forego a portion of his con- It"'''., ;,o,.p 
troversial, $230,000, interim pay package 
approved by city council on Jan. 21 by a 15-4 
recorded vote. 

Mr. Malpass offered to forego eight weeks pl\id 
vacation (worth approx. $30,000) of his 13 
weeks paid vacation, and the offer was unani
mously accepted by the 19 - some say desperate - members of 
council. 

Asked about the turn of events, Cont. Joe Swan said, "it was gra
ciously offered and it was accepted with thanks. Now the search 
begins for a new city manager:' 

The rich pay package for Mr. Malpass, set in motion by the resigna
tion of City Manager Linda Reed, effective Jan. 31, has generated 
considerable outrage in the community, 

Asked to comment on Malpass) revised pay package, Doug 
Wheeler, president of CUPE Local 107 which represents the City's 
500 full-time outside workers, says, "It's really just a half-hearted 
attempt to save face. It certainly calls into question the mayor's 
negotiating skills. If she's travelling the world trying to bring busi
ness to London, one would hope she would have better skills." 

SCENE has learned that council also decided that no action be taken 
on the confidential, 62-page Aon Consulting report which recom
mends significant pay hikes for the City'S senior managers - until 
the board of control receives a delegation from the consultants.' 

RESERVOIR HILL: In other business, council unanimously 
approved seeking leave to appeal the Jan. 30, 8-page decision of the . 
Divisional Court, rejecting the City's appeal of the Feb. I, Ontario 
Municipal Board decision, which approved the constrUction of a 
12-storey apartment building by Tony Graat's Ayerswood 
Development Corp. on scenic Reservoir Hill in Byron. 
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Q. Then the next quote is "They think they 

living in the jungle". 

A. Definitely. 

Q. And the next quote is in follow up and 

on the November 9th article. In clarification, it 

there was a second contact with Mr. Elieff when he 

opportunity to clarify the comment and the quote is : 

"I am not saying they are pigs but they are 

do ing only what pigs would do." 

That is the end of the quote. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Do you confirm that was your record of 

Elieff said to you? 

A. If it is in the paper it would have been 

I don't recall just off the top, I don't have 

in front of me to refresh my memory, but certainly, 

I think this is the extension of which that probably 

out of because by - then his remark would have been, you 

• taken in an offensive context by some people because 

already have been in the newspaper. As you point 

withdraw the remark, I guess you would say he 

it . 

MS. SANSON: Those are the questions I have. 

YOU. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Those are all the questions we 

have for you Mr. Van MoorseL Thank you for indulging the 

Board. 

THE WITNESS: Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN: And for waiting for this call . 

THE WITNESS: Okay. Will there be anything 

further than today, is that it? 

THE CHAIRMAN: We won - t be calling you for 

any more evidence if that is what you mean. 

THE WITNESS: Okay. Thank you very much . 

THE CHAIRMAN : Thank you. 

MS. SANSON: Thank you. 

Conference call ends 

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like to have a brief 

break and I can return whatever time you feel you would like 

to commence the afternoon session. 

day. 

MR. ELIEFF: I prepared myself for all the 

THE CHAIRMAN: You have set aside today? 

MR. ELIEFF: I am losing my day anyway. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Could we just have Mr. 

Elieff "s s on back in the Hearing Room please. 

Zoranco Elieff returns to Hearing Room 

THE CHAIRMAN: You were concerned about the 

time and I wanted you to be here while we were discussing 
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We are trying to complete everything by the end of 

You have one more witness to call? 

MS. SANSON: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: How long do you anticipate 

will take? 

MS. SANSON: I don·t anticipate her evidence 

be very long, I have not had the opportunity to sit 

with her. I just have a couple of general areas just 

the extent of her involvement with the community action 

~hat was taken in an effort to have the apartment cleaned up 

her involvement in that regard. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Then you have finished? 

MS. SANSON: Then I will be finished putting 

my case. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Then Mr. Elieff it will be 

turn and you can call Zoranco as a witness at that 

Zoranco, as I mentioned to you outside the 

t~'~ason, there is wisdom in waiting until all the evidence is 

because your father may wish to ask you specific 

stions that relate or have some effect on the evidence 

has already been put in so the time has not been wasted 

it has been a long time waiting outside. I would 

to call a break. When would you like to return? 

MR. ELIEFF: As soon as we can. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I have to return to my hotel 
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and get my bags out, so that will take at least 45 

MR. ELIEFF: Whatever it takes we are ready. 

THE CHAIRMAN: People will want to have 

eomething to eat. 

MR. ELIEFF: We will say 3:00 o·clock, if you 

we will wait for you. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Is that enough time? 

MS. SANSON: Yes. 

2:20 p.m . luncheon recess. 

Upon resuming at 3:10 p.m. 

THE CHAIRMAN: How do you wish to proceed? 

You have one more witness to call? 

MS. SANSON: Yes, that is correct. The 

Commission would like to call Susan Eagle. 

SUSAN EAGLE, SWORN. 

MS. SANSON: 

Q. Ms. Eagle , could you please state your 

OCCupation to the Board of Inquiry? 

A. I am a United Church Minister. 

Q. How long have you been a Minister? 

A. I have been ordained for 15 years and in 

of the work in East London I am hired by four United 

In that area to be an outage worker in the 

I am hired half-time and I do church work the 

t 
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half of the time. 

Q. What is the nature of the outage work 

could you elaborate on that? 

A. I t is to be suppor t to people in the 

oommunL~·ty. To do advocacy work as needed and to work on 

pomrr~rlity development projects. 

Q. Could you please tell the Board how you 

to meet Mr. Elieff? 

A. My first contact with the landlo rd was 

in 1984 when I was contacted by a tenant living in 105 

4, who called me because she was flooded by 

raw sewage in her apartment. She was very emotionally 

and phoned me as a community worker and asked me 

if I could come over and help her to do something. At that 

point she told me she already had a message from the 

landlord that it was her problem so she did not know what to 

That was my introduction to Mr. C W ~ J"iJ "tD-v 
Elieff. (V\---\vuolvcD\.u/Y '! 

Q. That was 105. Now, is that the building 

..... ? 

A. That is the same building Chippheng 

in. 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is the Cheyenne building? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

MS . SANSON: Q. Would y ou explain y our 

Chippheng Hon? 

') 
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A. My contact with Chipph e n g Hon has b een 

over s everal years. She bec a me part of t h e tenan t 

assoc i ation that we formed in t h e Cheyenne Apartme n ts . 

Q. Would you just explain how the tenant 

association was formed? 

A. We have h a d several tenant associations 

over the years. We formed one immediately after the sewage 

when we first had to take t h e landlord to Court in 1984 . 

Q . Who was the landlord? 

A. Mr. Elieff. We formed a tenant 

association after that time. We repeatedly took the 

landlord t o Court and called the Health Department in . In 

1987- 1988 we were able to move most of the tenants out 

because the stan dards were not being enfor ced, we move d most 

of the m out into some co- op housing that ,the tenant 

assoc iation built for the Genesis Housing Co-Op. 

It was at tha t time that new tenants moved 

in. I discovered that many of them were people who did not 

Speak English . It was difficu l t to get t h e m to come to a 

tenant meeting because they d i d n ot speak English. I became 

conce rned that perh aps they d id not know their righ ts 

either. So we called a community meeting with translators, 

t o find out how they were do ing in the un its a s they were 

mOVing in, and if they had a n y problems associated with 

their units. 

j 
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Q. Were there problems identified to you? 

A. There were many problems that were 

Not just to me because I asked two City 

to be present and some other members of the 

Q. Who were they? 

A. Pat O'Brien and Bernie McDonald, two 

Councillors. That night that we had the tenant meeting 

translation available we heard many stories from many 

of their very, very difficult conditions that they 

facing in their units . Some had been told it was their 

lity to pay for plumbing and electrical repairs 

have been doing so . Others were very uncertain about 

amount of rent that was being c harged to them. Again 

in their relationship with the landlord 

were not aware of their rights. It was after that that 

a tenant association, a new tenant association 

primarily of Cambodian and Vietnamese tenants. 

Q. . Was this for both units? 

A. 105. 

Q. And 95 Cheyenne? 

A. Yes, and since that time we have been. 

the staff of the Cross Cultural Learning Centre to 

THE CHAIRMAN: Did you say refugees or 
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THE WITNESS: I didn · t. I think we have both 

in the buildings . One t hing I should explain at no 

we have a very permanent population in the 

Tenants move out as soon as they are able to 

better housing, s o there is constant, c onstantly there 

people in transitio n from the buildings. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Perhaps at this time you 

describe your personal observations of the building on 

there. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Specifically at 105? 

MS. SANSON: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay. 

THE WITNESS : The buildings have been In a 

disrepair since I first visited them back in 1984 

1985 was the first time I was called in. I have a 

article from 1986 that I brought with me to give 

, because even then the churches that I worked for were 

the City Council at that time to take some action 

getting repairs done to the buildings . This would be 

any Cambodian o r Vietnamese people moved into the 

------"-------------------------------------------------------ldings . 

My experlence is we have only had repairs 

in the buildings when we have been able to get the 

from the Health Department, or have had any success in 
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THE CHAIRMAN : Could you repeat that? 

THE WITNESS: My experience has been that we 

had, any repairs that have been done have been 

the Health Department issued orders, or have been 

in getting fines against the landlord through the 

I don·t know if I am allowed any sub.iective 

but it has been my expe rience that any repairs 

have been done were done so inadequately that within a 

few weeks they are in need of repai r again and the 

have been blamed for lack of repair when it was 

from the way the repair was done it would be in 

1S:r eDair immediately again. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like you to focus on 

observations. The conclusions that you made or you 

make if you were an expert witness, be that an 

"".L!.le,er, or a renovator or something like that. If you 

j u st focus on your observations. 

THE WITNESS: My observations have been 

falling down, or bare wire sticking out of walls; 

of sewage many, many times. We have an 

ion of cockroaches, so severe that when we, when we 

the Minister of Housing in and showed she was almost 

--~c . .l.ly sick. 
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MS. SANSON: Q. I have here and perhaps you 

identify for me a couple of photographs . Would you just 

those? 

A. This is a picture of some of the 

in one of the units. 

Q. Which building? 

A. In 105, on the second floor in February 

we were trying to get an order for the spraying 

cockroaches. 

MS. SANSON: Do you disagree those are 

of your units? 

MR. ELIEFF: I can ' t see anything, I don't 

it is mine or not mine. 

MS. SANSON: You don't recognize it? 

MR. ELIEFF: No. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Ms. Sanson, can you help me in 

•• ·'.'ill lng the relevance of this for the date of the 

1989? 

MS. SANSON: Well I think the r elevan ce is as 

the evidence from this witness is that the 

tions were ongoing. I go no further at this point, I 

ask that the witness be excluded giving her evidence. 

for now I would ask the Board to have a look at the 

These have been identified as photographs that 

has taken herself of the conditions at 105, and 

r 
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let me ask you this question_ 

THE WITNESS: I have pictures of 1986, 1987 

that is more helpful, I don't have them with me 

, these are the ones I happen to have with me today _ 

THE CHAIRMAN: In all fairness I think it 

be pictures of before or dUring the time of this 

incident, or the complaint, pictures closer to 

in 1989 which gave rise to the complaint would be 

appropriate_ If you wanted to introduce them later in 

of penalty, or in respect of an Order, you can_ 

MS _ SANSON: With respect to the relevance 

First of all I understood the Complainant-s 

:~<lel[lCe to be that the problems continued, certainly it is 

_Commission's position that these stereotyped assumptions 

used as a reason for denying basic living conditions to 

who are most vulnerable in our society, and certainly 

extent that these conditions are ongoing and to the 

that the witness can describe that these are 

tions similar to what she saw and observed in the past 

even most recently is certainly relevant to the 

to the kind of treatment that the Complainant was 

iencing_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: If you would ask the witness 

in that way, just as you phrased it, to comment on 

:,"Conditions that existed prior to 1989 and ,<]hether these 
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how they compare to the conditions that existed in 

MS. SANSON: Thank you. 

Q. Having had that direction from the Board 

please describe the living conditions at the time 

complaint by Chippheng Hon? 

A. We have continuous problems with taps 

drains that leak; doors, balcony sliding doors on 

that don·t close properly and so water and 

come in all winter. All winter I get phone calls, 

winter I get phone calls from tenants who say there is 

in their units. I mentioned the ceilings down. 

have sewage that backs up on the main floor at 105 

regularly. The laundry facilities on the main 

do not work most of the time. Fridges and stoves aTe 

not working when tenants move in and they only work if 

pay to have them repaired, Or can go and find their 

Use while they live there and leave the non-working 

used until the next tenant comes. 

Q. Are these observat ions that you have 

made in 1989? 

A. Yes . There has been little change in 

ing since I first visited in 1985 exoept the 

continue to deteriorate. There has been no 

tendent doing any cleaning or maintenance on site 

( 
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the superintendent was fired back in 1985. At the 

he wae· fired he made available to me his 1984 rent 

that we had a copy of what rents had been 

after that he left the units. It has been my 

~~·~-~,,·~tion there has been no cleaning or maintenance done 

that done by t h e landlord intermittently. Most 

'6~-~' ~ly I have a superintendent who has been there a few 

now told me he had been hired to rent all the vacant 

We have many vacant units now. 

Q. How often did you frequent the 

A. I am there several times a week. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Even today, do you mean 1n 

or now? 

THE WITNESS: I am there regularly, yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Several times a week? 

THE WITNESS: Depending on the kind of calls 

tenants or whether or not we have a community 

such as a tenants meeting Or a community project 

has been planned I am there more frequently when there 

specific kind of situation. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Have you had the opportunity 

Chippheng Hon"s apartments? 

A. Yes I have. 

Q. What specific observation did you have 
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apartment? 

A. Her apartment is not as bad as some, but 

them are bad. She has leaking water under her sink 

Q. Is this in 17 or 18? 

A_ This would be in 18. She has had, and I 

year I took the newspaper reporter in, or a couple 

take a picture of the conditions of her 

because it was in such a state of disrepair. 

Q. Have you noticed roaches in 105? 

A. There are always cockroaches in the 

There have been fewer since we were able to have 

Department come in and do a massive spraying of 

buildings late in the spring, there have been fewer 

then, because we were able, through the tenants 

iation, to get them to use the mo s t expensive cockroach 

that would last a little longer than some of the 

treatments that don - t work for a very long time. I 

week the cockroaches are coming back again. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Counsel, can I ask you to just 

greater care in not asking leading questions. Mr. 

does not have the benefit of counsel here and the 

sensitive to that. So I am just asking y ou 

a bit more careful. 

MS_ SANSON: Certainly, it is one of the 

tes of not having the chance to prepare I am asking 

I 
I 
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THE CHAIRMAN: I understand. 
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MS. SANSON: Although I am not sure whether 

someone if the.y have seen cockroaches in a building 

1~~eadLng, if that is the question you are referring to. 

THE CHAIRMAN: The answer to the leading 

is, yes or no. If you rephrase the question so 

you could ask, you know, something about the 

tions, describe the conditions that is fine. If you 

the \~itness by saying "did you see cockroaches" that is 

question. 

I1S. SANSON: Q. If we could go back to these 

ographs that you have identified. I am going to ask you 

identify these photographs again in detail. 

A. I am sorry, I don - t have all the other 

with me today. The photographs that I have 

here, which Were taken in February of 1992, show one 

sills in the units, that is the window 

18 dete riorating so badly that moisture and water come 

Also those bedrooms, the rooms are always very, very 

On the floor in the second picture there are 

strings of tape which the tenant was using after she 

on trying to spray. She used long strips of 

to tr·y and catch the cockroaches so you see many 
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on the tape. In another bedroom you S8e not 

ld up of moisture on the windows, which is also 

but above the window you see masses of 

sort of like a hornets nest because of the 

them. Again she was trying to draw them in 

this was a children · s bedroom and she was 

the cockroaches off the children at night. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you remember the conditions 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: How do they compare with the 

you have just described in 19927 

THE WITNESS: I am trying to remember when we 

order for the spraying of cockroaches, I 

in 1990. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Those work orders were based 

it ions in 1989, were they? 

THE WITNESS: The work orders came out of 

that were filed in 1987 and the fine that was 

nst the landlord was a $6,000.00 fine which he 

was following up the 1987 complaints. 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is what I was looking 

Go ahead. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Perhaps at this time you 

the contact, the basis for your contact with 

t 
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A. In 1989 we had finally a situation where 

city took the landlord to Court. This had happened 

~ft, .. o~"l times before but we were able to get a significant 

against the landlord, to that point he had been paying 

.00 fines. On this occasion it was a fine of $6,000.00. 

in Court at the time that that happened, so I was 

for that. The next day the newspaper recor·ded the 

rmation that the landlord had been awarded a $6,000.00 

and also that he had called the Cambodian people pigs 

s o they lived in a jungle. Knowing that was in the 

~~~~~ that morning I was very concerned about what was 

to be the impact on the community. The night before 

had been some degree of Celebrating over the fact that 

f ine, perhaps now something would be done about repairs. 

over to the units that day, that morning, first 

at the Church of Christ which is next door, which 

place where we often gather for tenant meetings. 

THE CHAIRMAN: This is the United Church? 

THE WITNESS: It is an independent church 

Simply has made its building available to us for both 

meetings and English and second language classes. I 

with Lam Fon and he told me he had talked with a 

of tenants and they were very, very upset about what 

had read in the newspaper. 
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A. Lam Fon was the translator at the Cross 

Cultural Learning Centre. He and I decided that we would go 

over to 105 and 95 Cheyenne to meet with the tenants just on 

. a casual basis to see how they were feeling that morning, 

what response there was to the newspaper article. When we 

went to leave the Church of Christ we looked across out and 

you could aee across the parking lot and we saw Mr. Elieff 

in the parking lo t with a sledge hammer, Lam indicated some 

unwillingness to go past Mr. Elieff carrying a sledge 

hammer. As we stood and watched the television cameras 

arrived and Mr. Elieff put the sledge hammer away to be 

interviewed by the television cameras. So we used that 

opportunity to go by him and go in another entrance to the 

building and to go and meet with the tenants. 

Going door to door in the buildings we 

discovered the tenants extremely upset about what was in the 

n ewspaper and we called a tenant meeting for that night. It 

was set in one of the units for 10:00 o'clock that night. 

Lam and I returned to the units at 10:00 o'clock that night 

and there were many, many tenants who had gathered from the 

two buildings, so many that we could hardly get everybody 

into the one apartment that had been available. The tenants 

sat for a long time and discussed what kind of response they 

should make. Some of them very concerned that they had not 
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been in Canada for very long and wondering whether or not 

Canadian people would mieinterpret their response as not 

be i ng appreciative of the new home they had found. So some 

express great unwillingness to take any kind of action about 

what had been in the newspaper. As we discussed it there 

was a coneensus that something needed to be done and some 

kind of action needed to be taken. It was at that point 

that Chippheng said she had reason to believe that she would 

be the person to file a complaint against Mr. Elieff and so 

t h e next day a delegation, which included myself and Lam Fon 

from the Cross Cultural Learning Centre and several of the 

tenants went down to Human Rights office to ask if we could 

f ile a complaint. I am sorry if that is a rather long 

answer . 

Q. Do you recall any of the conversations 

that yOU had with Chippheng at that time? 

A. She told me at that time that she was 

not only concerned about t h e conditions and the repairs of 

the bu i l ding but she was also concerned about the per'sonal 

attitude Mr. Elieff had towards her, that he had asked her 

personal questions. 

Q. Do you recall what they were 0 

A. The only one I recall is that she told 

her if she was a good girl or a bad girl when 

Bhe Wanted to discuss her housing accommodation with him . 
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Q. Is that the extent of your recollection, 

I didn't mean to cut you off? 

A. It has been a long time. I think at 

that time I was concerned with the impact on all the tenants 

and all the things that they were feeling. Like I said it 

was a whole delegation that went down to the Human Right s 

office to talk about all the concerns that they had and to 

try and sort out what would be considered eligible for a 

Human Rights violation in terms of providing something 

specific related to what Mr. Elieff had said in the 

newspaper . 

Q. What was your involvement with Chippheng 

during the Human Rights program? 

A. On several occasions I have had phone 

calls from Chippheng saying they don't seem to be doing 

What is happening? We also received some phone 

calls from the Human Rights Commission asking about some 

Contacts in the community for seeking some information and 

us also some assurances that things were progressing. 

Q. You may have said this already. Was it 

of your duties to provide or assist with the 

translation service for Chippheng? 

A. I don't provide any translation service, 

don't speak Cambodian. One of the jobs I have undertaken 

-~l'-"O! tly is to try and find a translator to be present 
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because I have been very concerned constantly with people 

whe; de; not speak English and do not know exactly what is 

happening. So I am usually phoning the Cross Cultural 

Lf;!arning Centrf;! and asking if someone is willing to come out 

to a meeting, or a hearing, or whatever to translate for me. 

Q. Did you do this in the case of Chippheng 

Hon? 

A. I am sorry. When we went down to file a 

complaint with the Human Rights Commission Lam Fon came with 

ue, we asked him to come, so he came down with us. Being 

Cambodian himself he did not require much of an invitation 

because he was as incensed as the rest of the tenants living 

there about what was happening. 

Q. You indicated before that you had the 

opportunity to view Ms. Hon"s apartment. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Can you tell the Board how frequently 

YOU have had this opportunity? 

A. I have been in her apartment at least 

once a month over several years for many different reasons. 

Occasionally I have taken somebody from the media or city 

official s to visit her unit so they can view the conditions. 

OCCaSionally I have been there because she is a member of 

the Tenant Board so I have been there to meet with her to 

discuss some of the applications that we are making, or some 
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of the paperwork that we have done as a tsnant association . 

Last year when I was looking for a unit for 

t he City Administrator of London to view, to get a senss of 

the condition of the apartments I took him to Chippheng's 

apartment and I believe he got bitten by a cockroach. 

Q. Pardon me? 

A. He saw a lot of cockroaches when he was 

the re. 

Q. How do you describe these photographs 

based on your visits over the course of, when did you begin 

coming to the Cheyenne Apartments? 

A. In 1984 . 

Q. And you continue to come to the 

apartments? 

A. Yes. The four churches that hire me to 

t h e northeast part of the city have designated 

buildings in the area that they would like me to d o 

with tenants, and I get phone calls from tenants from , 
buildings. Because of the nature of what was happening 

Cheyenne Apartments I have continued to concentrate a 

time there, hoping that we will get some of the 

Concerns resolved so I can deal with some of the other 

Yes, I have togo there quite regularly . 

Q. How will you describe those pictures 

that are there before you now in relationsh ip to the other 
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visits that you have made at the Cheyenne Apartments, 

specifically 105? 

A. Like I said we have fewer cockroaches 

now since the spraying late in the spring, other than that 

the conditions remain always in a state of disrepair. It is 

just a case of what is going to go next. There is a tap 

one place and maybe you get something about it, 

we call in the Health Department and they tell the 

l andlord to fix that and by the time that is fixed something 

else is gone, and by the time that is fixed the first thing 

said doesn't seem to be repaired very well is 

again. So there is just this constant cycle of things 

need repairing. 

Q. I would like to take you back to 1984. 

some evidence about there being a tenants group in 

that time and then a shift of tenants. Would you 

explain for the Board, or describe the nature of the shifts 

that Occurred? 

A. The shift happened at the time we were 

tenants out into better housing and we 

discovered that almost every new tenant moving in was 

Vietnamese. 

THE CHAIRMAN: This is after 1984? 

THE WITNESS: Well after about 1987 I would 

is wh en I really noticed ther·e was almost exclusively 
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Cambodian and Vietnamese people moving in. At the time I 

knew the Cambodian and Vietnamese people were coming to the 

city and they needed housing. I guess I waan"t thinking 

about it very much until we had the first tenant meeting 

with the translator and when we heard story after story of 

tenants who were paying for their own repairs I became very 

concerned at that time that perhaps they were being 

because of their lack of knowledge about their 

rights, and I became very concerned that a vulnerable 

population was being exploited to pay for repairs. That the 

English speaking tenants had a lot more access to 

information, but also I had access to English speaking 

t enants about their rights. So at that point I decided that 

needed a much more organized effort, with translators, to 

sure that tenants understood that they were entitled to 

receipts; that they were entitled to repairs, repairs 

done by the landlord, et cetera, et cetera. 

MS. SANSON: I would like to introduce these 

~(lO lCna~aphs for the Board. I have shown them to my friend, 

says he doesn't recognize them but they have been 

~rO~'~rly identified by this witness. If we could note that 

viewed them, however the witness would like them back as 

are the originals and the only ones that she had. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am content the photographs 

been identified and v isually describe the conditions 

( 
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in 1992. 

MS . SANSON: Q. I know we have had a very 

time to prepare but I notice you have some fi18s in 

of you . I am not sure what they are, but I would ask 

there is anything that is specific to Chippheng's 

A. I do not have any pictures of her 

~~mpnt with me today . If this hearing goes until 

I will have pictures because I have them on file, 

home. I had no idea that they would be of any value. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I can assist you by saying 

( 
the Board is content that the conditions as described 

ly and pictorially were very similar as those, if not 

, the conditions are very similar to the ones in 1989 

the verbal evidence indicated that the 1989 condition 

have been worse. The Board is content. 

MS . SANSON: Thank you. Subject to the 

s questions those are my questions. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Thank you. Have you had any 

personally with Mr. Elieff? 

THE WITNESS: Yes I have had dealings with 

Elieff on many occasions since 1984. I have telephoned 

many occasions when tenants asked me if I would 

him of problems with repairs. Host of the 

nVerR~'+ ions have been very short, t1r·. Elieff has often 
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!'limply hung up when I have telephoned. I have had less 

contact with Mr. Elieff over the last year. This summer 

when we filed for rent review, when we filed 22 applications 

at the rent review office they informed me that we would 

also nBed to file those copies with Mr. Elieff. None of the 

tenants were willing to take those copies to Mr. Elieff. So 

I personally took them to him. I took four staff from the 

Cross Cultural Learning Centre with me and at that time I 

was assaulted by Mr. Elieff and ended up filing a complaint 

with the police department . Since then I have been 

intentionally avoiding Mr. Elieff, any contact with him, 

a month ago when I also needed to serve him with some 

and I was accompanied by two police officers who went 

me to his Richmond sub shop to deliver the papers to 

Two weeks ago we were flooded with sewage on 

main floor of the apartment. I telephoned him, because 

Health Inspector had told me that Elieff had referred 

problem to me. We were not getting the repairs done ao 

I phoned Mr. Elieff to tell him that it was not my 

responsibility to do repairs. And again it waa at the 

tenants request that I made that phone call . They were 

rather confused about why Mr. Elieff had directed the Health 

contact me to do the repairs . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. Mr. Elieff do you 

II 
i'! 
i' , 
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questions of the witness? 

MR. ELIEFF: I have lots of questions but I 

something. 

MR. ELIEFF ' 

Q. Some years ago you organized tenants not 

rent because of small repairs that needed to be 

and they all rushed to Court and you and the legal 

at that time gave the money back to the tenants 

to the laws of this land, didn't you? 

A. No I didn't. I am not sure of your 

because there are assumptions there that are not 

I did not organize the tenants to withhold their 

Q. You and legal services together? 

A. Neighbourhood Legal Services was asked 

on behalf of five tenants in the buildings to take 

under the Landlord and Tenant Act to get repairs 

At that time they had the tenants pay into a fund, 

t h eir rent into a fund rather than paying to Mr. 

, that was done through Neighbourhood Legal Services. 

Q. If they put the money in Courthouse whsn 

lost the case they gavs the money back to the tenants 

to the law. Did you know that? Why would 

do that to me, I need that rent to do soms repairs? So 

1s a big discrimination that I received from you and 
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Neighbourhood Legal Services. That cost ms $5, O(Hj . Oc) for my 

legal fees. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I appreciate these comments 

that you make about what you feel is disc rimination against 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. My questi o n is why they give 

the money back. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Let me just finish. The 

discrimination or injustice you feel has been visited upon 

the problem is that that is more properly the 

of another complaint that you make with which ws ars 

here dealing with which is a complaint raised by Ms. Hon. 

MR. ELIEFF: Yes sir. 

THE CHA IRMAN: So if you would address the 

Ms. Eagle connected with Ms . Hon's complaint 

than asking her about her activities in the tenants 

et cetera . 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. This is a big ball game that 

everything. Another question for her is, I get a 

lady, she came to me said I am 16, 17 years old, I 

a small boy and I only see with one eye, would you 

give an apartment. I show her all that I have 

lable and I give her the ons ahe pick hsrself on, 

of all because she can ' t see with one eye and 

Want her boy to be playing on the grass. The apartment 

I 
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clean, painted, everything was in order, in ordinary 

t/ahape, order, and she took the apartment. Right after she 

in she brought in a bunch of dogs, cats and friends, 

and sisters or whatever, and in a few months they 

the place completely. Then all of a sudden you givB 

idea not to pay rent because I need to fix it up, she 

me that. 

A. This is not Chippheng. 

Q. This is all combined. Why did you come 

there twice lying in front of Judge McArthur and there 

no dogs, not cats in the one apartment. Therefore 

you lied then I don't want you to continue lie here. 

is proof she came twice and lied in front of Judge 

THE CHAIRMAN: Are you saying Judge McArthur 

ommAn ted at another hearing about the witness' credibility? 

MR. ELIEFF: He believed her the first time 

then second time he rebuked her for lying second time. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I cannot accept that as 

You cannot, Mr. Elieff, report what has gone on 

hearing or Courtroom unless I have a record of 

MR. ELIEFF: What she is saying now what has 

with this, most of what she is talking about now has 

ng to do with this, the original ac6usations, right? 
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So that is why I have to talk and ask her all the other 

things. 

THE CHAIRMAN: In all fairness Mr. Elieff, 

Ms. Eagle has been giving evidence related to the premises 

that Ms . Hon has occupied. She has been speaking about some 

of the problems that tenants like Ms. Han have experienced. 

So if you have any questions about the evidence that Ms. 

Eagle can give related to that apartment, and particularly 

Ms. Hon·s allegations. 

MR. ELIEFF: About this, right, questions 

about this? ( 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. There are four buildings on 

the road, 75, 85 and so on? 

A. Yes. 

Q. Don·t 75 and 85 have cockroaches? That 

is a question. 

A. 75 and 85 have not had the problem with 

cockroaches that 95 and 105 have had, for several reasons. 

One, there has been spraying done by the management, a 

Company that has been hired and has full-time superintendent 

staff on. So there has been regular routine repair 

maintenance on those two buildings. 95 and 105 Mr. Elie££ 

the two buildings where the tenants were complaining ( 
most strenuously about the cockroach conditions. 

! , 
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Q. Why don-t other complain, they had it 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is really not relevant. 

MR. ELIEFF: Everything is relevant. If you 

want to check it out they also had cockroaches just like 

mine, she is always after my company, this is completely 

misinformation, you check it out. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You may want to use this as an 

exhibit when you are giving your evidence Mr. Elieff. 

MR. ELIEFF: Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You save this for when you are 

giving your evidence. 

MR. ELIEFF: Okay. 

Q. You say originally they had no 

cockroaches? 

A. I did not say that. 

Q. I want an answer, yes or no? 

A. I said they don-t have as many 

Cockroaches as 95 and 105. 

Q. Why don-t you answer the question. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You understood the question 

and the witness has answered it and basically said, if I may 

rephrase your answer, that there are not as many cockroaches 

and in her opinion it is because they have a management • 
COmpany looking after the property, is that correct? 
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THE WITNESS: Also I have responded to phone 

and complaints that have corne from the tenants and it 

is 95 and 105 where the tenants have been contacting me and 

asking that something be done about the cockroaches. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Does that answer your 

question? 

MR. ELIEFF: No, she is not giving her answer 

or no. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You can ask questions but you 

leave the witness freedom to answer the question. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Yes or no please, I have no 

explanations. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Well I am interested in 

answer. 

MR. ELIEFF: Okay. 

THE CHAIRMAN: To assist the Board, if you 

the question the Board would like to hear the answer. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Again my question does 75 

85 have cockroaches? I want to know, yes, or no? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you have anything further 

add? 

THE WITNESS: No, I have nothing further to 

THE CHAIRMAN: I repeat again the witness 

icated that other buildings had fewer cockroaches and 

I· 
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gave the reason for it. 

HR. ELIEFF: That is an error, there are a 

lot of cockroaches. That is what I want to know. If there 

are cockroaches t here and she is looking for me 100% rid of 

cockroaches what kind of fairness and justice is this? 

THE CHAIRMAN: You can raise that in 

evidence. 

HR. ELIEFF: That is discrimination, don't do 

that. 

Q. Why would you give this to my tenants 

and give them prize for collecting cockroaches when there 

are cockroaches also, why won't you give them a prize just 

like you give my tenant a prize? 

A. I would like to respond to that. The 

tenant association decided they would approach the Health 

Department back in the spring and ask that something be done 

about the cockroach infestation in the buildings, and as I 

said it had become an infestation. The tenants decided they 

were having trouble getting the Health Department to act on 

it because they said Mr. Elieff did not v oluntarily comply 

when he waB asked to do things. That they had on many 

occasions asked him to do something about cockroaches and he 

had not. At that point it became a dilemma about who was 

Ell=.; ing to pay if the cockroach spray ing was ordered. Our 

tenant association met and decided we did not have the money 
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to try and do the spraying ourselves, nor did we feel there 

waa any justice by taking on responsibility that was the 

landlord - s. 

We decided we needed to put pressure on the 

Health Department as well to understand how significant the 

infestation had become. So we launched a cockroach contest 

in which we collected cockroaches so we could demonstrate to 

bot.h the landlord and to the Health Department the extensive 

infestation of the cockroaches. We tried to have a little 

fun while we did it and we involved the community. We 

collected the cockroaches and in about two hours before the ( 

deadline to deliver the cockroaches to the Health Department 

they phoned to say they had legal avenues open for billing 

the landlord through his taxes through the city so the 

spraying could be ordered and could be done. 

Q. I am not getting answer. You are trying 

to tell me you want to push my company to make it zero 

cockroaches and yet others can live with some cockroaches, 

that is okay? 

A. I have been so busy with your buildings 

I haven-t had time to go to the other buildings. I would 

love to go into the other buildings too and as you know we 

are trying to purchase all four buildings_ 

Q- That is discrimination_ ( 
THE · CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, I say again if you 
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feel that you have been discriminated against. 
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MR. ELIEFF: Yes, my company, my buildings, I 

am not treated equally with others. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You can raise that issue with 

the Commission and that will be your complaint, at the 

moment we are dealing with Ms . Hon·s complaint. 

MR. ELIEFF: She is talking about 

cockroaches. Why would you say this kind of talk? I want 

you to stay with original, you don-to 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead Mr. Elieff. 

MR. ELIEFF: Here, you will see this I guess. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, when you are giving your 

testimony you can put that in. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Do you know what the tenants 

are throwing in the sewer system, why they get plugged up? 

They are throwing napkins and lots of grease. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, would you ask a 

question and let the witness answer. 

THE WITNESS: Mr. Elieff, I am going to have 

tD give you a long answer again. In 1984 the tenant who 

phoned me about the sewage that had backed up in her 

apartment has now lived in three other places since she 

lived in your building and she has never had sewage back up. 

The tenants who have lived in 105 Cheyenne, which is always 

the place where the sewage backs up and it is always the 
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same units, have changed residency on many occasions_ All 

of thos8 t.8nant.s have been moving into apartments where they 

do not have a problem with sewage_ The ons constant that we 

seem to have is that it is always 105 Cheyenne and it is the 

same units that always flood with sewage_ It leads me to 

believe that the problem is with the sewer and the pipes 

rather than with the tenants and it is on that basis that I 

have phoned the Health Department and asked that they look 

into the condition of the pipes, the sewer pipes going out 

of 105 Cheyenne_ 

Q_ Who gave them permission to build the 

building with small pipes? If you think the pipe is too 

EHr."ll for 20 apartments, when did it happen, is it Elijah's 

fault? 

A_ The only answer I can give you Mr, 

Elieff is that the Health Department has told me that other 

landlords on the basis of eight years of sewage flooding 

their buildings would have paid the money to have the pipes 

looked at rather than to constantly continue with the 

problem that causes increasing deterioration_ 

Q_ Why so many tenants they are living more 

than one family in apartment? Why beds in all the corners? 

Why th8~1 cDv8ring Tadiator with the beds, they have no 

chance to release heat, with the room, why would they do 

that? 

( 
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Mr. Elieff I am not sure ..... 

Q. I am asking how come lots of 

tenants staying, a couple of families are overcrowded in 

those apartments, how come? Why? They have beds allover 

the floors, you know, they have beds, 15 people. 

THE CHAIRMAN: If I can rephrase the 

question. 

MR. ELIEFF: I am asking her why so may beds. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mrs. Eagle, can you comment 

about the alleged overcrowding in these apartments of 105 

Cheyenne? 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Why they do it? 

A. The short answer is it is beyond me why 

anyone would want to l ive in the Cheyenne Apartments. The 

second answer to that is that the Cambodian community has 

been living there, those who do not speak much English, 

because they are able to support each other as they learn 

English, the school is close, the church where they lear-n 

English, second language classes, a Chinese grocery store 

very close and so there is a social and cultural 

infrastructure around close to that building. So those who 

are least willing to move into those buildings_ There is 

overcrowding, there are Cambodian families, the onss that I 

have met have several children. The units are all one and 

two-bedroom units. There also is some extended family 
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members who move in with them. There is a financial reason 

that the families live together to support each other but 

there is also an emotional and psychological reason why the 

community gathers there. 

Q. To save some money, on my behalf they 

are staying there two families. That is what I mean they 

break my place. Overcrowded, two families in one apartment, 

beds allover the place. I still put up with , they are 

still there, I am very friendly with them all the time. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You can put this in as your 

. evidence Mr. Elieff. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Why whenever you are using 

my company ' s property there, good, bad, or whatever always 

using my personal name and yet when you are hear to talk 

about my neighbours in the neighbouring buildings you are 

using their company name, not the owner's name. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Again I must interject, that 

really is not relevant to this. I f you feel that Ms. 

Eagle's treatment of you and the tenants association has 

discriminated against you then you must bring your own 

complaint to the Commission. That is not the subject of 

this hearing. 

MR. ELIEFF: Yes, because they are always 

after my name, the Free Press gets my name instead of talk 

about my companies and the problem with my companies. 

( 
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I understand, I am reluctant 

t.o allow an answer because it is an irrelevant question. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Another question. Is there 

any oonneotion between my restaurant downtown that has 

nothing to do with it. That is my question. What do you 

think? 

A. I am sorry, I don-t understand. 

THE CHAIRMAN: He is asking if there is any 

connection between the building at 105 and the submarine 

establishment that he runs? 

THE WITNESS: I presume Mr. Elieff that you 

are referring to the day we picketed outside your submarine 

shop which was one occasion. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Right. 

A. It was two days after 
'? 

the newspaper had 
';::=-

carried the article of the racist remarks that you had made 

in the newspaper. At that time the public demonstration was 

held there to draw attention to the fact that you are a 

downtown businessman. 
Q 

Q. Did you knew that is not my company, 

that is Elieff Investments? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, could you allm" 

the witness to answer. 

THE WITNESS: The community strategy that was 

,'lorked out at that time was that they would put pressure on 
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you as a businessman to draw public attention to th8 fact 

you had made these statements . 

MR . ELIEFF: Q. Th at is wrong. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Again Mr. Elieff if you 

strongly feel that way then you must make that complaint. 

MR. ELIEFF : Q. I am asking why did they do 

that when it has nothing to do with each other for business, 

they are different companies, different businesses. If you 

were after Elieff Investments for the problem you should go 

and find the office for that company. 

A . In further response, on two other 

DCCB.810na when I have filed the payments which was this 

summer with Mr. Elieff, the only other address I had was B 

Elaine Crescent which I believe was his home . 

THE CHAIRMAN : I am going to stop this, I 

believe you have given the a n swer, the answer that is 

required, if Mr. Elieff is satisfied with the response. 

MR. ELIEFF : I am not, this i s another-

business, into another company's business to r uin the 

business _ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, the problem is it 

is not proper to answer the allegation that you 

di~K'Timinat8cl against BomebDciy by saying, we.ll, I have also 

experienced discrimination_ It is a separate issue. If you 

feel you have been discriminated against you have the right 
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to go to the Human Rights Commission and lodge that 

complaint. vlhat we are· dealing with here is a separate 

issue . 

MR. ELIEFF : Yes, and we are almost 360 

degrees away from the original complaints, that ia what I 

wanted here. 

THE CHAIRMAN : We are trying to focus on that 

complaint. Do you have any further questions? 

MR . ELIEFF: I just want you to know she is a 

very lying witness in the past and in here, that's all. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I hear you . 

MS . SANSON : I have no questions on reply. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. You may step down 

witness . 

THE WITN ESS : Can I ask you one question 

about information about the hearing, is it possible for me 

to make any further statements? 

~lR. ELIEFF : 

statement maker . 

THE CHA I RMAN : 

off the record please , 

(Discussion held off record) 

(Witness excused) 

t1S . SANSON: 

adjournment. 

She is a witness, not a 

You are a witness . Can we go 

May I ask for a short 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Can we reconvene please. I 

see that it is now 4:20. Mr. Elieff is prepared to present 

his CB88 and I would like some idea of what time constraints 

people have. 

MS. SANSON: I have someone driving up from 

Chatham to meet me between 5 : 30 and 6 : 00, but I am not sure 

I can get hold of them. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Would that person meet you 

here? 

MS. SANSON: They were actually going to meet 

me back at the hotel which I have not yet checked into. At 

this point I don-t think I can even reach them. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Perhaps we should go off the 

record_ 

(Discussion held off record) 

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr . Elieff, would you like to 

commence with calling your first witness? You wi ll be ablE' 

to say what you want to say . I will ask you to take the 

stand and your father can ask you questions and then you can 

give the information that you wanted to give. 

ZORANCO ELIEFF, SWORN. 

EXAMINATION BY MR. E . ELIEFF: 

Q. Can you tell us Zoranco of all the 

( 
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garbage that you have been finding in all the buildings all 

over the properties? 

A. First of all I want to say for the past 

few years we have owned the property I have been doing a lot 

of cleaning of the halls, vacuuming and mopping up and all 

that. On many occasions, as I would vacuum the hallway I 

would see large garbage bags taped on the outside of the 

door and there was a pretty l:a:l sten:h from the garbage baga so 

they would leave it out in the hallway. I would see a lot 

of times little kids dragging the garbage bags with them to 

the garbage cans and there is no way they can reach up to 

the garbage cans. I never see a single adult bending down 

picking up the garbage bag and throwing it in the bin, they 

leave it out there and let someone else do it. 

THE CHAIRMAN: When you say can do you mean a 

dumpster? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, there is a dumpster there 

and a lot of times you see the kids dragging garbage bags 

and they just leave them beside the dumpster, there is no 

way they can throw it over. I have never seen an adult 

spending time whatsoever just picking it up and throwing it 

into the garbage, it was always me doing it , I always wound 

up doing all that. A lot of times, there was some furniture 

left out beside the garbage can, the kids right thrc::.ugh ttl 

this very day they go there and there is a fOrtress made out 
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of the couches and all that garbage. I see kids playing in 

t.hel'e and adults outside talking but no one bothers the kids 

not to play in where the contaminated area is supposed to 

be, like the rain and all that. I have never seen a single 

adult tell the kids not to go there and not to play, or 

build a fortress whatsoever. 

As for Chippheng Hon she stated that her 

apartment was in bad shape something like that, whatever it 

i C' o. A lot of times I would be cleaning up the apartment, 

you know all the grease and all that. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Cleaning up her apartment? 

THE WITNESS : Well most, sweeping it up and 

all that. At one time I was cleaning the hallway and 

Chippheng approached me and she said there is some plaster 

that needed repair along the windows. I went up there and 

repaired that and that is the last I heard of her. 

THE CHAIRMAN : When was that, do you 

remember? 

THE WITNESS: This was a year ago, it was 

during the summertime. What strikes me the worst is Mr. 

Caltwater he is supposed to be the Health Inspector. Every 

time I would be doing the cleaning I always see him going 

into her apartment and he made no complaints at all to me 

while I was outside, he never approached me and told me go 

do these repairs. Every time I would see Chippheng Hon she 
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would always be smiling and say hi, how are you, and all 

On many ocoasions I would see Caltwater holding her, 

I think it was her son or whatever in his arms and he would 

Bscort heY' to his car and they would go off somewhere . For 

what I reason I don't know . I seen this occurrence 80 many 

times_ Almost every time I am ther-e c leaning I wil l eee 

Caltwater. 

THE CHAIRMAN: How do you epell his name? 

THE WITNESS: It is C-a-l-t-w-a-t-e-r. What 

strikes me the most part is he hasn't told me anything about 

needing repairs in her apartment. Only once she approached 

me and she told me about repairing the plaster and I fixed 

it right after I was finished doing the halls. I am there 

all the time putting in loose tiles and all that and I wou ld 

see little kids throwing these tiles and nobody complaining 

wh at.soever _ The parents are just sitting out on the porch 

and d o nothing. At o ne time, like, I would see the kids 

playing baseball in the yard, playing baeeball with a 

One time there was a big window broken and there 

were three g i rls outside between the ages of 4 and.'3 . I 

asked them specifically, I said " Do you know what happened 

t o these windows?" and they said "Yee", kids from the other-

building, 95, that is our building, the one next door to 105 

they said they were ~~laying baseball outside and one of them 

h i t the baeeball and it broke the window and nobody pointed 

\ I , , , , 
I 
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fingers whatsoever to nobody, l ike. 

I would also see, like I was there fixing the 

windows, small windows from the entranceway and it would be 

fixed and it would be broken and the kids would be running 

inside out the windows and so we put up plastic plexigla88 ~ 

plastic windows figuring they wouldn't get broken and they 

were just playing around. It is very discouraging, like it 

makes me pretty mad to come, you try to repair something, 

especially the painting at 95 we repainted the whole 

building and after, a couple of months later you would see 

graffi t i written in Cambodian or Vietnamese whatever it is 

all over the walls. You would see kids with markers and 

whatever in their hands and the adults are all just sitting 

around doing nothing. I see kids in the hallways, from 

their apartment they throw out wrappings in front of their 

door and the wrappings would remain there until I picked 

them up myself, the parents would not bother opening the 

door to pick up the garbage and throw it into the garbage 

can inside their apartment. Which to me shows they don't 

really care about the place. 

The landlord, like he can only do so much, 

the tenants have to help. Once you repair something and it 

is broken down, like especially when you paint the apartment 

like it looked pretty nice, it had two different colour 

tones, it was all repainted and you go there today and you 
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see the whole thing has all graffiti written allover the 

place. 

Q. All the common area and the halls? 

Q. Is what he is talking about. 

A. This shows you repair something outside. 

There ia no senSE . • ho\v can you keep it in good shape when 

you do something and then a couple of weeks down the road it 

is broken down again. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff, I would like you 

to show him those pictures a little later in order to 

introduce them and show them to our friends on this side. 

Before you do that I wonder if I could ask Zoranco a couple 

of questions. 

EXAMINATION BY THE CHAIRMAN: 

Q. Zoranco, how old are you? 

Q. What age have you been working for your 

father in these particular apartments and in particular 105? 

A. We bought it eight years ago, sO there 

used to be a superintendent there then and he used to leok 

after the stuff. Then when he l eft , I am not sure what 

year, I have been there basically almost every day. 
I" 

I have I 

1\ 
went back to university, I decided to go back to university 

to get a degree. I still go there, I have been there a few 
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days ago retiling the two major hallways, 

Q, Your work has been as a custodian 

there? 

I have been cleaning, I don't see why 

the par'ents are not doing any, you know, they should not 

leave their garbage outside and let the kids throw them out, 

As I said right now you go there, you go to the building lot 

and you see fortresses built there by the little kids, 

carpet on the roof and you see the kids playing there while 

t.he parents are just minding their own business and letting 

them run around, 

I would also, like the grass area of the 

building I would see a foot, a foot and a half of trenches 

dug out for the kids and have branches cover·ing the holes, 

whatever games they are playing, but in appearance, if 

someone is digging holes and covering them up and the kids 

are playing there, Nobody has said anything about broken 

windows and nobody has pointed a finger towards anybody. It 

is being done in the day hours, like the kids are playing 

out.side baseball and all that and somebody must have saw 

someone who broke the windows but no one would say who broke 

it. 

t1R, ELIEFF: Nobody has taken responsib ility 

is what he is trying to say. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Did you want to continue? 

( 
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EXAMINATION BY MR_ ELIEFF: 

A_ All these pictures are some of the 

common areas, see if you can recognize them then I want to 

make them exhibits, this is the summer of 1991-

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you want to take a closer 

look? Your father is going to ask you specific questions 

about those photographs_ Can you show them to counsel for 

the Commission and to the Complainant? 

Let us just deal with the pictures that are 

being introduced here_ While the pictures are being looked 

at by counsel I would like to assist in focusing the 

evide-nce _ The Board is not so much interested in the 

conditions of the apartment in there, that is not 

necessarily the interest of the Board of Inquiry looking 

into the Human Rights complaint_ What is at issue here is 

the denial of services based on the category which is not 

allowed in the process, to put it very crudely_ The 

category that has been alleged in this complaint, there are 

three categories. One of them on the grounds of race, 

ethnic origin and harassment_ That is what the Board is 

looking at and to what extent Were these services denied_ 

So the fact that a building may be in a certain condition is 

not necessarily the only area of interest in this_ 

THE WITNESS: Is this not the living 

conditions that are stated there? 
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It is relevant but it is not 

the whole, it lS not an answer to the whole complaint . The 

complaint is the services that a landlord was meant to 

prDvide t.o the tenant were not provided because of race, 

ethnic origin and harassment. 

THE WITNESS: Like every day we are called in 

for leaky taps and I take them a washer, we never neglect 

that. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Let me just finish. That is 

the main concern of this Board and the connection which the 

Commission has been trying to make in the evidence is to 

connect the denial of services . 

THE WITNESS : Wh ich are what kind of services 

were being denied? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Well al l services that a 

landlord . . .. . 

THE WITNESS: I have been doing quite a lot 

of the work . 

THE CHAIRMAN : I can't give you t h e evidence 

but I can tell you what t he purpose of the evidence has been 

t o make that connectio n and they h ave to prove it, they ha.ve 

to ma ke that connection to my s a tisfaction . So in your 

ansWBrB· and in qUBst ions that you are asked it would he Ip 

the Board if you will bear in mind that that connection must 

be made . 

( 
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THE WITNESS : What I am saying is they are 

not helping by not getting rid of all the garbage in the 

hallways_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: I hear you_ You can introduce 

those photographs as an exhibit _ 

MR _ ELIEFF: I will introduce them as an 

exhibit and I want you to know, I want you to keep in mind 

why these people are living there, because the Free Press is 

saying that I was calling them pigs or whatever, what have 

you _ That is what I was showing to them _ Whatever they say 

in the paper is what they sayan their own, not mine _ 

THE CHAIRMAN : Just help me identify these_ 

Can you tell me which building these pictures are for? They 

a re dated I see September 1992_ 

MR_ ELIEFF : This is 95_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: What is the building that Ms _ 

Han lives in? 

THE WITNESS : 105. 

THE CHAIRMAN: 957 These three are 105'" 

MR_ ELIEFF: This is 95 and this is 105_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Let me just, for the record, 

id8nt.ify the.a8. I am accepting as exhibits, Exhibit No_ 3 

is a series of photographs, five of them related to building 

No_ 95 Cheyenne and they are dated variously February 1991, 

September 1892_ One other photograph is of premises at 105 
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EXHIBIT NO . 3 : Series of photographs. 

Z . Elieff, ex 
(E. Elieff) 

THE CHAIRMAN : Go ahead, you can ask 

questions related to these photographs. 

MR. ELIEFF: Zoranco you have seen Mrs. 

Hon that she was always nice to all of us, friendly, 

smi l ing, nlce, n i ce attitude towards us, including yourself? 

Q. There is no reason that she has been all 

the time so friendly and so nice personality towards all of 

us. Then, ln your belief, in your judgment what do you 

think Zoranco if I was mistreating her in the past by 

harassing her ln any case, in any way would that be natural 

to treat you s o nicely you and all the rest of her family. 

What is your judgment do you think? 

I would say no to that. As I can say 

she is always in a good mood towards me when I am doing 

repairs . She has never complained to me about her unit 

except for some plaster on the window which I did repair the 

same day. It strikes me that she is saying her unit is in 

such bad shape. Well, as I stated before I don "t understand 

Mr.Caltwater he is from the Health Unit, he is there almost 

on a daily bas i s as far as I am concerned. Whenever I am 

there I see him going upstairs towards her apartment and no t 

once has he said anything about her unit being in bad shape 

( 
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He is smiling too as he goes up to the 

r4p~~"'t.m~nt with her and nDt once did anybody say anything 

about her unit not being in good shape. That is what 

,,'trike8 me the mDst. about what she said nobody cared about 

her unit whoever she had living in it. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Do you remember the events 

that took place in 1989 concerning these apartments? Do you 

remember anything about what happened in 1989? 

THE WITNESS: About the Press? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes_ Can you tell the Board 

what you know about those events. 

THE WITNESS: Well, as far as I know it was a 

very emotional time, I was really upset too. They were 

attacking my dad about not being a responsible landlord and 

th i s and that , the building was in such bad shape. Like I 

remember I was really bad, I felt really bad why they would 

be accusing him of all these things. Because before that 

time I did quite a lot of repairs. ~'Je repainted 95 Cheyenne 

and it was all back to its Original shape before we star ted 

doing it . My sister and her fiance, her husband painted 

the whole building and now you go there again and it's just 

a total mess, graffiti is written in the halls, on the 

walls . I remember the very first time the hallways were 

painted there waa a crayon mark near the bottom we had 

crayon mark zig- zagged right along that new paint job that 
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I don't know, accusing us of not doing any work 

whatsoever and I was there all the time, We repaired the 

windows and a lot of times it would always be broken down 

and there would always be kids running in and out of the 

windows, like chasing each other and people just breaking 

windows and nobody saying, you know, who did it, or whoever 

did it . It happened during the daytime when the kids were 

playing outside with the baseball in the yard. There is a 

huge field behind our building where they play baseball and 

the parents are allowing the kids to play baseball, hardball 

inside the middle area of the building where there are 

windows on both sides where they are playing . 

THE CHAIRMAN: t-lr. Elieff, do you have 

further questions for your son? 

MR. ELIEFF: Q, These two pictures show all 

four buildings, there were originally built four buildings, 

nearly exactly the same, built the same time and with the 

same bricks and everything, 

THE CHA IRMAN: Are they pictures of 105? 

THE WITNESS : All four lined up. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. My two apartments, those two 

apartments with one property has been divided sometime ago, 

THE CHAIRMAN: Would you show them to counsel 

and Ms, Hon so they can be identified, 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. This is taken picture from 
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my property from 105 here down to 75 and here from 75 down 

to my, 95. 

~1S. SANSON: I don't see any roaches in this 

picture, the statement underneath it. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I will not be guided by the 

statements underneath it either, I will accept them as 

photographs of the buildings as they are identified, 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. These are all four buildings 

and I have been discriminated and singled out. Can you see 

this one along there is 75, do you see the missing pipe for 

the drainage from the roof? 

A, Yes. 

Q. How come no order been given to them to 

be repaired, City Hall or whatever? 

THE CHAIRMAN : The Board is not here to find 

out why the Health Department or any department of City Hall 

has not put a work order on another building. That is not 

the purpose of the Board. 

MR, ELIEFF: I have been singled out and all 

the lies goes with , that is what I am trying to tell you. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am accepting as Exhibit No. 

4 two photographs. 

MR. ELIEFF: The end one and the next one are 

my neighbouring buildings and on this ons there is a missing 

pipe. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: When were these photographs 

taken, just to identify them, this year, last year? 

MR_ ELIEFF: I think it was the same time 

when I was chased when I was not repairing the place_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: In 1989? 

MR_ ELIEFF: I believe in 1989, 1990. 

THE CHAIRMAN: The two photographs allegedly 

taken in 1989 which show the fronts of the buildings, 

neighbouring buildings_ 

MR_ ELIEFF: No_ 75 has missing pipe. 

THE CHAIRMAN: What are these') 

MR_ ELIEFF: Those are, these two are 75 and 

85, and my two 95 and 105_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: 75, 85, 95 and 105. 

~lR. ELIEFF: The picture shows 75_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: We will get to that. 

EXHIBIT NO.4: Photographs_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: These are buildings her'e, the 

second picture? 

MR_ ELIEFF : These are from this situation 

picture there. 

THE CHAIRMAN: And the second photograph 

showing the same buildings from the opposite direction. 

MR_ ELIEFF: From 105 towards 75 and from 75 

to 105. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you. 

Z. Elieff, ex 
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Now you can ask 

Zoranco questions about these buildings. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q . What I am asking Zoranco is 

to idEmtify that these a re our neighbouring buildings and 

they are disrepair just like ours at the time and only after 

us as taking action concerning repairs? 

A. What I was going to say about the 

cockroaches . Like, when we bought the buildings ther·e was 

not a single cockroach anywhere in sight, anywhere around 

t h e four buildings no cockroaches. Then two years down the 

road, once the Cambodians and Vietnamese were asking for 

apartments and when we started to rent them out then the 

roaches started to appear, then they were starting to breed 

as we kept l etting people in . I don·t know why, they 

brought them with them, I know that for sure . The second 

time the buildings were sprayed. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Could you just clarify that. 

Are you saying that prior to a certain date t hose buildings 

had no cockroaches? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, when we first bought them 

not a single one. 

THE CHAIRMAN: What date was that? 

MR. ELIEFF: The cockroaches came with the 

first Vietnamese family. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Let me just try and get these 

Ii 
II 
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dates_ When are you saying there Tdere not cockt .... oache,s .. ? 

THE WITNESS: When we bought the buildings_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Which was'? 

MR _ ELIEFF: In 1985, July 1985 _ 

THE CHAIRMAN: So prior to July 1985 you were 

saying t here were cockroaches 7 

THE WITNESS: None whatsoever_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Prior to 1985 the date of 

purchase? 

MR_ ELIEFF: Yes_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Okay_ Go ahead _ When did the 

cockroaches arrive in your opinion? 

THE WITNESS: In my opinion when I first 

noticed them was when the immigrants were coming in, they 

were moving into our units. Nobody complained at all about 

cockroaches whatsoever, especially when the immigrants moved 

in they had no complaint about cockroaches _ 

MS_ SANSON: I didn ' t hear that, I am sorry_ 

THE WITNESS : When the tenants moved in, the 

immigrants were coming in, I did not hear any complaint 

whatsoever about cockroaches from the tenants, from the 

immigrants until, I am not sure when it was down the road, 

Mrs_ Eagle brought it up somehow that we were infested with 

roaches _ That is when the City pushed us to have them 

sprayed the very first time_ As far as I remember the 
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second time the bu i ldings were sprayed, once the spraying 

was done a n d all that I noticed three cartons of eggs, empty 

outside the apartment on the bottom floor. I opened one of 

them up and there must have been at least about a few 

hundred roaches in there all alive being bred somehow. They 

were not sprayed at all they were just all like a huge 

carton full of roaches. What I am trying to say is there 

are tenants 

THE CHAIRMAN: This was left outside? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, right beside the door on 

the balcony. There were three cartons, I opened up one of 

them and I saw the whole thing was just filled with roaches, 

they were not sprayed they were just kept outside the 

building once they were doing the spraying, before the 

spraying was done. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Wait a minute. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. I would like to introduce, I 

am asking Zoranco, is this in here London Free Press is 

talking about cockroaches in all f our buildings, isn·t that 

l=l(:,i Z~;rtanC'o ~ I am asking you'? 

A. Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: What is the date of that? 

THE WITNESS: September the 1st. 

TUR CUAIRt1AN: Thie article that you are 

referring to in the London Free Press September 1992. What 
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is the question you are asking the witness? 

tiR. ELIEFF: I just want him to 

A. All it says here all four buildings have 

cockroach problems. 

MR. ELIEFF: What I am saying is I would like 

this as an exhibit too, so it proves neighbours have 

cockroaches just as my buildings are. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am not sure I need to accept 

the article as an exhibit because all it saying, and I don't 

know if counsel objects to this, all this is saying that all 

four buildings have cockroaches. Now what is the question 

for Zoranco? 

tiR. ELIEFF : They are trying to say it is 

only we that have the cockroaches as a landlord and I am 

saying it is not just me there are others. My argument is 

how come I am singled out. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff I made that point 

b efore that we a re not here to question why other people or 

why the other buildings have not been targeted for 

c omplaint. 

MR. ELIEFF: You are not taking into 

consideration I am a bad landlord and tear down and couldn ' t 

OQr~ lsss and I rent with cockroaches in place. 

Q. These pictures are from Apartment 4 ') 
~ , 

can you check them out, do you recognize that apartment has 
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been wrecked by tenant? 

THE CHAIRMAN: 42. 

MR. ELIEFF: 42 in 95 . 

THE CHA IRMAN: Again I am reluctant to admit 

these as exhibits because they do not relate to any of the 

apartments that the Complainant lived in . 

MR. ELIEFF: That is what I a m ta lking about 

tenants are wrecking it, t hey are all tenants to me . 

Besides $1,400.00 unpaid rent, you see besides this rent 

being unpaid . 

THE CHAIRMAN: These are the premises at what 

is the address? 

MR. ELIEFF: This is just one of t he 

apartments that lawn, i t is 44, this complex of mine which 

is cockroach infested. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Coun sel, do you have any 

objection to these being introduced for whatever probative 

value they have. These ar·e photogr aphs of Apartment 44. 

MR. ELIEFF : I h ave no lawyer. 

t1S . SANSON : 44 in 95 and in 105? 

THE CHAIRMAN : No, they are not photographs 

of .. . 

MS. SANSON: Of 95 or- 105? 

THE CHAIRMAN : They are photographs of an 

a partment in 95 . 
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I am not understanding why he is 

filing these photographs. 

MR. ELIEFF: Well you are blaming me and you 

are not blaming the tenants for anything, that is why you 

need t o see what the tenants are doing to my property . 

MS. SANSON: Well, with respect I don - t 

understand how you can say the tenants are doing this. 

MR. ELIEFF: Who is doing it? Perhaps Arch 

Angel Michael? 

MS. SANSON: If you want to file these 

certainly I will ask you questions on cross-examination if 

you think they are relevant. 

MR . ELIEFF: Everything is relevant here, you 

made a big bomb out of my property and my family. 

THE CHAIRMAN: We are not going to make a big 

issue out of it if you have no objection to filing them . 

MS . SANSON: I am not sure . This, certainly 

I would object to this going it, it has a bsolutely no 

relevance, it is a default judgment order. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr. Elieff, this piece of 

paper is a default judgment order. 

MR. ELIEFF: Well, you need to know, this 

Commission needs to know besides $1,400 . 00 unpaid rent and 

all that damage . 

THE CHAIRMAN: 
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MR. ELIEFF: You don't want to know it? 

THE CHAIRMAN: With the greatest of respect I 

really have difficulty seeing the relevance of that . I 

would be prepared to admit as exhibits these photographs of 

a neighbouring building, I really am being quite ... 

THE WITNESS: Well if this is with regards to 

Chippheng Hon being discriminated against. What is the 

issue here? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Counsel, would you like to 

phrase the issue as the Commission sees it so that the 

witness can be assisted? 

MS. SANSON: The only comment I was going to 

make, my friend's line of evidence, my friend's set of 

questions appears to be this. If my neighbours beside me 

are acting; the Commission has put forward evidence which we 

will submit at the end of t he day constitute racial 

discrimination, And my friend's line of defence is that the 

neighbours are just as racist as we are, if you feel that is 

r elevant to your case then by all means lead that evidence 

but it is not a defence. 

MR. ELIEFF: You are racist to me because you 

let them off the hook and you are going after me, that is 

you are racist to me. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr. Elieff as I have said now 

three times if you feel you have been discriminated against 
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then you are free to lodge your complaint with the 

Commission. 

MR. ELIEFF: All that she is accusing me is 

nonsense, it is a lie. 

THE WITNESS: This case would be reversed if 

we could afford to have hidden videos to show you what was 

being done by these kids . This way we would have the 

evidence to bring before you. It is just not right. 

Chippheng has not made one complaint to me against her 

apartment has been deteriorating. I have been there almost 

on a daily basis, before I started university this year and 

she has not said a single word about her unit . She is 

always in a happy mood, I don't see how she can be feeling 

so degraded as she is saying she is feeling. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can I just stop you for a 

minute and have counsel for the Commission briefly restate 

the concerns of the Commission in this complaint which is 

the subj ect of this inquir·y . Counsel I am asking for your 

assistance here so that the witness knows the kind of issue 

that we are dealing with here and why it is of concern to 

this Board . 

MS. SANSON : The issues that we are dealing 

with are set out in the complaint . 

THE WITNESS : I have read it. 

MS . SANSON : You have a copy of the 
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THE WITNESS : Right. 

Z. Elieff, ex 
(E. Elieff) 

MS. SANSON : The first one dealing with 

Ch ippheng's request to · your father to spray for roaches and 

his response was that"s your custom , you like cockroaches , 

what can I do. Further, that when she said she didn"t like 

roaches that he took no action at all . So we are asking, in 

my submission what might be relevant to this complaint is 

what evidence you have with regard to those allegations. 

THE WITNESS: This may -- I have seen a show, 

and this may not have a bearing on the case but I did see a 

show showing t h e custom like when they got married they 

released a couple of cockroaches so the fertility would be 

increased within that family group . This is going on all 

cultures in Asia, this is one thing down there as far as I 

know. And them stating that cockroaches spread diseases is 

that a proven fact they spread diseases? 

THE CHAIRMAN : Well I am not sure how the 

Board could take notice of that. 

THE WITNESS : I see that most of the young 

couples down there when they get married they release 

roaches so it increases their fe r tility and all that stuff . 

As far as I know when I was there in the buildings mos t of 

these Vietnamese and Cambodians, probably about 99 or 90% 

knov, nothing at all about cockroaches until Susan Eagle 
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raised it up and Chippheng saying now she is one of them 

that says she does not l ike cockroaches. 

MR. ELIEFF: That is very important to this 

CommisE;i o n t o take into consideration my son s explanation. 

THE WITNESS: In Apartment 6, I don't know 

what tenant that was, when they moved out before the 

buildings were sprayed, that unit I swear it must have had 

a t least half of the roaches in that whole building, that 

unit, Apartment 6 had roaches, all the walls in the kitchen 

filled with roaches. 

MR. ELIEFF: I never said anything. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Let me see if I can just try 

and get a handle on this or help you as a witness in giving 

the evidence that you have given, the evidence that wil l 

assist you. 

The complaint as I see it is fai rly simple. 

The allegation is that the landlord was asked t o spray for 

cockroaches and make repairs . 

THE WITNESS: Right. 

THE CHAIRMAN: The answer was "I do not need 

to spray for cockroaches because your custom 

THE WITNESS: Right, that is what she said he 

said, 

THE CHAIRMAN: This is the allegation, the 

c ustom is such that cockroaches are acceptable. 
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Furthermore, the comment was made that the families of the 

tenants there lived like an imals. 

THE WITNESS: Who said this? 

THE CHAIRMAN : This was in the newspaper . 

THE WITNESS: Lived like animals? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes. Those were the newspaper· 

reports and going off on a tangent to assist you in giving 

you evidence that was heard previously. 

THE WITNESS: You have to understand this was 

under pressure_ During that time I would have said anything 

at all. If someone was to approach me and say what do you 

think of your tenants of all the mess they are doing in 

there. 

MR. ELIEFF: All of this he doesn ' t know, he 

cannot say what I said and what I didn"t say, this is a 

waste of time . He cannot say what I have said. 

THE WITNESS: I am not saying what you said, 

I am saying what I felt about it . The reporters they know 

how to put things, they pick out certain words for the 

heading and leave out other· parts. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Counsel will ask you these 

questions in cross- examination and I am sort of going in 

advance of her. It just to help you understand the denial 

o f services is connected to an infringement of the 

o.. c.CClv,v/- ;I ~ / 
right to 

be tr·eated equally. - is Vl 
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THE WITNESS: Who denied services? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Well the landlord in t his 

THE WITNESS: We are not treated, like when 

'tle had the buildings, when they were occupied by all 

Canadians, most Canadians or' whatever the Vietnamese and 

Cambodians were not being mistreated as immigrants, they 

were all treated the same. We can only do so much repairs 

now, if they want to keep breaking the stuff there is no way 

you can keep up with it. They are saying we are not doing 

repairs without, this has been going on for a couple of 

years before the immigrants moved in. The tenants break 

things and we try to repair thing~ and they keep lodging 

complaints that things are not being repaired and this has 

been going on for eight years before even any of the so-

called Vietnamese, Cambodians are saying that we 

discriminated against them and we are not repairing anything 

that need repairs. I felt like we were fixing every single 

before they moved in, that ' s all. As far as I am concerned 

that is all false and not discrimination against their race. 

THE CHAIRMAN: All right Mr. Elieff you can 

continue your questioning. 

MR. ELIEFF: Because of this I received these 

two letters to my sub shop which still hurts me and I want 

to leave it as an exhibit. 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Mr . Elieff I again must make 

the point that you may feel that your rights were infringed. 

MR . ELIEFF : This is all the same thing. You 

need to know how the public responds to me because of this, 

this is a public response to me. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can we go off the record for a 

minute please. 

(Discussion held off record) 

THE CHAIRMAN : We were trying to assist the 

witness in focusing the issue a bit. I think the witness 

wanted to respond and say something about the connection 

between the failing to provide services and the allegation 

that it was connected to race, ethnic origin. 

THE WITNESS: As I stated when we bought the 

buildings eight years ago the buildings were all, most of 

them were Canadians or whatever. This is the first time we 

have had any experience as being landlords and I don-t see 

what they claim as being Vietnamese Cambodian are being 

treated differently than the original tenants, they were all 

treated that same way. About the repairs, I have been there 

doing the repairs, vacuuming the halls, sealing up the 

windows and all that and they are broken down and I keep 

doing that. I would do that and the very n ext day it would 

be broken. I would wait a week or two weeks and then repair 

it and it would be broken again. I don't see how they can 
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allege we have been mistreating the Vietnamese and Cambodian 

people in a different way than we have been treating our 

original tenants that were there when we bought the 

buildings. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Zoranco, can you tell me from 

your knowledge of the tenants there what percentage of your 

tenants, in 1989, were immigrants and what pe rcentage o f the 

tenants in 105 in 1985 we re i mmigrants? 

THE WITNESS: 105 or 95, both of them? 

MS. SANSON: 105 is the complaint. 

MR. ELIEFF: 60/40. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I would like the witness to 

answer. 

THE WITNESS: I mow f o r sure over half o f 

t hem were of that origin. 

MS . SANSON: What origin? 

THE WITNESS: Vietnamese or Cambodian. 

THE CHAIRMAN : In 1985 when you bought the 

building what percentage in 105 were immigrants? 

THE WITNESS: Zero, they were all white, they 

all spoke Canadian. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr. Elieff, this is your 

witness. 

MR. ELIEFF: Yes. 

Q. Zoranco, when a tenant moves out what do 
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you see under and behind the fridge, under and behind the 

stove? How much grease you are seeing every time a tenant 

moves out? 

A. Well, recently, well, like I said 

before, when we first bought the building there was not the 

stoves, they were not filled with grease . Like right now if 

you were to go there and people are moving out they just, 

like whenever you are there that is all they are doing is 

cooking grease and you can smell that everywhere. There is 

grease splattered allover the stove and all of that. I am 

not sure how they are getting rid of the grease. As far as 

I know once I went there to repair this, put some rubber 

around the sink to stop the leak I noticed some grease 

spilled around the sink. As far as I know they are either 

dumping it in the sink, which they are not supposed to be 

doing, they are not supposed to be throwing grease down the 

sink . To tell you the truth you go into the apartment 

everywhere I see the ceilings are greased up or the walls 

are all greased. 

Q . Another question Zoranco, the next 

question. \fuere did you find most of the cockroaches? Are 

they behind and around the stove and fridge and c upboards? 

A. Yes . 

Q. And to my knowledge the grease 1S 

feedin g spot s for the cockroaches and other insects? 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Mr, Elieff, when you are 

asking questions of the witness try not to make any 

conclusions, Ask the question and let the witness give you 

the anSWer, I know it is difficult and I am not in any way 

criticizing you, 

MR, ELIEFF: My question is where he Sees 

most of the cockroaches when the tenants mOVe out and We try 

to clean the place, where do you find most of the 

cockroaches? 

THE CHAIRMAN : You can't anSWer the question 

that you are asking, let the witness give the answer, The 

question was where do you find most of the cockroaches? 

THE WITNESS: They are in the kitchen areas, 

in the cupboards, around the stove area and all that, I 

just don 't understand how it can be the attitude or the way 

they did that We are discriminating them services, 

discriminating services and their ethnic origin, As I said 

before when we first bought the buildings the people were 

being treated there then and today they are being treated 

the same. I don't know how they got, how they can allege 

these, I don't know how you have proof that we were 

mistreating them, Like I have been there, vacuuming the 

halls, replacing windows and tiles and all that and the way 

these people are being treated, in my opinion they are being 
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Well counsel for the 

Commission will be asking you further questions on that 

pojnt. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. After we clean up apartment 

nicely all the greasy areas all stripped, cleaned, mopped, 

and touch up painting or full painting. After that is done 

in a week or two Zoranco as you go into the same apartment 

do you notice something of the cockroaches that they are 

almost non-existent or just a few around? 

A. That is true too. Once you c lean up the 

area like the r o a c hes they don"t hang around that area as 

long as the g r e a se is kept clean and the cupboards are clean 

y ou rarely find cockro aches in that area . 

Q. If the tenants continuously keep the 

place free of grease and clean to your knowledge do you 

think that will help landlord to get rid of the cockroaches? 

A. Yes, I do. I think that will lower the 

problem of cockroaches too . The part where they can easily 

be controlled or exterminated by just everyday controls or 

whatever. Now as all the grease is being built up allover 

the walls, the sides and on the stoves and all that it just 

is a breeding area for cockroaches, they keep on flying in. 

As far as I know when I went into units, I have never seen 

any means of controlling roache6~ I have never seen people 
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having any Raid or using it at all to spray around for 

cockroaches_ They are j ust letting them multiply, the 

grease and all that stuff and they don't bother cleaning_ 

The apartments that people have moved out that is what I 

have noticed _ 

Q_ Even until these days Zoranco you said 

you are not seeing all these tenants of ours, Cambodians, 

most of them are very nice to us, smiling, friendly and we 

are to them? 

A_ Yes_ 

Q _ And does that tell you Zoranco that it 

is impossible for me, your father or anybody else to have 

done all what the Free Press has accused us of doing? 

A_ Well that is my own opinion because 

before any of the immigrants have moved in you always get 

into arguments with the other tenants, like they just bur nt 

things and they mouthed off at us and my family and called 

us names, but once we got the Cambodians there was no names 

whatsoever from our tenants and I never' hear them getting 

into arguments, none of them, calling names and all that, 

It used to be when they are mostly Canadians we would always 

get into arguments and they would say we are going to take 

you to, wherever, using all these slurring words against us 

and that problem is almost non-existent_ Not once have I 

seen an argument against nobody there , nobody was name -
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calling whatsoever . 

MR. ELIEFF : I t h ink those are all the 

questions I have. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Counsel before you ask 

questions in cross-examination I should mention to Ms. Hon 

that she is free to ask questions of the witness, although 

she doesn't have counsel representing her. I want to give 

her the opportunity to ask any questions she wishes to ask 

of the witness . 

THE WITNESS: May I ask her questions too? 

THE CHAIRMAN : No. 

MS. SANSON : Ms. Hon doesn't have any 

questions at this point. The Commission will ask questions 

and if Ms. Hon has any questions she can ask them 

afterwards. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Okay. 

CROSS-EXA~lINATION BY MS. SANSON : 

Q. Zoranco, I would like to just go back 

over some of the things that you have said. 

A. Right. 

Q. You are 24 years old? 

A. Yes. 

Q. You are in university now? 

A. Yes . 

Q. What did you do befor-e that? 
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A. I took six years off to help my dad at 

t he submarine shop and also the apartment buildings on a 

regular basis and I finished, I graduated from Grade 13 with 

Honours. 

Q. In what year? 

A. In 1987. 

Q. What were your hours at the submarine 

shop? 

A. I would usually work there in the 

mornings . 

Q. For how long? 

Six hours, six or seven hours_ 

Q. So when would you shift begin? 

A. It would be about, usually start about 

7:00 o ' clock in the morning, 7 : 00 or 8 : 00, 

Q. And you would go until when? 

About 2:00 or 3:00. I wasn't working 

there on a r egular basis, I was just alternating, I would 

work at nights while I am at the apar tments or just there 

were no regular hour's of work just whenever I had time I 

worked there or at the apartments. I spent basically the 

last six years at the apartments plus at the submarine shop. 

Q. You said you went t o the apartments on a 

daily basis? 

Almost on a daily basis . 
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Q. Almost on a daily basis? 

A. Yes. 
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Q. You went to each of 105 on a daily 

basis, is that correct? 

A. Both of them. 

Q . Pardon me? 

A. Both of them . 

Q. You went to both buildings on a daily 

basis? 

A. Yes . 

Q . Would you descr-ibe for- me what exactly 

you did on a daily basis when you went there, what was your-

r outine? 

A. As I said, I said a daily basis , maybe 

four or five days in a week. 

Q. That many times a week, four or five 

times a week, is that true? 

A. Not every week. 

Q. Well, when? 

A. Depending what times . When the work 

order was served on us I worked a lot longer. 

Q. When you had a work order served on you 

is that when you came to work? 

A. I worked before. 

Q. Yes . 
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A_ I did repairs in the hallways, and the 

windows and cleaning up where tenants were being moved out_ 

I repainted a lot of units_ I cleaned the stoves with that 

oven , whatever that thing is called, and I did a lot of 

stuff like that_ 

Q _ I would like to hear what the stuff was 

that you did? 

A_ I cut the grass, I did a lot of grass 

cutting, I cleaned the halls _ 

Q_ How did you clean the halls? 

A_ First of all by picking up all the 

litter thrown around the halls_ I vacuumed them, the 

stairways had to be swept clean from all the dirt_ 

Q_ How often would you do this? 

A_ That was done at least once a week, 

sometimes two _ 

Q. Once a week on a every single floor in 

105, is that right? 

A_ Both of them _ 

Q_ I just want to focus on 105 right now _ 

A_ Right_ 

MR_ ELIEFF: They are as a package, never 

mind 95 and 105, they are treated as a package_ 

MS_ SANSON: Q_ I would like you to tell me 

what happens when a tenant moves out, what do you do, what 
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specifically do you do? 

A . Me? 

Q. Yes, what do you do? 

A. I go and inspect them . 

Q. How do you do that? 

A. I go inside. 

z. Elieff, cr-ex 
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Q. Do you have a checklist that you use? 

A. A checklist, what do you mean? 

Q. A checklist? 

A. I don·t have a c kecklist. 

Q . What do you look at then? 

A. I go inside and see there are any 

markings on the walls, like some part of it would be grease 

which I would wash it down and try to repaint it or match 

the paint of all the rest of the walls. 

The floors around the fri dge and the stove 

where you get a lot of build up of grease or whatever it is, 

dust and grease mixed together and move the stove over, I 

sweep that off and clean it down . And the cupboards or the 

walls with the grease I would it off or repaint the area . 

Then after doing that, l ike if you are going back in the r e 

after a few days the roach problem would be almost nil. 

Q. Are you telling t h e Board you would go 

back in after you cleaned up, after you cleaned up you go 

back two days later and l ook for r oaches? 
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Q_ Did you do that by your evidence? 

A_ No, that was not my s p ec i fic duty_ 

Q_ Okay_ 

A_ I am saying sometimes when I go in just 

going in I would notice there are cockroaches around_ 

Q_ When did you notice that? 

A_ Well, what do you mean when I noticed? 

Q_ Maybe, this is your evidence so perhaps 

you can tell me when it was, first of all what year it was 

that you went in and cleaned up an apartment and then you 

came back two days later and found there were no roaches? 

A_ What I was saying is when I cleaned and 

then when people were showing the apartments , right, we go 

in. 

Q _ Are you showin g the apar tments? 

A_ On different days, my mom, my dad and I, 

it wasn't like routine _ 

MR_ ELIEFF : Rotation _ 

MS_ SANSON : Q- This i s your son-s evidence, 

I ask you to remain quiet, 

A_ On rotation, okay_ 

Q_ The question I am asking can you tell me 

one specific apartment in 105 that you cleaned and then you 

came back two days later and found there were fewer roaches? 
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A. I cannot give a specific apartment. 

Q. Do you 1 ike r oaches? 

A. Me? 

Q. Yes. 

A. No, I don·t. 

Q . Because I can tell you they make me 

A. Well they make you but a lot of people 

Q. Oh, who might those people be that they 

don ' t make sick? 

A. As I said before when I was there I 

heard n o complaints from a lot of tenants, there were no 

complaints whatsoever of roaches until Susan Eagle brought 

up the issue. Then that is the very first time I ever heard 

that she is claiming t hat almost all the tenants hat e 

cockroaches, that was the very first time. Befo r e that when 

I was doing cleaning at work, cleaning the hallways I have 

not been approached by anybody to say there is a r o ach 

prob lem . 

Q. Is it your evidence that n o o n e ever 

complained to you about roaches? 

A. I didn "t say nobody, maybe a couple , two 

or three did, okay. 

Q. What did you do when that happened') 
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A. What happened then was I provided them, 

like, first of all I believe we had two or three cans of 

Raid that I bought specifically for that unit when they 

complained about it I gave it to them. 

THE CHAIRMAN: When was this? What year are 

we talking about, approximately? 

THE WITNESS: To tell you the truth I don"t 

recall because there was a couple, I believe they were 

Canadians. 

THE CHAIRMAN : So this would be around 1985? 

THE WITNESS : All the Canadians didn"t pick 

up and move in one year, they were slowly moving out . 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am sorry counsel I 

interrupted I was just trying to get a date for that . 

THE WITNESS: I can " t give a specific date. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You were saying there were 

fewer complaints then about cockroaches, is that your point? 

THE WITNESS: Especially when they were all 

Vietnamese and Cambodians, practically non-existent before 

and just after a day or two articles started appearing in 

the paper is the first time 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am sorry counsel for jumping 

in. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Is it your evidence t hat 

Cambodians like cockroaches? 
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A. I cannot say that. 

Q. I thought I heard you say earlier that 

you saw on T.V. that it was some ritual for Cambodians and 

Vietnamese" 

A. I didn't say that, I said Asians. It 

was about young people that were getting married, I don "t 

know if it was 60 Minutes or what program it was on they 

,vere saying the c ustom in Asia when young couples get 

married they release a couple of cockroaches and that 

increases their fertility. I am not saying the Cambodians 

or the Vietnamese are doing the same thing but I am just 

say i ng what I just said. 

Q. I am not sure what you are saying . Are 

you saying that is the reason you didn"t have to take any 

action to clean up the cockroaches? 

A. No. What I am saying is nobody 

c omplained , almost nobody compl a i ned . 

Q. Now, wait a mi nute you told me some 

peop l e c omp lained so let us talk abou t what you did when 

these people complained . First of all, who were those 

people? 

A. I don "t know exactly who they were. All 

I know is I brought a few cans, they sprayed and I didn "t 

hear any more if the y killed them. After a while you know 

when all thi.s c ame out to the public Susan Eagle and all the 
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tenants they all accused, they were all saying they hate 

cockroaches that is when I read in the paper they all hate 

cockroaches when as a matter of fact I would say at least 

95% of the people had complained about roaches. That is 

surprising, that sur·prised me quite a bit when I saw that in 

the paper. 

Q. We k now t hat Chippheng Hon c omplained. 

What action did you take 7 

A. She did not complain to me. 

Q. Did you take any action? 

A. I wasn·t aware of it, she never brought 

that out to me. If she had told me I would have given her a 

couple of cans of Raid or whatever . What I am saying is 

roaches, if you keep the stuff clean they will not stick 

around, okay, they will go into another unit where there is 

grease where they can eat, multiply. It is just 

unresponsibility when I go in and see grease piled along the 

walls, along the ceiling where they are cooking allover the 

place and none of it has been wiped off. 

Q. Let us talk about that. Can you name 

some units where you found all this grease and stuff and 

when that was 7 Let us start in 1989. 

A. I can·t answer these questions. You can 

go right now to the units. 

Q. Are we talking about 1989? Have you 
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ever been inside Chippheng Hon's apartment? 

A. Yes I have been there. 

Q. When') 

A. When I repaired the plastering on the 

windows . 

Q. I thought you repaired the plaster in 

the ceiling in the hallway? 

A. No, along the window. 

Q. When was that') 

A. I don't recall, it was in the 

summertime . 

THE CHAIRMAN : This past summer? 

THE WITNESS : Within the year. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Within the year'') 

THE WITNESS: And she did not say anything 

about roaches. All s he said was the plaster needed 

repairing around the windows and not one single word was 

said about roaches then or has Mr. Caltwater ever approached 

me telling me she was complaining about r oaches. If she was 

complaining about roaches I would have bought her a couple 

of cans .,' 

MS. SANSON: Q . Is it possible Mr. Caltwater 

spoke to you about it? 

A, I don't know. 

Q. But you do work orders for your dad, is 
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Q, Can you answer that question? 

A, Yes, 

Q, Are you the one who car'ries out the 

repairs on the apartments or are there other people who do 

that? 

A . When there are cracks around the 

windows .. _ 

Q , Let us talk about the roach problem. 

A. What do you want to know? 

Q. Did your dad tell you about Chippheng 

Hon's concern about the roaches; did he ever tell you about 

it? 

A. She did not say anything to me, 

Q, Did your dad say anything to you about 

it? 

A, I don't recall that, no, 

Q , As far as you know you took no steps, 

you took no steps to correct the roach p roblem when s he 

complained about it, is that correct? 

A, I was not given a complaint about, I 

don't know of any complaint, What I am saying is she is 

aware I am doing cleaning around, okay, The only complaint 

she ever had to me was the plaster around the windows and I 
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did that . She sees me there on a regular basis, I know she 

has seen me there a lot of times in the hallways cleaning 

up . She is always saying hi, this and that when I see her. 

On almost all occasions I would see Caltwater, he works for 

the Health Department. 

Q. I am not sure who this Mr. Caltwater lS. 

MR. ELIEFF : That is Mr. Brown, you are 

talking about Mr. Brown? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, he wo rke d the Health 

Department . All I know a bout that he is in her unit almost 

all the time I am there. He parks his car and he sees me 

working on the outside hallways, he usually takes the other 

e ntrance in towards the building. I d o n · t know why , what is 

his business being t h e r e. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Zoranco I must interrupt you. 

The question is about cockroaches . 

THE WITNESS : What I am saying is nobody said 

anything to me. 

MS. SANSON: Q . Your dad never spoke to you 

about the roach problem? 

MR . ELIEFF: I am 

MS. SANSON: I am going to ask that Mr. 

Elieff be excluded if he is going to continue to try to 

answer for his son. 

MR. ELIEFF: I am not doing that . 
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Then you have to be quiet while 

yOl1l' son is giving evidence. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You cannot put the answers in 

the mouth of the witness or try to answer questions asked of 

the witness_ Please, you must remember that the witness is 

being asked questions by counsel_ 

MR_ ELIEFF: He said he never has been told 

by her anything about it_ 

THE CHAIRMAN : I recognize you don't have 

counsel representing you but you must try and let the 

witness answer the question_ Go ahead , 

MS, SANSON: Q_ I am going to ask you once 

again so it is clear for the record_ Did ~our father ever 

speak to you about a c ockroach problem in Chippheng Hon ' s 

apartment? 

A, Not referring to her, no_ 

Q_ Did you ever take any steps to clear up 

the cockroach problem in Chippheng Han's apartment? 

A_ She never complained to me whatsoever, 

if she did I would have_ 

Q_ Your dad is your boss, is that right? 

A_ No, he is not_ 

Q_ Your dad is not your boss? 

A_ No_ 

Q- Your dad owns the building, is that 
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A. He owns the bui ldj.ng . 

Q . Who do you wor·k for? 

Z . Elieff, cr-ex 
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A. I work for the whole family. If there 

is a problem , if he addresses me about a problem he says 

whatever he doesn't want to do I usually do it. 

Q . So yo..I arethe one who usual l y addresses the 

problems, if there is a problem in the building you address 

it? 

A. Unless they come to me about the 

p r oblem, yes , . 

Q. If he comes to you? 

A. If tenants come to me. 

Q . So your dad never tells you anything to 

do about it, is that right? 

A. That is wrong. 

Q. What does your dad tell you to do if 

any thing? 

A. I do a lot of repai r s. 

Q . On his di r ec t ion? 

A. Not on his direction alone. 

Q. You just make them up and you do them? 

A. When you see windows broken, kids going 

inside the windows. 

Q._ Have you seen a child break a windo\-v? 
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All I can is all the 

kids from the other two bu i ldings beside ours, they all for 

some reason or other seem to meet in the middle of our 

building and they are all playing baseball, bats and all 

that and most of them are breaking the windows, okay _ 

Q- They are breaking the windows_ How do 

you know they are breaking the windows, you have just t o ld 

me y ou have never seen a child b r e ak a window, is that n o t 

an assumption on your part, yes or no? 

A_ It is not an assumption, it is 

specifically one of the windows of the 105 building, the 

upper stairway, that one of the windows __ _ 

Q_ What year are we talking about? 

A_ I am talking about this year_ 

Q_ The last year? 

A_ This year_ 

Q _ Does this have anything to do with 

Chippheng Hon? 

A_ You are saying if I saw them break a 

Q_ You told me you have never seen a child 

break a window in 105 or 95, am I correct, you have never 

seen it? 

A_ No I have not_ I have spoken to a few 

girls that are between the ages of 6, B or 9 and they 
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specifically stated the kids that live in the next building 

which is 95 they are playing baseball, they broke it. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Zor'anco, I can't hear you give 

that evidence, it is hearsay evidence and that is the reason 

Wh" counse I is asking you if you have seen it. 

THE WITNESS: What I am saying is they are 

between 6 and 8 years that have been, there is not one 

person has witnessed a window being broken, this is 

happening where the kids are playing baseball. 

THE CHAIRMAN: That may be the case but you 

cannot draw any, the Board cannot draw any conclusions 

e xcept on the evidence that people have actually seen take 

place. You can't say so and so told you about it, that does 

not carry a lot of weight . 

THE WITNESS: All right. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I notice it is three minutes 

to six . 

MS. SANSON : I would like to finish my cross-

examination of this witness. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, go ahead. 

MS. SANSON: Q. You said you and your family 

have owned the building for eight years, is that right" 

A. Yes. 

Q. How many times have you sprayed for 

roaches in the building? 
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A_ Professionally done three times_ 

Q_ Over the course of eight years? 

Q_ And you continue to have a roach 

problem, is that correct? 

A_ As I said before when we first bought 

the building there wasn-t any roaches in it_ 

Q _ There were no roaches until the 

Cambodians came, is that right? 

A_ It has been at least, I would say at 

least a year since we owned the building, when we first 

bought the building we had no roach problems whatsoever_ 

Q_ So you didn-t spray then because you 

didn-t need to? 

Q_ Is that right? 

A. There were no roaches_ 

Q_ There were no roaches? 

Q_ So you didn-t have to spray for the 

Canadians because there were no roaches there, is that 

right? 

So when the Cambodians came and there 

were roaches then you didn-t spray, is that right? 
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A. Why would you say Cambodians and 

Q. That is your evidence. 

A. Right. 

Q. We are talking about a Cambodian 

Compla inant here .... ? 

A. Right. 

Q. . .. who asked you to spray and neither 

yourself nor your father took any action to spray, is that 

correct? 

A. She did not say anything about spraying . 

Q. She didn't say anything about spraying? 

A. No, she didn't. 

Q. Is it your evidence that she never asked 

your father about the roaches? 

A. How am I supposed to know what she asked 

my dad? 

Q. You t ook no steps to get rid of the 

roach problem, is that right? 

A. What I am saying is why would she not 

address it to me. I am there on a regular basis, I see her 

all the time in the hallways walking around . 

Q. The question I have for you is why 

didn't your dad speak to you, why didn·t you talk to your 

dad to fi nd out what the problems were? Your evidence has 
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A. How many times has Ch i ppheng Hon asked 

my dad about the problem . 

Q. I am asking the questions and I would 

like some answers from you. The first one is, did your dad 

ever speak to you about the roach problem? 

A. The roach problem? 

Q. Did your dad do that; you told me no. 

A. No. 

Q. You have told me on your visi t s there 

you have seen them, the extent of the roach problem, is that 

correct? 

A. This is where? 

Q. 105 Cheyenne, y ou say you were there on 

a daily basis and you have seen the roach problem'"' 

A. Righ t. 

Q . What steps did you do to correct the 

roach problems'"' 

A. There "'ere no complaints, I took no 

steps _ 

Q. So it is okay, even though you totally 

hate roaches it was okay to have the roaches there'"' 

A. What do you mean I hate roaches? 

Q. You told me you hate roaches, is that 

not your evidence? 
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A. I said I do not like , wha t is there to 

hate about it. ( 1'1- -rcu--t I Sa.Yl-fc;..?\J> v§ ~ ~'l tl~.-' ~ ho". 9v"~ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Zoranco please, can I just say 

something here. This is a ser i ous hearing. 

THE WITNESS: Right. 

THE CHAIRMAN: We have gone beyond the time 

that is usually set for a hearing in a day, we are all ti red 

and we have worked hard at this. 

THE WITNESS: Right. 

THE CHAIRMAN : I would like you to answer the 

questions for the record . 

THE WITNESS : Right. 

C hanging your 

THE CHAIRMAN: Because I sense that you are 

answers frivolously . 

THE WITNESS: I am not changing anything . 

THE CHAIRMAN : I would ask you to answer the 

questions as directly as possible . Counsel, go ahead. 

MS. SANSON : Q. When you were at work at 105 

Cheyenne in eights years have you ever taken any steps to 

correct the roach problem? 

A. No . A couple of units, I am not sure if 

they were in 105 there were complaints and I provided them 

with a can of spray but nobody else complained. 

Q. When was that? 

A. That has not been recently, it has been 
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I would say at least three years ago, at least two to thre8 

years ago_ 

Q. And you have seen a lot of roaches in 

the building, is that correct? 

A. Yes. 

Q. What steps have you taken to get rid of 

those roaches? 

A. Like what steps -- we call the people 

that are supposed to. 

Q. What have you done; what have you done? 

A. What is there that one has got to do. 

As I said before nobody complained about them. 

Q. That was not your evidence, you said 

nobody complained about them. 

A. The people haven't complained about the 

matter. 

Q. Are they nobody the people who did 

complain, are they unimportant to you? 

A. I didn't say nobody. I am saying people 

did not complain and there was no need for me to go and 

spray, that didn-t bother them. 

Q. That was acceptable because people 

didn-t complain, that was an acceptable state of the 

building to have roaches there? 

A. It didn-t bother them. 
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Q _ How do you know that, did you make any 

A_ Nobody said, how am I supposed to make 

inquiries when nobody tells me _ 

Q_ Isn"t that your job to look after the 

building? 

A_ Yes _ 

Q _ And part of looking after' the building 

isn "t it to make sure there are no roaches there? You don "t 

see that as your job? 

MR _ ELIEFF : Yes, he was telling them to keep 

it clean _ 

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr _ Elieff, please_ 

MS_ SANSON: Q" Let me ask you again. Do 

you not see taking care of the roach problem as being part 

of your job? 

A _ How can you take care of a roach? 

Q- Please answe r my question" Do you see 

taking care of the roach problem as part of your job? 

A_ No, I do not. Because they were not 

doing their job, they were not keeping the grease away _ 

They do not clean _ How are you going to get rid of 

coc kroaches when there is grease allover the place? You 

have to get rid of them, they keep multiplying, they 

multiply at a fast rate _ 
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Q. Is it your evidence that Ms. Chippheng 

Hon, that you were in Ms . Chippheng Hon's apartment and saw 

her place and saw grease there and that was the reason for 

the roaches in her apartment? 

A. I did not enter her kitchen, I only went 

into the bedroom . 

Q. You have been in her apartment once in 

eight years since the building has been owned? 

A. That's all . 

Q. You have no idea about the state of 

repairs in the apartment in eight years? 

A. That's the only time she asked me to do 

anything to repair the plaster . 

Q. You are telling me you don ' t make 

i nspections" 

A. I don't make inspections when people are 

living there. I only go there once they move out, okay. 

Q. Is it not your job to inspect to make 

sure .. 

A. How can you inspect without a complaint. 

If they are not complaining about anything what business do 

y ou have to go into their apartment and inspect it yourself? 

Q . You don't do any upkeep on the 

buildings" 

A. I did repairs . I have done windows 
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outside . I do most of the repairs outside, in the hallways, 

entranceways and replace windows and cleaning up garbage all 

over the place. I do not go into the units when a tenant 

does not complain about anything being wrong. I am not 

going to go in there and bother them to inspect. What is to 

inspect? I do not receive any complaint about t hat unit, I 

don't go in there if they are not complaining about 

anything. 

Q, I suggest that Ms. Hon made a complaint 

to your father about the roaches, that is why . Did you do 

anything? 

A. If you want to get ... 

Q. That was a complaint, why was no action 

taken? Do you not talk to your father? 

A. Yes I do . 

Q. On a daily basis? 

A. Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Zoranco, ar'e you saying you 

did not know from your father that this was a problem, the 

roaches Were a problem in the apartment for eight years, in 

the eight years? 

THE WITNESS: I know there were problems, 

there were roaches. What I am trying to say is t here were 

no complaints _ How are you supposed to get rid of the 

roaches when tenants are not clean? 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Wait a minute I think you are 

confusing things. Counsel is asking you whether you knew 

there wer-e roaches in the apartments and you said you did. 

THE WITNESS: Yes . 

THE CHAIRMAN: On the other hand you say you 

didn-t get this information from your father and you didn-t 

enter the apartments except once? 

THE WITNESS: Right. 

THE CHAIRMAN: So I mean, I am confused 

about how you came to know there were r oaches there if you 

didn " t hear it from your father and you had not gone into 

the apartments. 

THE WITNESS: Well, you can tell there are 

roaches, you can see them walking around the door frames on 

the un i ts_ You see them in the hallways, very few in the 

hallways_ As far as I - know each time, the first time I knew 

is when a tenant moved out, that is the time when you can 

know if that tenant had any concerns about cockroaches_ In 

Apartment 6 when they move d out there must have been at 

least half the whole building , all the roaches that had 

happened were in that unit that is how bad the grease was in 

there the way it was kept . 

~lS. SANSON: Q . Did you spray a t that time? 

A_ Yes I did . 

Q. What did you do? 
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A. At that time I entered into the unit and 

c leaned most of the gr'ease off and sprayed it down. 

Q. You sprayed it with what, Raid? 

A. With Raid, right. 

Q. Let us just back up for a second. When 

you are seeing roaches crawling out from the under doors , 

you see them when you walk down the halls. 

A. I don ' t see them in droves, y ou might 

see one or two. 

Q. One or two . 

A. Yes. 

Q. I put to you that is when the roaches 

are such a problem, if you see them then there are thousands 

of them . Do you agree with that or do you deny that? 

A. I have no comment, I don ' t have too much 

knowledge of cockroaches . 

Q. You seemed to have a lot of knowledge 

about it earlier about how they multiply. 

A. When we first bought the building they 

had no, I had no idea whatsoever about cockroaches, until, 

as I said, the whole commot ion about when all four buildings 

were complaining there were cockroaches in there and the 

city ordered us to spray them down. 

Q. So you had to wait until the city 

ordered you to spray them, so the city complained before you 
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did anything, is that right? 

A. Well that is right , yes. That is 

because I did not receive complaints from almost all of 

these tenants except for a couple of them which I did 

provide Raid for them to get rid of the cockroaches. 

Q. You didn "t see it as part of your job 

duties in taking care of the accommodation of the apartment 

units to take care of the roach problem? 

A. I see it as a responsibility of the 

tenants . 

Q. So it wasn"t part of your job, is that 

right? You had no obligation to look after the roac h 

problem, is that right? 

A. Am I supposed to go in 

Q. Can I have an answer to that question 

please? 

THE CHAIRMAN: Please answer the question. 

THE WITNESS: Not fully . 

THE CHAIRMAN: You have no responsibi lity for 

looking after the roaches, yes or no? 

MR. ELIEFF: We had 

MS. SANSON : Excuse me please, be quiet. 

THE CHAIRMAN : The question is being 

addressed to the witness. The question is did you not see 

this as part of your job in trying to control the roaches? 
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No to tell you the truth, not 

to the full extent, no. Because I have seen no effort being 

done by none of the tenants about the grease problems 

whatsoever. A year ago we sprayed them and with all that 

grease still laying around all it takes is one or two 

roaches to be alive and they go there and eat and they keep 

multiplying and you still have the same problem allover 

again. The tenants have to take responsibility for cleaning 

their kitchen area up and that will almost kill all the 

roaches, they will not stick around if there is no grease or 

food for them to multiply. 

MS. SANSON: Q. That is the tenants fault, 

is that right? 

A. They are partly to blame, yes, for 

cleaning their kitchen area. 

Q . Is it Chippheng Hon ·s fault for having 

roaches? 

A. I did not say that. I have not seen her 

kitchen area. 

Q. . But she is responsible for the other 

tenants in the building? She is responsible for their state 

of cleanliness? 

A. They are responsible themselves . 

Q. She deserves roaches, is that what you 

are saying? 
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A_ If you get all the tenants to 

Answer my question_ Does Ms_ Hon 

deserve roaches in her apartment; yes or no? Does she 

deserve roaches in her apartment? 

No, she does not_ She wouldn't have 

How bad was the problem in her apartment? 

Q_ I don't know, did you talk to her? 

A_ She never addressed me the problem_ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Counsel, can we move to 

another point" 

THE WITNESS: What is all this about roaches? 

If the t enants were to clean the stoves when they covered 

with grease, clean everythi.ng down there would almost be no 

vi sible roaches, they would be all gone and all it would 

take for them is to spray, if they see one or two 

cockroaches spray and t hat would get rid of the whole 

proble m_ If they keep their stoves all greased up most of 

the tenants there is no way you a re going to get rid of the 

cockroach problem, that is all I am saying_ 

MS_ SANSON: It was Ms_ Hon's evidence 

that after she spoke to your dad about the roach problem and 

nothing happened, that she contacted the Health authorities 

to make a complaint_ Is it your evidence that never 

happened? 
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A. That she called? I don't know. 

Q. You made reference to a man named? 

A. Brown. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You mentioned Caltwater. 

THE WITNESS: All I know is he has gray hair. 

THE ELIEFF: Mr. Brown he works for Health 

Department , Caltwater is from City Hall. 

THE WITNESS: All right, Brown. 

MS. SANSON: Q. Well, I am confused now, 

Who did you see Ch i ppheng Hon with ? 

A, Brown. 

Q. . With Brown, it wasn't Caltwater? 

A, No , I was mistaken in the name. 

Q. Are you sure you are not mistaken in the 

person as well? I mean a Health Inspector or a City 

Councillor, do you know? 

A. He is with the Health Unit. 

Q. Are you sure? 

A. I am sure. 

Q. Is that your dad 's evidence? 

A. I am sure. I remember he went to Court 

with us once, he is a shorter guy, regarding repairs of the 

building and I was there in Court when we went through all 

that and I know him, he is from the Health Department, so 

that's it. 
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Q_ Is it your practice to wait until you 

have a Court Order before you make repairs? 

A _ I do repairs on a constant basis_ 

Q_ How many Court Orders have you had? 

A_ Four or five_ 

Q_ How many, did you do the work? 

A_ Yes, I did _ We do repai r s, replace the 

windows, do a new paint job and make it look really nice_ 

Q_ When did you do the paint job? 

A_ In 95_ 

Q _ 95 where, in the hallways only? 

A_ The whole apartment_ 

Q_ When was that? 

A _ I can-t recall_ 

Q_ Three years ago, four years ago? 

A_ Three years_ 

Q _ You painted 95? 

A_ Yes _ 

Q _ Once, in the whole eight years you have 

owned it , is that right? 

A _ Yes. That is because there wasn-t much 

scribbling on the walls_ It got out of hand, there was 

graffiti allover the walls_ The only way to repair that 

was by repainting it_ The bottom area of the wall was 

painted dark brown and the upper was painted a light beige 
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colour and then, I did not do the painting myself, my sister 

and her husband did the painting. All I know is within a 

week or two of that the new paint job there there was 

graffiti appearing on the walls again and that is when we 

did not bother painting 105, we did not bother. 

Q. Because the tenants in 105, after the 

one time in eight years that you repaint in the building, 

somebody scribbled on the wall, that was the reason for not 

painting 105 ever in eight years, is that right? 

A. What I am saying is the whol e thing has 

not been painted. What I do in 105 is I do patch something, 

whether it 's graffiti I just cover it up with same paint as 

the existing wall, In 95 I did the whole thing from top to 

bottom and that did not cure the problem, there was still 

graffiti appearing on the wall and there was no sense in 

painting b ecause you stjl l had the same problem. Back then 

there are kids just running up and down the hallways, the 

parents are doing nothing, they are yelling and screaming, 

the kids from the neighbouring buildings are always ..... 

Q. Were you in the halls watching the kids 

ye l ling and screaming? 

A. Yes, you can observe that. 

Q. Is t hat your evidence? 

A. Yes. 

Q. When did you see that? 
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A_ You see it on a regular basis_ 

Q_ When, eight years? 

A_ Yes, almost every day when I was 

Q_ In 105? 

A _ Both buildings _ 

Q _ Kids runningup am down the halls 

screaming and yelling every day you are there? 

A_ Yes_ 

Q _ What else did they do? 

A_ That-s about it_ You see kids using one 

side of the wall as a net while they are shooting 

basketballs as they are playing , what you call it, hockey 

inside the hallways_ This was occurring mostly when it was 

cold outside and when there is snow _ The par ents do not say 

a single word to t hem, do not tell them not to play in the 

hall. This is what I see kids playing hockey in the 

hallways in front of their own doors, the parents are inside 

minding their business _ 

Q _ So they deserve not to have t h e place 

painted, is that what you say? 

A_ No, I am not saying that_ I am saying 

that we did the painting_ 

Q- Never in 105, you have never painted 

105? 
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I painted over where 

the graffiti was. We did a complete job in 95 from top to 

bottom. You go there right now and see, it is in just as 

bad shape as 105. What I am really saying is nobody really 

cares , okay _ 

Q. Including yourself? 

A. Like when you see garbage bags that 

stink so badly placed in front of the doors while you are 

vacuuming the halls . 

Q. When did you see that? 

A. Almost all the times I was there 

vacuuming. 

Q. When did you see this, these garbage 

bags" 

A. They were, once there bags in 95 it was 

on the second and third floor. 

Q. Let us limit this to 105 . 

A. Right. 

Q. Let me ask you did you ever see any bags 

o f garbage sitting outside Chippheng Hon ' s apartment" 

A. Specifically her apartment" 

Q. . Yes. 

A. I don"t recall. All I know is that a 

lot of the tenants just keep their garbage out and they just 

don"t bother throwing it where they want. 
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Zoranco, the question was 

specifically related to Ms. Hon ' s apartment. Can you answer 

that question? 

THE WITNESS: I do not recall. I just want 

to know wh,' Mr . Brown, it is none of my business but he is 

always at her apartment, I have seen him well over 50 to 100 

times, he is always going up there. A lot of time I have 

seen him walking down with her kid in his arms and he is 

driving her who knows where. 

MS. SANSON: Q. It is your evidence that 

Chippheng Han got into a car with a man named Mr. Brown? 

Is that your evidence that you saw her get into a car with 

a man named Mr. Brown and Mr. Brown is a Health 

Inspector? 

A. He 

Q. I s that your evidence? 

A _ I see him on a regular basis_ 

Q. Is that your evidence that you saw her 

get into a car with Mr . Brown? 

A. Yes I did, I seen that a lot of times. 

Q . When did you see that? Because I put to 

you right now the Complainant's evidence is it just is not 

true and I will call her back on the stand to say that. 

A. About Mr. Brown? 

Q. First it wasn't Mr . Brown it was 
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somebody else. So I a sk you are sure it is Mr. Brown and is 

Mr. Brown the Health Inspector? I don't know, you tell me, 

because she doesn "t know any man that she got into a car 

with. I think we have the story all confuse d here . This is 

y our evidence. 

THE CHAIRMAN: The question i s simpl y to 

identify the individual you said went into a car with the 

Complainant Ms. Hon. 

THE WITNESS : Right . 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can we first determine who 

this person was? Are we talking about the same person? 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Can you identify the 

pe rson? 

THE WITNESS : Yes I can. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Go ahead. 

THE WITNESS : Describing how he looks? 

MS. SANSON : Q. Are you sure it was man 

named Mr . Brown? 

A. Yes I am. 

Q. You are positive of that ? 

A. We l l ..... 

Q. Are you sure because your dad t o ld y ou 

o r are you sure because you know that, you h a ve seen him? 

A. All I know is he works for the Health 
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I thought his name was Caltwater, I can 

describe exactly how he looks. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You describe that. 

THE WITNESS: He is about my height . He has 

a blown up face . He has thinning white hair. He has a 

belly, I am not sure if it is a beer belly. All I know is 

he works, like, when we were in Court once with r epair 

orders he was the shorter guy, he had a moustache with short 

hair. She knows who he is. 

MR. ELIEFF: I need to ask ... 

THE CHA I RMAN : Just a minute Mr. El ieff. 

Counsel you have raised the question to attack the witness · 

credibility. 

MS. SANSON: That is correct. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Is there some way of making 

the questions a little bit more specific so we can get to 

that issue? 

MS. SANSON : Q. I would like to do that but 

I would first like to hear, under oath, whether in fact this 

is I mean, i f it is not a question of credibility it 

is a situation where there is mistaken identity . I would 

like to be first sure whether the witness is sure that this 

the person he has identified. 

A. I am sure. 

Q. You are sure that it is Mr. Br own? 
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THE CHAIRMAN: Can we go off the record 

(Discussion held off record) 

THE CHAIRMAN: Counsel, if you really feel 

this is an important issue and it is very important for the 

case you want to make, then by all means pursue it . I do 

not want t o tell you how to run your case . It is now 6:25 

and if this is a point that can be dropped then let us move 

MS . SANSON : Perhaps you can just tell me 

how many times you saw Chippheng Han get into a car with Mr. 

Br'own" 

A. How many times" 

Q. Yes . 

A. It has been numerous times. I am not 

sure I can give you an exact number. All I know is .. ... 

Q. When was it? 

A. I have seen them ... When was it? 

Q. Yes . 

A. I don"t recall. 

Q. The year? 

A. This year, the last year or two. 

Q. This year and last year? 

A. Yes . All I know is each time I am 
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there, okay, I always see him park his car in Mac's, he 1S 

always walking up the stairs going into Apartment 18, that 

is where he goes into_ He is always there, for what reason 

I do not know_ I am only saying what I see_ 

One more question in that area _ Did you 

ever make any inquiries of Mr_ Brown as to what the nature 

of his business was? 

A_ No, I did noL 

Q_ But you knew he was a Health 

Inspec tor? 

A_ What gets me is why he hasn't said 

anything about Apartment 18 as having any specific problems_ 

Since he is with the Health Board why would he not 

Q_ But you never asked, is that right? 

A_ All he did was went down the hall and 

said hi and I would said hi and that's it_ 

Q_ Have you ever seen any work orders from 

the Health Department? 

A_ Me specifically, no I did not_ 

Q_ Or your father? 

A_ Yes he has_ 

Q _ What were they referring to? 

,mat was the nature of the 

re pairs? 
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A. Repairs of all nature . 

Z. Elieff, cr- ex 
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They complain 

about everything, if there is a hinge missing, if there is a 

leak somewhere, a tap leaking they complain about that. 

Most of the problem has been taken care of . 

Q. You are saying you were never asked by 

the Health Department to clean up the roach problem? 

A. Me specifica lly I have not. 

Q. Or your dad? 

A. You ask him. 

Q. Do you have any knowledge that your dad 

was ever asked" 

A. Yes. He has been served I remember once 

or twice work order. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Is it work orders to clear up 

the roach problem? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, I remember seeing that. 

MS. SANSON : Q. I heard your evidence to be 

that before the Vietnamese and Cambodians moved in that you 

didn't have problems with the building; is that right? 

A. What do you mean by problems? Roaches, 

there were no problems. 

Q. What about breaking things? 

A. Yes, ongoing problems, like people break 

things and you repair them, but it hasn't been to the extent 

of right now, most of those smaller windows are always being 
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broken right now in the entranceway and it wasn't that way 

befor'e _ Right now, also I am fed up with when you see the 

kids outside flinging tiles from the hallway parents don't 

say anything about that, why are they flinging tiles, they 

can really hurt a person if they get a piece of tile in 

their eye _ 

Q. Is that your evidence that you have 

personally watched children throwing tiles; is that your 

evidence? 

A. Yes . 

Q - I didn't hear that in your evidence in 

chief _ 

A_ Well I said that_ 

Q. You watched them throwing tiles? 

A_ Yes_ 

Q_ What did you do? 

A_ What is there to do, I told them not to 

do it and they just quit it then, they stopped doing it . 

Once I remember . 

Q_ When did this happen, what year? 

A. This was I believe a couple of summers 

ago_ 

Q_ Was it Ms_ Chippheng Hon's children? 

A_ I don't know whose kids, there are too 

many kids to decide who, we just go there and . ___ _ 
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Q . You don't know whether they lived in the 

building or not" 

A. Well most kids were from our building , 

Q. How did you know that? 

A, Because when they were finished playing 

they always go into the apartments , Like for suppertime, 

usually around 6:00 o'clock they just all disappear and a 

lot of them would be heading to our apartment and a lot 

would be heading towards the other two apartments. I have 

never seen any kids playing, throwing things like baseballs 

and that in the other two buildings beside us all the kids 

form there. I never see the kids playing in their area, 

always they are on our property, our' fence. All I see is 

kids playing baseball in there, playing around, throwing 

things and you will not see that in the other two buildings 

beside us, all the other people i n there are using our 

property as a playground, 

THE CHAIRMAN: Ms . Sanson, are you finished 

with this witness" 

MS. SANSON: If I might just have a minute. 

I have no further questions. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr . Elieff, do you have any 

further questions in reply of ;'our' witness? By reply just 

questions that either relate to the issues that came up in 

cross-examination. Any questions relating to any of the 
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questions that came up in cross-examination you may ask them 

now. 

RE-EXAMINATION BY MR. ELIEFF : 

Q. I believe Zoranco what you meant by Mr. 

Brown going in and out of Apartment 18, which I have seen 

many times . What you are tr'ying to say is this Mr. Brown 

never pointed out to you anything? 

A. I said that. 

THE CHAIRMAN: Just a question. 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. Is that what you mean Mr. 

Brown never told you anything, have any problems? 

A. I said that. 

Q. That is what you wanted to say about Mr. 

Brown? 

A. Right. 

THE CHAIRMAN : The point is taken. 

MR . ELIEFF : Q. You Were also trying to say 

here that you are not the owner of the property, only you 

are doing the best that you can to help your father and his 

company? 

A. That is true, yes. 

Q. Did you mean when you said nicely was 

done 95 beautiful in two tone colours, very nice, and right 

after this was done in a day or so the children went over 

ripping, scratching, marking, that discouraged you from 
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doing the same in 105? 

A . Yes . 

Q. Is this not what discouraged you from 

continuously doing good painting job because of the kids are 

marking and scratching? 

A. Everything got to the point and it 

really upsets me when the parents of the kids, they are 

letting the kids do anything they want, they are not telling 

the kids how to keep things clean , not to throw stuff all 

over the yard to throw them in the garbage, like candy 

packets toss them around allover the grass . The parents 

are actually seeing this occur, they are all outside in 

their group talking t o each other while the kids are doing 

all this stuff, throwing garbage and all that and digging 

holes, i n the middle area of the apartment building is 

mud. 

THE CHAIRMAN: You have seen this in 105? 

THE WITNESS: Most property in those 

THE CHAIRMAN : You have seen this pr'ior to 

1989? 

THE WITNESS: Yes, an ongoing occurrence . 

THE CHAIRMAN : Do you have further questions 

~lr . Elieff') 

MR. ELIEFF: Q. I believe Zoranco there are 

many times when you felt you had to take a piece of small 
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garbage bag and throw in our' bins, left by the tenant and 

you yourself wou ld take it and throw in the garbage , throw 

away because some of them are broken and some greasy stuff 

going down on the carpet which makes like it discourages 

you. 

A. As far as I know I would see garbage 

bags . Like, when they are on the doors, when I see garbage 

bags being thrown underneath the stairwell instead of being 

dumped outside in the garbage bin, I clear out mostly junk 

gar bage. The parent s are leaving it out there, they don't 

want the smell inside the ir apartment, The odour that comes 

from those garbage bags is unbelievable . That is why they 

are leaving them outside in front of their doors instead of 

inside or on the balconies just leaving them inside . 

THE CHAIRMAN: But you made the point on 

c r oss-examination that you have not Been any garbage outside 

the Complainant's apartment Ms. Ho n? 

THE WITNESS: I do not recall. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Any other questions? 

MR. ELIEFF : Q . What I believe you were 

trying to say Zoranco is this front door small glass have 

been broken over and over again many times. 

A. That ' s a fact, yes. We started 

replacing the glass, the kids were hitting them with the 

baseball and breaking them, we started to replace it with 
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plexiglass which is very hard to break, but everything is 

broken just as the glass is. 

Q. I believe Zoranco you have seen the 

washing and drying machines have been broken over and over 

again') 

A. Yes. Many times that has occurred, 

constantly . 

THE CHAIRMAN: I am giving you a lot of 

latitude to ask those questions. They were not raised. The 

question about the washers and dryers was not raised in 

cross-examination. Strictly speaking I should not be 

allowing the question . 

MS. SANSON: This is new evidence. 

THE WITNESS: This is everything, doing the 

repairs over and over again, if that do~sn"t discourage 

property owner I don " t know what does. You don"t know how 

the property, the tenants are there, the damage is being 

caused all the time, nobody reporting nothing to you, okay. 

The damage was being done, the apartments were all full at 

that time, the damage was being done to the property or the 

windows were being broken and nobody has nothing to say 

about it. That makes me really upset. 

MR . ELIEFF: Q. Do you recall Zoranco one 

time when I was doing my turn over the buildings to do 

repa i r's and because I chased a bunch of kids who were 
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making noise because of that I was attacked and almost 

killed? 

THE CHAIRMAN: I cannot allow that . 

MR . ELIEFF : That is important. I was trying 

to take c a re of my place and I was attacked . 

THE CHAIRMAN: That was not r'aised o n cross-

e xaminatioTI_ 

MR. ELIEFF : That is enough . 

THE CHAIRMAN: I don " t have any fur·ther 

questions for you Zoranco, you can take your seat. 

THE WITNESS : Thank you . Everything I do, 

like I repair things that br'eak down , things are broken down 

and they are saying we are discriminating against their 

race, that really gets to me . 

THE CHAIRMAN : I heard you say that . That is 

alL 

We are about to a d journ. It is twenty to 

seven and I would like to adjourn . I don ' t think we have 

time to hear Ms , Eagle again on that point which I think is 

wor·th hearing , All parties have agreed to allow her to give 

evidence the next time when we come back. I would like to 

find a date when we can resume . If it is PQssible to have 

that date in December' I would appreciate it, to hear the 

evidence of Ms. Eagle and to hear argument. 

MS , SANSON: Are we not going to hear any 
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evidence from Mr_ Elieff? 

MR_ ELIEFF: I will need all day to talk 

about this _ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Mr_ Elieff, how much time do 

you think you will take to put in your evidence for 

yourself? 

MR_ ELIEFF : It will take lots of 

time _ 

THE CHAIRMAN : You will have to try to give 

us a reasonable estimate of the time_ In other words wi ll 

we need a full day to hear your evidence, to hear Ms_ 

Eagle's evidence and to have argument? 

MR_ ELIEFF : I would like to save myself a 

couple of hours even if I use one to two hours whatever I 

can get _ 

THE CHAIRMAN: Will it take the morning to 

put in your evidence? 

MR_ ELIEFF: I am defend ing myself, I need 

time to defend myself_ 

THE CHAIRMAN : There are two separate 

phases_ One is to put in the evidence you have and then the 

second phase when you have an opportunity to give your 

a rgument and summation _ 

MR_ ELIEFF: Two hours_ 

THE CHAIRMAN : So that will take the 
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How long do you think Ms. Eagle-s evidence will 

MS. SANSON: I am not sure how long Ms. 

Eagle-s will take, I don-t think more than an hour . 

THE CHAIRt1AN: Then we could have the 

argument on that same day? Do we have time to have that 

argument? 

MR. Z. ELIEFF : Can I get Mr . Brown? 

MS. SANSON : You are asking about calling Mr. 

Brown. There is a summons to \9i tness already made out, you 

can sign it if you wish to call him as a witness . 

MR. Z. ELIEFF: I want to call him and ask if 

he has ever driven her anywhere with him, that will let you 

know who is lying and who is not . 

THE CHAIRMAN: You are not a party to this 

proceeding. It is up to your father, he is the one who will 

determine if he wants to call Mr . Brown . 

MR. Z. ELIEFF: I just want to know if he 

would deny it. 

THE CHAIRMAN : Mr . Elieff, do you feel that 

is an important issue that you would like to call Mr. Brown? 

MR. ELIEFF: I see here my son wants to point 

out how come this Mr. Brown being so often in and out of 

this Apartment 18 and never said anything about the problems 

and she said never anything, nobody said anything. That is 
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what bothers me. 

~lR. Z. ELIEFF: It b others me a lot. 

THE CHAIRMAN: I realize it bothers you. The 

problem is you are not a party to this proceeding . I can 

make you a party to this proceeding but I see no reason to 

do that. Your father is the Respondent . It is up to your 

fathe r to decide whether he wants to call him on that issue. 

Mr . Elieff, if you feel that you would like to call Mr. 

Brown you can contact the Board and contact me later on. 

Let us right now set the date . 

MS. SANSON: I brought some blank witness 

summons, the witness, perhaps my friends can have them 

signed now and if they decide there is a witness they want 

to call for the next day in o rder that we are not at the end 

of the day with people who are wishing to call witnesses and 

have not made arrangements. 

THE CHAIRMAN : I make a practice of not 

signing anything in blank. 

MR. ELIEFF: All that is irrelevant, what is 

relevant is what you are accusing me calling people pigs and 

whatever. 

THE CHAIRMAN: That is your choice and you 

can call whichever witness you wish. Can we fix a date when 

we can come back here? Friday, November the 27th, 1992 at 

10:00 a . m .. 
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,VherFlUpon the hearing adjourned at 6:55 p.m. to Friday, 
November 27, 1992 at 10:00 a.m. 

********** 

CERTIFI ED CORRECT 

Dorothy Marchant, C.S.R. 
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